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Recently, conductive polymer/carbon nanomaterials have drawn attention for use
in corrosion inhibition, sensors, energy storage devices, and coatings for electromagnetic
shielding applications due to their good mechanical properties and electronic
conductivity. Therefore, efforts have been made to find fast and facile methods for the
synthesis and development of these hybrids that allow control over key parameters, such
as the thickness of the conductive polymer coating. In this study, such hybrids were
prepared using polyaniline (PANI) as the conductive polymer and vapor-grown carbon
nanofibers (VGCNFs) as the carbon nanomaterial or filler by a semi-dilute in situ
polymerization method to be evaluated for their effectiveness as corrosion inhibitory
additives to alkyd paints.
Spectroscopic, colorimetric, and electric properties of PANI-coated VGCNFs
were investigated. The thickness of the PANI coating, along with other parameters,
impacts the behavior and mechanisms by which the nanomaterial performs its role in a
given application, particularly in the corrosion inhibition processes. Thus, different
synthesis conditions, including pretreatment of the nanofibers, the presence of sodium

dodecyl sulfate (SDS) surfactant, PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratios (w/w), and polymerization
times were tested and their effects on the PANI thickness were microscopically and
statistically evaluated. It was found that only different PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratios allowed
definite control of the PANI thickness. No clear effect on the thickness was observed
after three hours of polymerization. The presence of SDS and pretreatment of VGCNFs
displayed a synergistic effect on the appearance and thickness of the PANI film.
PANI-coated VGCNF additives, with PANI in the leucoemeraldine base (LEB)
and emeraldine base (EB) forms, were synthesized using a PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratio of
0.4 in the presence of SDS. Cold-rolled steel coupons were coated with 20-30 μm thick
alkyd paint coatings, and their electrochemical behavior was investigated by open circuit
potential (OCP) and electrochemical impedance (EIS) measurements. The results indicate
that, overall, EB/VGCNF additive performed better as a corrosion inhibitor, followed by
PreT-VGCNF and LEB/VGCNF additives.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Corrosion problems, and anticorrosion paints and coatings
Corrosion importance is reflected on three basic planes: economics, safety, and

conservation. Corrosion is basically a degradation process that directly or indirectly
impacts different services and industries, becoming a very costly problem for individuals
as well as for nations.1,2
Many types of corrosion could develop depending on the environment, the
materials implicated, and the climate (humidity, temperature, air-pollutants, etc.). When
metals are involved in the corrosion process, coupled redox reactions lead to metal
dissolution by formation of metallic cations. This process is known as metallic corrosion,
and its prevention and control have been the subject of numerous studies, books, papers,
and workshops.3
One of the most common metals used in many types of industries is iron. This
metal is very versatile, and it can be found in metallic structural materials used for
construction, automobile body panels, household appliances, gardening items, and
underground pipelines, just to mentioned a few. Iron presents an important advantage
over other metals exposed to corrosive environments, it can form a protective oxide layer
that covers the metal and prevents it from undergoing corrosion. Such a protection
mechanism is called passivation. Due to this ability, and very good mechanical
1

properties, iron and its alloys are preferred for a number of applications. The most
common types of iron alloys are steels, and among them, the stainless steel, carbon steel,
mild steel, and cold-rolled steel are widely used.1,3
In spite of the natural ability of steels to passivate and protect themselves, they are
still susceptible to corrosion, especially under highly corrosive environments. Examples
of such extreme environments are marine atmospheres, elevated amounts of acidic vapors
in chemical industries or even low alkalinity in cement-embedded structures. Usually, the
corrosion mechanism of steel involves several steps that depend on the pH of the media,
the amount of oxygen available, and the presence of other electroactive species (species
reduced, oxidized, or both in the range of electrochemical potentials under study). In spite
of that, a general mechanism of steel oxidation and rust formation can be outlined as
follows2
Fe → Fe2+ + 2e−

1.1

Fe2+ → Fe3+ + 1e−

1.2

O2(g) + 2H2 O + 4e− → 4OH−

1.3

+
2Fe2+
(aq) + O2(g) + 2H2 O → 2FeOOH + 2H

1.4

From this mechanism, it is evident that corrosion needs at least three species to
contribute. A reductant, usually the metal of interest; an oxidizing agent, among them the
most common is the oxygen; and the presence of a conductive electrolyte solution that
may originate from the humidity or an aqueous media containing dissolved ions.3,4
Therefore, a prevention mechanism will mainly focus on minimizing the amount of
aqueous conductive electrolyte and the levels of oxygen available to interact with the iron
2

ion. This will terminate the reaction described by Equation 1.1, and hence, the corrosion
of steel.
In general, three main approaches are known to prevent, mitigate, or control the
corrosion process. The first approach is the use of either the cathodic protection, where
external current maintains the metal of interest in its reduced state, also called immune
state, or the anodic protection, where the metal is forced to be in the passive region. The
second approach is the selection and design of materials, and the third approach is a focus
on coatings.1
The relatively least expensive, more versatile, and effective approach to prevent
corrosion is the use of coatings. Coatings can be applied on substrates as either primers or
topcoats, depending on the formulation, to offer a protective barrier against corrodents
present in the environment. Coatings can be primarily classified as metal coatings,
inorganic coatings, and organic coatings. In this study, attention will be paid to organic
coatings, since they offer a number of options to achieve protection of the substrate.
Moreover, there are several methods to apply an organic coating to the desired metal.
Organic coatings are usually classified based on the resin binder, which controls the
degree of protection and resistance to deterioration.3 It is very common to find vinyl
resins, phenol-formaldehyde formulations, as well as epoxy, polyurethanes, and alkyd
resins. The alkyd resins offer fast-drying properties, low cost, and durability versus other
coatings.1 Sometimes, powder additives (e.g. Zn) have been used, which under certain
conditions have enhanced the anticorrosion properties of the paint.2,4-7
Different types of polyaniline (PANI) composites and hybrids have been
synthesized for different purposes, including anticorrosion coatings. The most common
3

of these PANI-based materials have been PANI/CNT composites,8-11 and more recently
the PANI/graphene composites have also been introduced.2 The thickness of the PANI
coating, along with other parameters, impacts the behavior and mechanisms by which the
nanomaterial performs its role in a given application.12-15 This is especially true for
corrosion mechanisms involving PANI, since it affects the protection mechanism itself,
as will be explained in Chapter V, and the diffusion of the major initiators of the
corrosion process, O2 and H2O. In addition, PANI can alter the capacitance of the doublelayer metallic interface, as well as the capacitance and resistance of the coating to which
it has been incorporated.2,4,16-20
This work uses PANI-coated VGCNFs, with PANI in the emeraldine base (EB)
and leucoemeraldine base (LEB) forms, to produce ≈30 μm thick alkyd paint coatings
incorporating either EB/VGCNF or LEB/VGCNF additive at 1 phr (parts per hundred
resin - alkyd paint-, i.e. a weight ratio or 1 part of additive to 100 parts of paint), in order
to electrochemically evaluate their corrosion inhibitory properties when used on
substrates immersed in the marine-like aggressive media of 3 wt % NaCl. More detail on
the PANI/VGCNF composites and their advantages is be presented below.
1.2

Importance of polyaniline (PANI)-coated vapor-grown carbon nanofibers
(VGCNF)
Synthesis, development and characterization of conductive polymer/carbon

nanomaterial composites have received special attention for more than a decade,
particularly in the fields of corrosion inhibition, 2,4-7, 5 electrochemical sensors,12,21,22
energy storage devices,14,23-25 and coatings for electromagnetic shielding.13,26,27
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Probably the most studied organic conducting polymer for more than 50 years has
been polyaniline (PANI), mainly because of its advantageous chemical and
electrochemical properties, and its lower cost over the other most common organic
conductive polymers, such as polypyrrole, and polythiophene. Good environmental and
chemical stability and tunable electric conductivity and color, by controlling the
oxidation state and proton-doping level, endow PANI with a potential for a variety of
applications in different fields.14,28,29
Among PANI/carbon nanomaterial composites, PANI/multi-walled carbon
nanotube (MWNTs) composites have been the most synthesized,15,23-25,30-32 followed by
PANI/single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs),12,33 and more recently, by
PANI/graphene composites.2 This interest relies on their very good to excellent physical
and mechanical properties, as well as a tunable electronic conductivity.
Within the carbon nanomaterials vapor-grown carbon nanofibers (VGCNF) have
emerged as a substitute for CNTs and are considered appealing carbon nanofillers for
reinforcement applications, since not only are they able to improve the electronic, thermal
and mechanical properties of organic polymer matrices, but at the same time they are less
expensive, available now in large quantities, have a high aspect ratio and can present
some advantages over CNTs in certain applications.34-37 In some cases, VGCNF have
been even preferred over graphene, since they are easier to functionalize,38 and especially
regarding the cost $0.10/g for VGCNF compared to ≈$15-180/g for graphene).39,40
In addition, VGCNF incorporation to alkyd paint coatings has increased the
corrosion protection of mild steel samples immersed in the aggressive media of 3 wt %
NaCl, compared to pure alkyd paint coating.4 Based on this result, and the inhibitory
5

properties that PANI itself has displayed,5,41-46 it was believed that a composite material
formed by PANI and VGCNF would provide a synergistic improvement in corrosion
inhibition when incorporated into alkyd paint. One of the most important features of this
composite must be the PANI coating thickness on VGNCF, since it might define the
conductance of the composite used as an additive to anticorrosion alkyd paint coatings, as
will be explained in detailed on Chapter III. Therefore, it is important to synthesize
PANI/VGCNF composites under conditions that allow control over the PANI-coating
thickness, and to characterize the PANI oxidation state and proton-doping level for use as
an additive to the alkyd paint in the corrosion evaluation.
1.2.1

Properties of polyaniline (PANI)
PANI is an organic conducting polymer that can exist in three different oxidation

states; each one of them can display two proton-doping levels. In addition,
interconversion between the oxidation states and protonation levels can be easily attained
by the use of oxidizing/reducing agents, and a number of acids/bases respectively.47,48
Moreover, each of these states and forms has a distinct color. The more reduced
leucoemeraldine salt (LES) is gray/grass-green, while its base (LEB) is colorless. The
more oxidized pernigraniline salt (PNS) is blue/violet, and its base (PNB) lilac. The halfreduced/half-oxidized emeraldine salt (ES) is dark green, while its base (EB) is dark blue.
49-51

Although the common criterion is to consider only the green-colored protonated

emeraldine (ES) as the conductive form of PANI, which changes color with the extent of
deprotonation, recently it has been reported that in hydrophobic ionic liquids PNS is also
conductive.50 Since the synthesis used to prepare PANI and PANI/VGCNF composites is
done in aqueous medium, the criterion adopted is that only ES exhibits conductivity.
6

Figure 1.1 shows all the different structures and forms associated with PANI, and their
inter conversions.

Figure 1.1

Different forms of PANI, and their interconversion.

*In aqueous medium, PNB it is known to behave as an insulator, however in hydrophobic
ionic liquid it has shown to be conductive. The different reactions and structures were
based on work published by different authors.49,50,52,53
ES has received a lot of attention for different applications due to its conductivity.
However in this investigation, the EB form, and even the nonconductive LEB were
hypothesized to perform better than ES, since the alkyd paint matrix was expected to
protect as a barrier, and upon water penetration the protonation of EB would take place,
delaying the onset of corrosion. Then, redox reactions involving the steel substrate, iron
cations, PANI, and O2 in an aqueous medium could take place to diminish the production
of iron cations. As will be seen in Chapter II, when EB is protonated there are some
important rearrangements in the emeraldine (EM) structure, EM is the general name of
PANI referring only to the oxidation state, ES and EB are both in the EM oxidation state.
7

Depending on the concentration of the acid, the less conductive dication ES bipolaron
structure, or the diradical-dication ES polaron is predominant.54 Figure 1.2 depicts these
rearrangements, and the role of the counter-ions SO42- or HSO4- in favoring one structure
over the other. This is based on the work presented by other authors.54 It starts with the
EB nonconductive form of PANI (Figure 1.2a), which upon protonation gives a dication
ES bipolaron structure (less conductive form) stabilized by sulfate ions stabilize (Figure
1.2b). At lower pH ([H+] = 0.5–1.0 M) a diradical-dication ES polaron structure is
produced (more conductive form), which is stabilized by hydrogen sulfate ions.

Figure 1.2

Sequence of protonation in emeraldine oxidation state.

Several procedures have been reported for the synthesis of PANI in different
media, oxidizing agents, templates, and surfactants. One of the most common methods,
and the one used in this investigation, is the chemical oxidative polymerization of aniline
(ANI) in the presence of the solid substrate (VGCNF) in a very acidic aqueous medium.
8

There is no simple mechanism that explains the polymerization process, although a
number of mechanisms have been proposed.54-61 However, there is a consensus for the
general polymerization reaction of ANI in acidic aqueous media, using ammonium
persulfate (peroxydisulfate) as the oxidizing agent (see Figure 1.3). As it has been
reported, the first step is the protonation and oxidation of aniline to yield the aniline
nitrenium cation. Head to tail ortho-coupling (generating the phenazine-like nucleates)
and para-coupling (producing the long-chain PANI precursor), as well as the head to
head coupling yielding benzidine dication have been reported. The proportions between
one type of coupling over the other depend on the acidity of the medium, the temperature,
the ANI/oxidant molar ratio, and ANI-oxidant concentration.54-56,58-60 These synthesis
conditions have an impact on PANI morphology, such as favoring fiber-like over
granular-like structures, Fiber-like morphology in turn may be more suitable to coat or
wrap around another material (e.g. VGCNF), preventing PANI from preferring the
precipitation out of the reaction aqueous media versus the coating process.57,62 In this
study, a semi-dilute in situ polymerization in highly acidic media was used to favor the
PANI deposition on to the VGCNF. More details on the method will be provided in
Chapter II.

9

Figure 1.3

1.2.2

General polymerization reaction of aniline with persulfate to yield PANI
hydrogen sulfate (ES).63

Properties of vapor-grown carbon nanofibers (VGCNF)
Vapor-grown carbon nanofibers (VGCNF) are hollow-cored fibers with graphitic

lateral planes exposed along the fiber length. They exhibit a stacked-cup carbon
morphology, and are mainly synthesized by heating methane or benzene vapors at
1200-2800 °C range in a flow system into which iron nanoparticle precursors, like
Fe(CO)5, are injected. Decomposition of methane or benzene to form graphitic structures
occurs in the presence of hydrogen over iron nanoparticles, with the participation of
vapors from sulfur compounds.64-66 Figure 1.4 illustrates that VGCNF (specifically type
PR-24-XT-LHT made at high temperatures) can exist in two types of overall
morphologies, the cylindrical (tube) and bamboo types, with the cylindrical being the
main morphology. These results were also observed by a different research group for
VGCNF PR-19-PS (made at lower temperatures).65
Although VGCNF exhibit more structural defects than the more-studied carbon
nanotubes (CNTs),67 they present a similar sub-micron graphitic network comparable to
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that of MWNTs,68 except that concentric graphene cones are formed which intersect the
outer fiber surface at oblique angles (e.g. like stacked Dixie cups). These features allow
them to possess very good to excellent electrical, thermal, and mechanical properties.27,36

Figure 1.4

TEM image showing the (a) cylindrical (tube), and (b) bamboo
morphologies of VGCNF (PR-24-XT-LHT).

Pyrograf III VGCNF (PR-24-XT-LHT) are very fine, highly graphitic, tubular,
and heat-treated (over 2000 °C) carbon nanofibers. The heat treatment (designated by
LHT) causes a higher graphitic crystallinity allowing for maximum electrical
conductivity when producing nanocomposites. Furthermore, these nanofibers have been
processed with a debulking method for easier dispersion of the VGCNF (referred as XT
in the code). The average diameter of the nanofibers is 100–120 nm, a diameter
distribution from 65–250 nm with lengths of 50 – 200 μm, and a surface area of 43 m2/g
N2 – based.38,65 In addition to the advantages mentioned before, it has been reported that
oxidized VGCNFs display stronger interactions with polymers like PANI, as well as
better dispersion, wetting, and distribution compared to the unoxidized VGCNFs.26,27,65
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Possible interactions displayed within PANI/MWCNTs composites were π-stacking
(noncovalent attractive forces between two aromatic rings – in this case between the
quinoid units in PANI and the graphitic surface of MWCNTs), electrostatic interactions
(between either the delocalized electrons, or the –COO- in the oxidized MWCNTs, and
=N+– in PANI), and hydrogen bonding (between -OH present in MWCNTs, and –NH– in
PANI).11,32 . In this study, oxidized VGCNFs were selected since they offer the advantage
of higher oxygen function density than MWCNT. Thus, more interaction sites with
PANIexist compared to MWCNTs and unoxidized VGCNF. Some of the expected
interactions with PANI are depicted in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5

Simplified scheme showing possible interactions between PANI and
VGCNFs

(a) π-stacking, (b) electrostatic interactions, and (c) hydrogen bonding.
This scheme is based on the work published by other researchers. 11,65
12

1.3

Common techniques for the characterization of PANI-coated VGCNFs
Many techniques have been used to characterize PANI and its composites in

different ways. Although X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), 8,26,47,69,70 X-ray
diffraction (XRD),16,71-74 spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE),75 electron spin resonance
(ESR),37,76-78 and Raman spectroscopy 53,54,76,79,80 have provided useful information about
PANI and its composites, the main spectroscopic techniques such as FTIR and UV-vis
have prevailed, due to the detail information they furnish about the chemical structure,
proton-doping level, and oxidation state of PANI and PANI-based materials. In addition,
microscopic techniques have been widely used for obtaining information about the
morphology, topography, and internal structure of these and other type of materials.
Among the microscopic techniques, SEM,10,24,30,36,57,72,73,81-88 TEM,14,22,25,89,90 and
AFM67,91-94 have been successfully used, along with conductivity experiments, to more
fully characterize PANI and PANI-composites.
The electrochemical characterization of PANI-based materials has involved open
circuit potential (OCP) measurements, polarization curves, and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS), however, the most predominant are OCP, and EIS
measurements.
The principles of each of the most useful techniques that were used in this study
to characterize PANI and PANI-composites will be presented ahead.
1.3.1

Spectroscopic techniques
FTIR and UV-vis are two of the most used spectroscopic techniques to

characterize PANI and its composites. FTIR characterization is based on the type of
chemical bonds, and functional groups present in the materials, and it is one of the most
13

accepted techniques for the characterization of organic materials, including polymers,
fibers, and powders. UV-vis characterization relies on the type of electronic transitions
taking place in molecules forming the materials, upon their interaction with the
corresponding electromagnetic radiation.
The IR reflection of radiation can be specular, diffuse, internal, or attenuated total
reflectance.95 FTIR characterization of PANI-based materials can be performed in the
transmission mode,55,96 diffuse-reflectance mode with pure samples or mixed with KBr
powder,14 or in attenuated total reflectance (ATR) mode with samples directly pressed on
the crystal. 22,97,98
Diffuse-reflectance IR Fourier transform (DRIFT) is a very effective technique to
collect spectra on powders without further preparation. In DRIFT, specular reflection
(reflection angle equals the incident angle) takes place at each randomly-oriented plane of
a finely divided powder, thus, the radiation is reflected in all directions producing a
diffuse reflection. A diffuse-reflectance accessory for FTIR spectrometers is illustrated in
Figure 1.6. The diffuse-reflectance spectrum is a plot of the relative reflectance intensity,
which is a ratio of the sample´s reflected intensity to that of a non absorbing standard,
versus wavenumbers. In addition, a calibration standard (finely ground KBr or KCl, or
gold disc) is needed.
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Figure 1.6

Scheme of the diffuse-reflectance accessory.95

Besides DRIFT, ATR-FTIR has also been employed to provide knowledge about
the oxidation state, proton-doping level, and purity of PANI and PANI-based materials in
the form of free-flowing powders or films.22,97,98
The ATR mode of FTIR depends on the absorption of evanescent radiation by a
less dense medium (sample). At wavelengths when this absorption takes place, an
attenuation of the radiation beam is seen, and since the incident angle of a beam that
passes from a medium with a higher refractive index (crystal) to a medium with a lower
refractive index (sample) is sufficiently large to attain complete reflection, this mode is
called attenuated total reflectance. See Figure 1.7 for an illustration of the assembly.95
The evanescent waves are formed when a beam of radiation penetrates into a less dense
medium (sample) before the reflection process occurs. The depth of penetration of these
evanescent waves depends on the wavelength, the refractive indices of the crystal and the
sample, and the beam angle with respect to the interface.
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Figure 1.7

Scheme of the attenuated total reflectance FTIR assembly. 95

In this study both modes of FTIR were tried. However, the ATR mode offered the
following advantages over the diffuse reflectance mode. No previous calibration was
required, and more importantly, considerably less sample was needed for the
characterization. Therefore, the spectra presented in this document were all ATR-FTIR.
1.3.2

Microscopic techniques
In order to be able to observe micro or nano structures and examine them in

detail, the microscope’s illumination source needed to have a wavelength shorter than
that of light. Scanning electron microscopes (SEM), and transmission electron
microscopes (TEM) use an electron beam as a source of illumination. Thus, they are
widely used in the morphological and dimensional characterization of various types of
micro and nano samples, including PANI and PANI-based materials.14,22,25,89,90
Some of the basic differences between SEM and TEM can be simplified and
narrowed down to the type of interaction between the electron beam and the sample, the
type of electrons detected, and the data collection mode used to form the image. These
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determine the type of image obtained in each case. In general, a SEM image is produced
by secondary, backscattered, or X-ray electrons resulting from the interaction between
the electron beam and the surface of the material. This provides information only about
the external morphology (secondary electrons from the uppermost layers of the material),
or compositional and chemical differences, respectively.99 A TEM image is generated by
electrons passing through a thin sample (specimen), therefore, offering the internal
microstructural detail of the material.95 In TEM images the information is collected over
the magnified field of view, then, focused to construct the magnified image as a function
of the integrated data collection time. In SEM images the data is acquired sequentially,
point by point, as the focused electron beam probe is rastered over the sample surface.95,99
As a result, TEM images are 2D, and SEM images are 3D.
Mostly, TEM is used where better resolution is required. In this investigation,
SEM was used to have a general view of the PANI-based material morphology, while
TEM was mainly used to closely evaluate the PANI-coating thickness formed by on the
different synthesis conditions. The detailed morphology of the PANI coating was also
observed by TEM. However, to assess the effect of the SDS surfactant on the dispersion
of PreT-VGCNFs in the composites, it was necessary to have 3D structural information
of the PANI composites that allow observing the degree of stacking in each case. For this
purpose the atomic force microscope (AFM) was employed.
AFM, a scanning probe microscope invented by Binnig, Quate and Gerber in
1986, has been used to mainly image, and measure solid samples. AFM can generate
images or maps that not only reveal the surface structural detail, but also the surface
properties of the material.99 In this way, AFM images can show different regions based
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on either roughness or a sample’s mechanical, electrical, magnetic, or even
electrochemical properties.100
An AFM probe is a sharp tip (<10 nm in radius) at the free end of a 100–200 μm
long cantilever which physically interacts with the surface of the sample. The close
interaction between two solids (tip and sample) involves attractive and repulsive forces,
and causes the cantilever to bend, or deflect.99,100 Although, many forces can cause
deflection of the cantilever, the most common in AFM is the interatomic van der Waals
force. Figure 1.8 depicts the variation of the force with the tip-sample separation
(distance) during an approach-withdraw cycle, also called extend-retract, forwardreversed, or trace-retrace curves. This graph is similar in shape to that obtained for an
interatomic force (or interatomic potential energy) versus interatomic distance. In Figure
1.8, the tip is placed above the sample, at a predefined distance from it, where no contact
between them exists.101 This tip-sample separation is taken as zero force, and it is
considered the starting point of the cycle. As tip-sample distance decreases, the repulsive
forces prevail, and the AFM ramps the cantilever down until the tip touches the sample.
At this point, the cantilever starts to deflect, and the AFM pushes the tip closer to the
sample to a set maximum force (set point force). After a set time delay, the scan direction
is reversed, and the tip is pulled away from the surface, trying to overcome the attractive
forces, ending the cycle when the tip snaps off the surface, and goes back to the noncontact position. If there is no adhesion between the sample surface and the tip, the
approach and retract curves should overlap one another. However, if adhesion is present a
negative peak is observed in the retrace curve.
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Figure 1.8

Ideal AFM force-distance curve.

Red curve shows the contact region, and blue curve the non-contact region.100,101
The most negative force value associated with the adhesion peak is a measure of
the force needed to pull the tip completely away from the sample surface, and it is known
as pull-off force or pullout force.101 For distinct points across the sample surface, the
contact point occurs at different tip-sample separations, depending on the roughness of
the surface, thus, the total force (setpoint force plus adhesion force) varies from point to
point. Figure 1.9a, illustrates the AFM scanning/detection processes for a particular
sample surface. Figure 1.9b depicts the effect of sample roughness on the cantilever
deflection during a scan process.
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Figure 1.9

AFM (a) schematic diagram, and (b) scanning and detection processes,
where (i) represents the first scanned point, and (ii) any following point.99

Cantilever deflection, and z-piezoelectric scanner voltage are recorded by the AFM
at each surface point. Based on laser (solid-state laser diode) alignment and focus, mirror
tuning, and tip calibration parameters as spring constant and deflection sensitivity, the
above magnitudes can be converted to force and distance respectively, to provide the
AFM topographic image.100 From a cantilever deflection-z-piezoelectric scanner voltage
curve (similar in shape to the one displayed in Figure 1.8), the distance for a particular
surface point can be obtained when the number of units or divisions (1 V/division) in
cantilever deflection, which correspond to the total force (setpoint + adhesion), are
multiplied by the deflection sensitivity (nm/V). Then, the specific distance is multiplied
by the cantilever spring constant to calculate the particular force, following Hook´s law
𝐹 =k×𝑑

1.5

where F is the force, k is the cantilever spring constant, and d is the distance. After
scanning the sample surface, the height profile of the whole scanned area is represented
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as a topographic AFM image or map. AFM images or maps of different types can be
produced, based on the same principle but, analyzing other variables from the forcedistance curves, such as Young modulus, and dissipation energy. In this way, an AFM
image can display differences between regions where only PreT-VGCNF is stacked, and
regions where PANI is coating the PreT-VGCNF, since the tip-sample interactions are
different. Therefore, AFM is able to provide information about the best SDS surfactant
concentration tested to promote a better PreT-VGCNF dispersion, and thus, a more
homogeneous PANI coating, as will be shown in Chapter III.
1.4

Electrochemical techniques to evaluate corrosion inhibitory properties of
paints incorporating PANI-coated VGCNFs
Salt spray testing, open circuit potential (OCP), linear polarization, and

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) are among the most commonly used and
well-established techniques to simultaneously evaluate the behavior of coated metals, and
the corrosion inhibitory properties of coatings applied on metals.102-105
In the salt spray test, bare or coated metal/alloy specimens are placed on racks
inside a box or chamber, where they are exposed to corrosive spray or fog during a
predefined number of cycles or until specimen failure is attained.102 Afterwards, the
amount of corrosion is mainly quantified by specimen weighing (weight loss), and visual
inspection in accordance to the corresponding norms ASTM or ISO. This accelerated
simulation technique, fails to provide coating failure times that are corresponding to those
obtained under a normal exposure to the same type of environment. In addition, no clear
mechanistic information is obtained from this test. For these reasons, the salt spray test is
often used to compare the performance of different coatings exposed to the same
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environment, and it is usually carried out once the system’s electrochemical
characterization has been completed, or when the elucidation of the corrosion mechanism
is not of interest. In this investigation, the primordial goal of the electrochemical
characterization was to elucidate the possible corrosion inhibitory properties of different
PANI/VGCNFs-incorporated coatings. In addition, a general idea of the mechanism(s)
involved, and an overall coating performance comparison were also expected. Therefore,
the salt spray test is visualized as a complementary test to be done in the future, and it is
not included in this investigation.
1.4.1

Open circuit potential (OCP) and other DC electrochemical techniques used
in corrosion investigations
The open circuit potential (OCP) measurement is the potential difference between

the specimen (working electrode) and reference electrode under the reaction conditions of
interest, measured without the application of external polarization. The variation of OCP
during a specific amount of time is frequently used to electrochemically characterize the
system. Thus, a protection level of the coating can be quickly identified as having a more
positive potential compared to the bare metal. In general, the more positive the potential
is, and the longer the time this positive potential is sustained, the more protective the
coating will be. The coating prevents the metallic specimen from being corroded
(oxidized), by either acting as a physical penetration barrier against the corrodents (O2,
H2O, Cl-, electrolytes, etc.) or by preferentially reacting with the corrodents forming
protective corrosion products (passivation).102 Depending on the coating density,
porosity, thickness, and chemical nature, the mechanism of protection will mainly result
from one of these properties. For this reason, the OCP data is used as the initial potential
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or bias potential in polarization or EIS measurements. In this investigation, OCP
measurements were continuously collected for the duration of the electrochemical tests,
before, during, and after the impedance measurements.
Linear polarization is a fast method for measuring corrosion rates of bare and
coated metals/alloys exposed to aggressive media. This technique is based on the
polarization of the system within ±10 mV from its OCP value, which is considered as
zero overvoltage (η), as the current of the system is recorded.102,103 As a result, an
overvoltage-current density (i) curve is obtained that should follow Ohm´s law, thus, a
linear correlation is obtained. Current density is defined as the amount of current that
flows per unit area (I/A), with units of A/cm2. The anodic (+) and cathodic (-)
polarization segments around the OCP value are clearly shown in Figure 1.10.

Figure 1.10

Current density-linear polarization curve.
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The slope, ΔE/Δi, has units of resistance (Ω), and follows an inverse relationship
with the corrosion current density (icorr), also known as the corrosion rate of a system,
through the following equation
∆𝐸
∆𝑖

= 2.3(𝑖

𝛽𝑎 𝛽𝑐
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 )(𝛽𝑎 +𝛽𝑐 )

1.6

Here, βa and βc are the Tafel slopes corresponding to the anodic and cathodic
reactions, and 2.3 is a constant. Tafel slopes can be calculated from log I vs η plots (Tafel
plot).102 The linear polarization method, polarization resistance, or corrosion resistance
method uses direct currents (DC) and voltages. Therefore, it applies a more profound
perturbation on the system of study after every measurement cycle. This is not desired if
continuous measurements are to be taken on the same specimens with a minimum of
external perturbation. Additionally, the resistance obtained by the slope (ΔE/Δi), or the
corrosion current density, can be also determined by electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy,103 as will be explained in the following section, and in more detail in
Chapter V. In this investigation, as in several related studies, OCP and EIS measurements
were preferred to investigate the degradation and anticorrosion properties of polymers or
other coatings on metallic substrates.25,44,104,106-118
1.4.2

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) applies a very small sinusoidal

potential as a perturbation to the system, which is preferred for repeated and continuous
measurement cycles on the same samples. Usually, under EIS measurement conditions
the system can be considered as externally unperturbed by the measurement.102,103 In
addition, EIS provides more insight about the protection mechanism, the rate determining
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step, and other useful parameters about the coating degradation or properties, such as
coating resistance (Rcoat) and capacitance (Ccoat), area of delamination (Ad), % water
uptake by the coating, and coating pore resistance (R). Due to the advantages offered by
EIS measurements, this technique was preferred herein over the linear polarization for
evaluating the inhibitory properties of the coating and the electrochemical behavior of the
cold-rolled steel substrate.
The impedance (Z) is defined as the electric circuit’s total resistance (Ω) to the
flow of sinusoidal current of a single frequency.103,119 Actually, Z is the sum of the
resistance (R) and the reactance (X) offered by an electric circuit (system or
electrochemical cell, which is described in detail in Chapter V) when a 5-10 mV
perturbation of AC potential is applied to it, and the AC current is recorded while the
angular frequency (ω) is swept over a range of several decades. Equation 1.7 shows these
relationships
𝑍[𝑗𝜔] =

𝑉[𝑗𝜔]
𝐼[𝑗𝜔]

= 𝑅 + 𝑗𝑋,

𝑗 ≡ √−1 ≡ 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑗𝜋⁄2

1.7

Z[jω] is the impedance. V and I are the sinusoidal potential and current at each value of
ω, and j is the complex operator.102,119 Often, an analogous equation can be found in the
literature119
𝑍(𝜔) = 𝑍´ + 𝑗𝑍´´

1.8

Equation 1.8 expresses the real, Re(Z), and imaginary, Im(Z), components of the
impedance Z(ω), which correspond to the R and X in Equation 1.7, respectively. In
general, the reactance is related to the capacitance of the electric circuit (C), as Equation
1.9 stresses95
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𝑋=

1
2𝜋𝑓𝐶

=

1
𝜔𝐶

1.9

, 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓

The impedance vector may be plotted in rectangular and polar coordinates, as is
shown in Figure 1.11.

Figure 1.11

Impedance vector plotted in rectangular and polar coordinates.

This plot is based on the work presented by other authors.119
The polar coordinates in Figure 1.11, impedance magnitude (|𝑍|) and phase angle
(θ) at each frequency, are defined as
|𝑍| = (𝑅 2 + 𝑋 2 )1⁄2

1.10

𝜃 = tan−1 (𝑋⁄𝑅)

1.11

The phase angle or phase shift arises from the shift exhibited by the AC current
compared to the AC potential used as the perturbation, based on the properties of the
system. The real and imaginary rectangular components of impedance can be related to
the corresponding polar components according to Equations 1.12 and 1.13.
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Re(𝑍) ≡ 𝑍´ = |𝑍|cos(𝜃)

1.12

Im(𝑍) ≡ 𝑍´´ = |𝑍|sin(𝜃)

1.13

There are two basic types of graphic representations of EIS results, a complex
plane plot (Im(Z) versus Re(Z) at each frequency), that is also called a Nyquist plot, ColeCole plot, or Argand diagram, and a Bode plot. Two different Bode plots are produced
when each of the polar coordinates is plotted versus frequency (f), called total impedance
modulus or magnitude, and phase angle, respectively.120 Figure 1.12 illustrates the two
types of impedance diagrams obtained for the Randles cell, which is one of the most
common electric circuits used to describe the behavior of simple corroding
electrodes.102,103,119
The Randles circuit (Figure 1.12a) consists of a resistance Rs, representing the
joint effect from the electrolyte and any film on the metal surface, in series to a parallel
combination of a capacitance Cdl, which is assigned to the double-layer capacitance at the
metallic interface, and a resistance Rcor, arising from the charge transfer process (electron
transfer reaction). For the electric components in the circuit to have an actual physical
meaning, and properly explain the behavior of the system under study, each electric
component should be assigned to a physical-chemical process taking place in the
electrochemical cell.
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Figure 1.12

(a) Randles electric circuit, and EIS (b) Nyquist, (c) Bode – total
impedance magnitude, and (d) Bode – phase angle diagrams.

All the variables shown are as defined in the text.
For the Randles circuit in Figure 1.12a, at high frequencies (e.g. 10 kHz) X
becomes very small, since the capacitor conducts very easily. For an RC parallel
combination at this high frequency, irrespective of the Rcor value, the total impedance is
almost the same as the smaller contribution. Therefore, the impedance of the whole
circuit approaches Rs, which is the first point to the left side in the Nyquist diagram
(Figure 1.12b), and the first point to the right side in both Bode plots (Figures 1.13c, and
d). When the frequency decreases, the conduction of the capacitor drops, and the
impedance response follows a semicircle in the Nyquist plot, while the impedance
magnitude or modulus observes a linear behavior with a slope, which is characteristic of
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each electrochemical cell. At sufficiently low frequencies (e.g. 0.01 Hz), X becomes very
large, thus, the RC contribution approaches Rcor (the smaller contribution), and,
consequently, the total impedance of the circuit is Rs+ Rcor, corresponding to the last point
on the right side in the Nyquist diagram, and the last point on the left side in both Bode
plots.
The previous description illustrates the use of electric equivalent circuits in EIS
data analysis. In general, once the impedance experimental data has been collected, an
electrically equivalent circuit is proposed (model). Then, the model is fit to the
experimental results. The best model will be the simplest electric circuit that upon fitting
gives the smallest goodness of fit (χ2), with all its electric elements having a physical
meaning in order to represent appropriately the system under study and explain its EIS
electrochemical behavior.
When the system under investigation is a metallic surface with an organic coating,
corrosion in aggressive environments occurs in stages. 4,121,122 The main stages of coating
degradation depend on the state of the organic coating, and each of these stages displays a
particular shape in the Nyquist diagram (Figure 1.13) and Bode plots (Figure 1.14). In
general, at the beginning of exposure, the organic coating is intact and provides full
protection to the metallic surface from the corrodents in the medium. Therefore, the
Nyquist diagram (Figure 1.13a), and the Bode impedance magnitude plot (to the left in
Figure 1.14a) show only a straight line. This is characteristic of a capacitor, since a very
high coating resistance and a very low coating capacitance are expected. At this stage, the
EIS diagrams describe only the protecting properties of the organic coating. The barrier
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properties of the coating are inferred from the Bode phase plot (to the right in Figure
1.14a).

Figure 1.13

Nyquist diagrams of a paint-coated metal at different stages of degradation.

From (a) undamaged coating to (d) damaged coating with a diffusion-controlled
degradation process, as described in the text.
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Figure 1.14

Bode plots of a paint-coated metal at different stages of degradation.

From (a) undamaged coating to (d) damaged coating with a diffusion-controlled
degradation process, as described in the text.
With an increase of exposure time, the ions in the aggressive media and water
diffuse through the organic coating, as a result the Bode impedance magnitude decreases
(to the left in Figure 1.14b). In contrast, the coating resistance displayed in the Nyquist
diagram (Figure 1.13b) becomes smaller than the original value, and the impedance
behavior exhibits a semicircle. At this stage, no significant metallic corrosion is taking
place, since the corrodents are still not in direct contact with the metal/coating interface.
As the immersion time is extended, the electrolyte reaches the metallic/coating
interface, so a larger area of the metal is in direct contact to the corrodents, thus the
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corrosion stars. The larger the metallic area exposed to the electrolyte, the smaller the
corrosion resistance, and the larger the double-layer capacitance, becomes. At this stage,
two corrosion processes occur, corresponding to two time constants. These appear two
semicircles in the Nyquist diagrams (Figure 1.13c), two peaks or bands in the Bode phase
plot (to the right in Figure 1.14c), and two breaks in the Bode impedance magnitude plot
(to the left in Figure 1.14c). At high frequencies, the response of the organic coating
capacitance is seen, while at low frequencies, the behavior of the double-layer
capacitance at the metal/electrolyte interface is observed.
In some cases at larger exposure times, depending on the coating, the corrosion is
controlled by diffusion. In this situation, a typical Nyquist diagram (Figure 1.13d)
appears as a semicircle at higher frequencies with a straight line, forming a 45° angle
with the Re(Z) axis, at lower frequencies. This shape in the Nyquist diagram is
characteristic of a diffusion-controlled corrosion process. The corresponding Bode plots
are displayed in Figure 1.14d. More detail about OCP and EIS measurements, and model
fitting with electric equivalent circuits is given in Chapter V.
1.5

Goals and scope of the current dissertation
This investigation has three main goals:
1) Synthesis and characterization of PANI-coated VGCNFs of variable PANI
coating thickness.
2) Production of ≈30 μm alkyd paint coatings incorporating EB/VGCNF and
LEB/VGCNF additives with a ≈30 nm PANI coating;
3) Evaluation of the corrosion inhibitory properties of alkyd paint coatings
incorporating a PANI/VGCNF additive at 1 phr (parts per hundred resin) on cold32

rolled steel substrates immersed in a marine-like aggressive media of 3 wt %
NaCl.
Chapter I of this dissertation describes an overview on the corrosion problem, and
the most popular approaches to prevent it in metallic structures; followed by the
importance of the PANI/VGCNF nanomaterials, and their specific contribution to the
corrosion protection application. This chapter also discusses the advantages displayed by
PANI, and VGCNFs over similar materials to prepare PANI-based composites. The
relevance and fundamentals of the main techniques used to better understand and
characterize PANI/VGCNF composites as anticorrosion additives to alkyd paints are
additionally given in this chapter. This chapter concludes with the goals of this
investigation, and it briefly describes the scope of the current dissertation.
In order to achieve the first objective, the effect of several synthesis conditions on
the PANI coating thickness were investigated, and the spectroscopic, microscopic, and
electronic characterizations of PANI/VGCNF nanocomposites produced were performed.
Chapter II presents the preparation of PANI-coated VGCNFs using different
synthesis conditions (chemical pretreatment of VGCNF, presence of SDS surfactant,
various VGCNF loads, polymerization times, washing/drying conditions, and ageing) that
may affect the PANI coating thickness in the composite. This section discusses in detail
the results from the ATR-FTIR and UV-vis spectroscopic characterization of all the
PANI-coated VGCNFs obtained. Special attention is given to the effect of these synthesis
conditions on the proton-doping level and oxidation state of PANI, the possible
interactions between PANI and VGCNFs, and on the presence of oligomers in the final
composites. This chapter also introduces the application of a new color-based
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characterization method on PANI-based composites. The rationale, background, and
advantages of the proposed color-based method are also stressed in Chapter II.
Additionally, a comparison between the results obtained with the proposed method and
with the established spectroscopic methods is presented here.
Chapter III focuses on the AFM, SEM, and TEM, microscopic characterizations
of the different PANI-coated VGCNFs. This section stresses the use of AFM to
investigate the effect of three SDS concentrations on the VGCNF dispersion, and the
thickness of the PANI coating produced under each SDS concentration. This chapter also
shows the use of SEM and TEM to notice the distinction between products synthesized
with various combinations of untreated or chemically pretreated VGCNF, and presence
or absence of SDS surfactant. Primarily, Chapter III examines the application of TEM to
the measurement of the PANI coating thickness in the nanomaterials synthesized under
different synthesis conditions, mentioned in Chapter II. Moreover, this chapter details the
statistical analysis, and evaluation of the PANI coating thickness under each synthesis
condition, and the complete identification of the synthesis conditions affecting the PANI
coating thickness.
Conductivity testing of the PANI-coated VGCNFs is reviewed in Chapter IV.
Here, the conductivity results obtained for each type of nanomaterial are analyzed and
explained. Furthermore, the development of a new method to assess conductivities of this
kind of nanomaterial is presented. The background and advantages of this new method
are stressed in Chapter IV. In this chapter, the results of the new method are compared to
those obtained by the established method and to finite-element simulations.
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Once the full characterization of these materials was finished, the identified
synthesis conditions were selected to produce PANI-coated VGCNFs with PANI coatings
of around 30 nm thick and PANI in the EB and LEB forms. This particular preparation is
described in Chapter V.
Chapter V details the preparation of 30 μm thick alkyd paint coatings
incorporating PANI/VGCNF additives at 1 phr, where the different EB/VGCNF and
LEB/VGCNF materials were used as additives to a commercially-available alkyd
anticorrosive paint. This chapter mainly deals with the electrochemical evaluation of the
anticorrosive properties of such nanocomposite-incorporated alkyd paint coatings on
cold-rolled steel substrates immersed in 3 wt % NaCl. Chapter V, discusses the results of
OCP and EIS measurements, placing a special emphasis on the different properties that
describe the electrochemical behavior of a coating immersed in an aggressive medium.
These properties include coating capacitance and resistance, double-layer capacitance,
fiber resistance and fiber capacitance. Here, two main electrically equivalent circuits are
used to investigate the electrochemical behavior and anticorrosive properties of the
systems under study. Each of the electric components that are associated to the physical
properties describing these PANI/VGCNF-containing coatings is introduced and
discussed. The fitting process for these equivalent circuits is reviewed and explained in
this chapter. The water uptake and area of delamination for the different systems are
calculated, presented and contrasted as well. In addition, a detailed visual inspection of
the substrates coated with the different incorporated alkyd paints is also given here.
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Chapter VI presents some relevant conclusions to the particular approaches
intended to achieve the three general objectives. This section also indicates some future
work to be done in order to confirm the results obtained so far about the best alkyd paint
containing PANI/VGCNF additives as an anticorrosive paint. Also, some additional goals
to improve the anticorrosive behavior of these PANI/VGCNF/alkyd paint coatings on
cold-rolled steel in the aggressive media are presented here.
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CHAPTER II
SYNTHESIS, SPECTROSCOPIC AND COLORIMETRIC CHARACTERIZATION
OF PANI/VGCNF NANOCOMPOSITES

2.1

Introduction
The relevance of PANI-coated VGCNFs impact many fields including the area of

particular interest, anticorrosion coatings, and as already highlighted in Chapter I. The
details of the synthesis and characterization of such nanocomposites will be expanded
and discussed in the following two chapters.
Many synthetic approaches have been proposed for coating carbon-based
nanomaterials, most often single-1,2 and multi-walled carbon nanotubes,3-9 and recently
graphene,10 to produce composites with special properties tailored for particular
applications. One of the prevailing synthetic methods is in situ oxidative chemical
polymerization,7,9,11-13 since it is very versatile, fast, and easy to carry out. In addition,
this procedure mainly yields free-flowing powders that later can be used as additives to
paints or other polymeric matrices. Electrochemical polymerization has been regarded as
the other most attractive synthetic scheme14-17 and generally provides a better control
over the PANI-coating thickness compared to the oxidative chemical polymerization.
However, to electrochemically produce PANI, an electrodeposition is done on a metallic
electrode, which is the working electrode (WE). So, PANI will preferentially coat the WE
and not any other material present within the solution. The second approach is to make
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the WE out of the desired material. In general, for carbon-based materials, the process to
produce the working electrodes onto which PANI is electrodeposited involves grinding
the material and mixing it with binders, or additional compounds of interest, in the
presence of the appropriate solvent. This is followed by casting or molding the electrode,
solvent evaporation and testing for good connectivity. Therefore, this type of synthesis
involves additional steps to just mixing the starting materials. These two situations are the
main drawbacks of the electrochemical polymerization for applications where the freeflowing powder of carbon-based materials is desired, as in this study. Thus, the oxidative
chemical polymerization method was preferred. This method has several experimental
conditions that might impact the thickness of the PANI coating, as well as on the
adherence and uniformity of the PANI film.
The goal of this work was to find the synthesis conditions of the in situ oxidative
chemical polymerization that allow the control of the PANI-coating thickness, and
improve the uniformity and adherence of the PANI film on the VGCNFs. To achieve this,
the effect of VGCNF chemical pretreatment, SDS surfactant, different VGCNF loads,
polymerization times, and other factors as aging and washing/drying conditions were
evaluated. Additional synthesis parameters were set to favor the PANI deposition over
precipitation out of the reaction media and to provide more uniform and thinner PANI
coatings. These parameters included a low ANI initial concentration, ANI/APS molar
ratio of 4:1, and room temperature.18,19
A full characterization was conducted by spectroscopic and microscopic means on
the different synthesized materials. This chapter will discuss spectroscopic
characterization while microscopic characterization, related to the effect of the synthesis
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conditions on the PANI coating thickness, will be discussed in Chapter III. The aim of
the spectroscopic characterization was to confirm the presence of PANI on the VGCNF,
and to elucidate the oxidation state and proton-doping level of the PANI coating in the
nanocomposites prepared under different conditions.
The ATR-FTIR has been especially employed to provide knowledge about the
oxidation state, proton-doping level, and purity of PANI in the form of powders or
films.11,20,21
In Chapter I, three different oxidation states of PANI (fully reduced LE, fully
oxidized PN, and half-oxidized EM), each with two proton-doping levels (protonated or
deprotonated) were illustrated. The distinct morphologies of PANI in each oxidation state
can be mainly identified by the relative intensities of the bands corresponding to the
quinoid rings (Q) (~1555 – 1590 cm-1) and benzenoid units (B) (1470 – 1490 cm-1), a
general list of band position assignments are shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.4,22,23 The ratio
of the relative intensities of Q over B is referred to as IQ/IB ratio. The larger the value, the
more oxidized the PANI is (closer to the PN state). Conversely, the smaller the IQ/IB
value is, the more reduced PANI is (closer to the LE state).2,8,11,24,25 Furthermore, the
position of the characteristic bands (Q band, B band and C-N stretching of a secondary
aromatic amine) can indicate the proton-doping level in a particular oxidation state, since
the main Q and B bands exhibit a blue shift (larger wavenumber) in the deprotonated
states (e.g. emeraldine base –EB–), while the C-N band (~ 1298 cm-1), shifts to lower
wavenumbers.26-28 In this study, the attenuated total reflectance (ATR) mode was
preferred over the other FTIR modes for two reasons. First, no previous calibration was
required. Secondly, a smaller amount of sample was needed for this characterization.
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Since PANI and its composites display complex ATR-FTIR spectra, UV-vis
spectroscopy was also used to clearly identify the PANI oxidation state and protondoping level within the composite.
The deprotonated structure (EB) from the EM state presents two UV-vis bands, Q
band (~630 nm) and B band (~320 nm). 36, 48, 58, 71 Similar to FTIR analysis, a ratio of the
Q/B area intensities, allows identification of the oxidation state.29,30 Two general lists of
band positions and assignments using UV-vis are provided in Tables 2.3 and 2.4. In
addition, when EB is protonated to form ES, the following spectral changes occur: the B
band shifts (~30 nm) to higher wavelengths, while the Q band disappears. Also, a new
band emerges at ~440 nm, usually as a shoulder of the B band, corresponding to
bipolaronic or localized polaronic structure of PANI. Furthermore, depending on the
degree of electron delocalization, the spectrum displays either a very broad band at
around 700 nm or discrete peaks between 700 – 800 nm. The broad band is associated to
the polaronic lattice of PANI, and might extend towards the 1000 nm region. This band is
also known as conducting tail. The discrete peaks are associated with the less conductive
bipolaron or localized polaron ES form of PANI.3,8,11,23,31-33 The UV-vis spectrum of
PANI in the leucoemeraldine (LE) state displays one clear band associated to the B unit.
In contrast the pernigraniline (PN) state exhibits a total of three bands, two bands
corresponding to B unit and one to a Peierls gap transition for fully conjugated
systems.29,30,34,35 Band positions can shift depending on the solvent, presence of VGCNF
compared to pure PANI, proton-doping level, etc., as will be seen in Section 1.3.
In general, nanomaterials produced by the in situ oxidative chemical
polymerization generate PANI in the ES form, however, LEB and EB forms of PANI
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were needed in the hybrids to be used as alkyd paints additives for the evaluation of their
anticorrosive properties (as will be explained in Chapter V). Thus, two different protondoping levels and oxidation states are involved. In addition, variations of the synthetic
parameters (mentioned before) may affect both the PANI-coating thickness and the
proton-doping level and/or oxidation states of PANI. Hence, it was necessary to evaluate
the effect of these parameters on PANI’s chemical structure in the material and to
confirm the presence of PANI in the composite. Thus, characterization is very important.
As discussed in detail in Chapter I, different oxidation states and doping levels of
PANI can be differentiated by their unique colors, observable by the naked eye. Thus,
either colorimetric or spectroscopic methods can be used to relate the PANI color with its
properties, establishing a means of characterization. A clear example is given by the
relationship between the UV-vis adsorption and the emeraldine green color. In PANI,
only the highly conductive ES form exhibits the particular set of absorption bands (≈345
nm, ≈440 nm shoulder, and the conducting tail) in the UV-vis spectrum and a green
color. 8,11,23,31,32 Likewise, each of the different non-conductive PANI forms displays a
specific set of bands, corresponding to the particular electronic transitions associated with
those respective PANI structures. Each PANI form has a specific color.
Visual assessment of the color, even when assisted with a color guide and
performed by a trained eye, could produce non-reproducible results, even when very
distinct and strong colors are to be differentiated. Moreover, visual color measurements
may be impossible for PANI/carbon materials, since at higher VGCNF loads the dark
color of the VGCNF overpowers the color associated with a specific PANI form. In such
cases, the spectroscopic techniques allow clear elucidation of the chemical nature of
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PANI and PANI-based materials since VGCNF does not exhibit the same electronic
transitions as PANI, provided the amount of PANI present is not below the limit of
detection of the instrument.
The development of simple, rapid, and low-cost color-based methods to
characterize PANI and its composites is of relevance. Color analysis methods of digital
images are based on visual measurements with color guides, and spectrophotometric and
colorimetric measurements. A similar concept was used for computer color analysis
methods that have been successfully applied in different fields,36-38 in particular for color
assessment in tooth, 39 and in studies of wood degradation.40 So far, no study has been
found where colors of PANI and PANI composites were directly used to establish an
alternate characterization method.
This chapter demonstrates the use of digital camera and scanner images to
establish color differentiation of distinct PANI/VGCNF systems, where PANI is in the
emeraldine form with different protonation levels. Software-based color mapping allowed
extraction of color domains in the CIELab (Commission Internationale de
l´Eclairage)39,40 and RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) color spaces.37 Color analysis of the
samples was achieved by X-Y scatter plot correlations between color components for
parameters such as samples prepared under a specific synthesis condition. Results
obtained from digital camera images are compared to those generated with the scanner.
Finally, the outcome of this characterization method is contrasted with results from the
conventional spectroscopic methods.
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2.2
2.2.1

Experimental
Chemicals and reagents
Chemicals used for synthesis were ACS grade unless noted otherwise: aniline

(ANI), histological grade acetone (Fisher Scientific); ammonium persulfate (APS),
spectroscopic grade dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Acros Organics); and 96.2% sulfuric
acid (H2SO4) (J.T. Baker Chemicals); molecular biology grade sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) (Promega Co., Madison, WI). The different PANI/VGNCF nanocomposites were
produced with a Pyrograf III oxidized PR-24-XT-LHT VGCNF from Pyrograf Products
Inc. (Cedarville, OH). 18 MΩ-cm de-ionized water (DIW) (NANOpure Infinity,
Barnstead/Thermolyne) was used to prepare all solutions. All the chemicals were used as
received and without further treatment.
2.2.2

General procedure to prepare PANI and PANI/VGCNF in the emeraldine
oxidation state
In all cases, VGCNFs were dried for 24 h at 120 ºC, and cooled in a desiccator for

1 h prior to preparing the corresponding hybrid. In the majority of the nanomaterials, the
VGCNFs were chemically pretreated with a solution of 0.2 M ANI in 1 M H2SO4 at 50
ºC for 2 h, thoroughly washed with DIW, and dried under dynamic vacuum at 80 ºC for
24 h.41 VGCNFs treated in this way will be referred to as PreT-VGCNF. The PreTVGCNF was added to a 0.0125 M APS/1M H2SO4/0.96 mM SDS solution (APS
mixture). This mixture was vigorously stirred for five min, sonicated for 10 min, and
stirred for additional five min prior to a fast-dropwise addition of an equal volume of 0.05
M ANI/1 M H2SO4 (ANI mixture). In general, the amount of PreT-VGCNF added
corresponded to a VGCNF/ANI ratio (w/w) of 0.2. Reaction volumes were varied from 5
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to 300 mL depending on the desired amount of product. The polymerization reaction
mixture was left for three h at room temperature (rt). The polymerization was ended by
adding to the reaction mixture an equal volume of acetone. The reaction mixture was
filtered through a Millipore membrane (JAWP type), washed with DIW until a colorless
filtrate was obtained; followed by three washings of 1:1 (v/v) DIW/acetone mixture to
remove unreacted ANI, oligomers, and excess of SDS. Then the filtrate was washed once
more with DIW. Afterwards, the PANI-coated VGCNFs were dried under dynamic
vacuum at 60 ˚C for 24 h.23 The dried PANI-based materials were stored in a desiccator
until further characterization.
Different concentrations of SDS (0.08, 0.32, and 0.96 mM) in the APS mixture
were tested by adding a PreT-VGCNF load corresponding to a VGCNF/ANI ratio (w/w)
of 0.2, using a procedure identical to that detailed above. This study was conducted to
inspect the effect of SDS concentration on the dispersion of VGCNF in the reaction
media before addition of ANI. Thus, upon ANI addition and reaction with APS in the
presence of better dispersed VGCNF, the probability of PANI coating individual fibers
would be increased.42-44
Changes to the general procedure were investigated as listed below:
1. Systems prepared with untreated VGCNF and no use of SDS (NoT).
2. Systems prepared with chemically pretreated VGCNF and no use of SDS
(PreT).43
3. Systems prepared with untreated VGCNF and use of SDS (NoT-SDS).
4. Systems prepared with chemically pretreated VGCNF and use of SDS
(PreT-SDS).
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PreT-VGCNF corresponding to a VGCNF/ANI ratio (w/w) of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8,
and 1 was added and dispersed in the same way as described previously for the PreT-SDS
system.
The effect of system aging was also considered. PANI-coated VGCNFs were
synthesized as described for different PreT-SDS systems and were left to age for three
months inside a desiccator before characterization.
The effect of different polymerization times (3, 12, and 24 h) on the PANIcoating properties in the composites was additionally assessed. This was done following
the procedure for the PreT-SDS system, using a PreT-VGCNF amount corresponding to
VGCNF/ANI (w/w) of 0.2.
The washing/drying combinations for the PANI-coated VGCNFs were:
1. DIW-washed/air-dried (H2O/air).
2. 1 M H2SO4-washed/air-dried (H2SO4/air).
3. DIW-washed/dynamic vacuum-dried (at 60 ˚C for 24 h) (H2O/vac).
4. 1 M H2SO4-washed/dynamic vacuum-dried (at 60 ˚C for 24 h)
(H2SO4/vac).
2.2.3

Attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR)
spectroscopy
All the ATR-FTIR spectra of powder-like PANI and its composites were

collected with no further treatment, at rt on a FTIR unit Model Nicolet 6700 (Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, MA), using the Smart iTR accessory, and a diamond window for the
ATR mode. A DTGS was used to detect the IR signal. Each spectrum was the average of
64 scans, and measured at a resolution of 4 cm-1 in the region of 4000-600 cm-1. H2O and
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CO2 correction was performed to all cases. Additional baseline correction was applied to
spectra whenever necessary, using the OMNIC software (Thermo Scientific, Waltham,
MA). For comparison purposes, multiple spectra were overlaid with an arbitrary vertical
offset. IQ/IB values were calculated by converting the spectra in transmittance units to
absorbance units, and obtaining the corresponding intensities for each band as published
by other authors.11,45
2.2.4

Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-vis)
UV-vis spectra were recorded on a UV-VIS spectrophotometer Model UV-2550

(Shimadzu, JP) in the range of 250–900 nm, while the temperature was kept at 25.0 ºC ±
0.1 ºC by means of a CPS-Controller UV-Probe 2.33. In some cases, the baseline
correction was performed with two septum-capped quartz cuvettes with just air, while for
others the baseline correction was done with the two cuvettes filled with O2-free DMSO
obtaining a flat response of 0 ±0.002 a.u. over the scanned range. This difference does
not affect the positions or intensities of the peaks required for the identification of the
various PANI forms, just produced a vertical offset in the spectra. Spectra were obtained
by replacing one of the blank solutions by 0.4 mg of PANI or PANI/VGCNFs composite
in 3 mL of O2-free DMSO,23 sparging with N2 for a few seconds, sonicating for 1-2
minutes depending on the sample, and letting rest for two min prior to scanning. Data
from all spectra were converted to text format using UVProbe 2.33 software (Shimadzu,
JP), and graphed with Microsoft Office Excel.
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2.2.5

Colorimetric characterization
Images were acquired with digital camera (HP 618 Photo Smart Camera)

mounted on a photostand (CamStand, Sacramento, CA) and using two 5000 K daylight
spiral compact fluorescent bulbs for illumination. An 18 % gray card was used as
background for the fluorescent white balance, and two different exposure times (½ and ¼
seconds) were tested with the shutter priority mode. Digital pictures and scanned images
were color corrected with the use of a color reference card (QPcard 201, QPcard AB,
Helsingborg, Sweden) and QPcolorsoft 501 software.
Scanner images were collected by a home office scanner (HP Model PSC 1210v,
Palo Alto, CA), choosing the default settings, and using the built-in scanner calibration.
White 92 brightness copy paper was used as background. The QPcard 201 was scanned
in different positions (top, center, and bottom, and each of these at the left, center, and
right positions) and with distinct layouts (horizontal, and vertical) of the available surface
for scanning, where the color components of the red and green patches of the QPcard
were extracted by the same procedure described below, to obtain RGB average values
and standard deviations of each color component of the red and green patches. The same
procedure was repeated with at least three scanners. However, based on the overall better
performance and characterization of the selected scanner all the results presented here
were obtained using only the HP scanner Model PSC 1210v (Palo Alto, CA).
The color-corrected digital camera pictures and scanner images were used to
extract the color components in the RGB (red, green, blue) and CIELab color spaces with
Photoshop 7.0 software (Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose,CA), after white clipping to 115.
For this purpose two color sampling modes were compared:
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Eyedropper tool. An average of 5 by 5 pixels per sample point was used,
collecting a minimum of 7 sample points throughout the image surface.
Each image corresponding to an individual nanocomposite sample. The
average value of the color component was then used to obtain the
composites color in the RGB or CIELab color spaces.



Marquee tool. A fixed size of 0.514 in × 0.514 in was selected from the
image surface, again corresponding to an individual sample. The color
components were extracted from the respective histogram to yield the
color domains in the respective RGB or CIELab color spaces.

The RGB (red, green, blue) values are 8 bit values with a range from 0–255 in
decimal scale, while the CIELab (Commission Internationale de l´Eclairage) values are
based on L = lightness white (100) and black (0), a = redness (+) or greenness (-), b =
yellowness (+) or blueness (-).39,40
The values used in the correlations were the average of two sets for different
samples of the same type. Correlations were calculated between color components and
the sample synthesis conditions using X-Y scatter plots using Microsoft Office Excel. In
addition, the color component values (Y-axis) in the RGB space were plotted against the
pH values of the acidic washings (X-axis). Then, the obtained curve was fitted using
Polymath 5.1 (Willimantic, C.T.).
2.3
2.3.1

Results and Discussion
Synthesis of PANI/VGCNF composites
In this study, different nanocomposites were synthesized by the semi-dilute in situ

chemical oxidative polymerization method. This method is considered semi-dilute since
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the aniline (ANI) concentration (0.05 M) used was around one order of magnitude lower
compared to the concentrations (≈0.20–0.4 M) employed in the majority of PANIcomposite syntheses. 4,7,12,21,41,46 Nevertheless, this low ANI concentration was not as low
(e.g. ≈0.008 M) as for the method to be considered dilute polymerization.18
The semi-dilute in situ polymerization does not require an additional initiator, or
any solvent or template other than acidified water to carry out the synthesis, in contrast to
some other procedures.11,47 It can accommodate high loads of VGCNFs (based on ANI
content) in small reaction volumes, which was useful for preliminary work. In addition,
the method allows a number of modifications to evaluate different parameters favoring
the coating process.
The primary synthesis conditions affecting the PANI-coating thickness were
evaluated, while other conditions were fixed for all the syntheses to additionally favor
PANI deposition on the VGCNFs over PANI bulk polymerization (leading to PANI
precipitation), and to produce a thin PANI coating.48-50 A homogeneous and uniform
PANI-coating was the desired outcome (see the Results and Discussion section in
Chapter III).19,51,52 The fixed secondary synthesis parameters used in this work were low
concentrations of both ANI (0.05 M) and APS (0.0125 M) in highly acidic medium, high
ANI/APS molar ratio (4:1), relatively high temperature (rt) compared to ≈0 °C, and
presence of anionic surfactant tend to produce more PANI in the form of nanofibers
instead of in the globular shape, which have been reported to be better in a coating
process.18,53 The presence of SDS was also examined for its ability to disperse the
VGCNFs and decrease the stacking between the individual fibers,23,42,54 as discussed in
Chapter III.
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In general, the average percent yield for the semi-dilute in situ polymerizations in
this study was 80%, except for the air-dried composites where the yield was higher than
100%, due to the presence of water. This average yield of 80% was lower than the
average of 96% reported by other authors47 for in situ emulsion polymerizations using the
same ANI concentration. However, the reported study used an emulsion polymerization
and different synthesis parameters that were not clearly specified. Usually low ANI
concentrations (0.05 M), higher temperature (rt compared to 0–5 ºC), and an ANI/APS
molar ratio of 4:1 (compared to 1:1) have been shown to lower the percent yield,19,51,55,56
thus a true comparison cannot be made.
2.3.2

Attenuated total reflectance (ATR)-Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
characterization
FTIR spectra of pure PANI and PANI/VGCNF powders display the main bands

for PANI found by other authors. A list of band positions and assignments is shown in
Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
Figure 2.1 presents ATR-FTIR spectra of PANI/VGCNF synthesized with or
without chemically pretreated VGCNF and with or without SDS surfactant. In all cases,
the band at ≈3221 cm-1 shows lesser transmittance (greater absorbance) than that at ≈
3355 cm-1, indicating a higher degree of hydrogen bonding in the amino group (N–
H).26,27,57-60 Samples synthesized using untreated VGCNF, either in the absence (NoT) or
presence of SDS (NoT-SDS), exhibit lesser transmittance (greater absorbance) at ≈3221
cm-1 compared to those using pretreated VGCNF (PreT, and PreT-SDS). This suggests
that the PreT and PreT-SDS types of composites exhibit a slight reduction in the amount
of sites available for hydrogen bonding, either at the surface of the oxidized VGCNF or
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within the PANI structure. Moreover, interchain hydrogen bonding is confirmed by the
appearance of other less pronounced bands located at 3122, 3048, 2917, 2876, and 2847
cm-1, nearly the same wavenumbers indicated by other authors (≈3154–3168, ≈3025,
≈2927, ≈2877, and ≈2840–2851 cm-1).26,27,57-59 These bands are assigned to N–H with
strong hydrogen bonding between the hydrogen from –NH– and –N= group (amineimine) in adjacent polymer chains (≈3154–3168 cm-1), C–H stretching in the B ring
(≈3025 cm-1),57,58 NH2+ in –C6H4NH2+C6H4–, C–H stretching in the B ring that presents a
change in ring electron density and changes in resonance of polymeric chains (≈2927 and
2877 cm-1),26,27 and N–H that indicates interchain hydrogen bonding (≈2840 cm-1).57,58
The shift in band positions (≈30 cm-1) and differences in the transmittances are related to
various degrees of proton-doping, concentrations of dopant in the polymer, and to the
interaction between the PreT-VGCNF, SDS, and PANI chains.12,59,61
The presence of interchain hydrogen bonding implies that more segments of
PANI chains are in the deprotonated (base) form. Figure 2.2 compares the structure of ES
(a dication bipolaron), to that of EB (nitrogen with a lone pair of electrons). With more
EM chains in the ES form, there is less interchain hydrogen bonding between
amine/imine sites and less aggregation of PANI chains.62 In general, when both
structures, ES and EB, are present in the synthesized PANI or PANI-composites the
bands of the different functional groups in the ATR-FTIR spectra are broadened, more
evident for the band at ≈3221 cm-1.26,63 Band broadening due to this, and other reasons,
will often be observed in the following analysis for the region 600–1850 cm-1.
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Figure 2.1

ATR-FTIR spectra of PANI/VGCNF nanocomposites synthesized under
different conditions in the region of 2450 – 3600 cm-1, using 0.96 mM
SDS, and a 3 h polymerization time.

Labels are as defined within the text.

Figure 2.2

PANI in the (a) dication bipolaron ES form, and (b) EB form.

The structures are based on those presented by other authors,15,64 and anions are omitted
for clarity.
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The procedure described in Section 2.2.4 is used to obtain the IQ/IB (I1555/I1470)
values for the various synthesis conditions used.
Figure 2.3 shows that when a composite is produced using chemically-pretreated
VGCNF in the absence of SDS (PreT), the IQ/IB is only slightly reduced to 1.00
contrasted with 1.19 for composites prepared with untreated VGCNF in the absence of
SDS (NoT). However, the PANI/VGCNF materials synthesized in the presence of SDS
give smaller IQ/IB values compared to that for the NoT type of composite, being 0.70
when the untreated VGCNF is also used (NoT-SDS), and 0.92 when the pretreated
VGCNF is used (PreT-SDS). This suggests that the presence of SDS favors a condition
where the number of the Q rings in PANI seems to decrease.
When the PreT-VGCNF wt % in the composite increases (Figure 2.4), the IQ/IB
(I1555/I1470) drops. For comparison, the pure PANI presents an IQ/IB of 1.07, while IQ/IB
decreases to 0.81 for a 20 wt % load, and continued to decline up to 0.57 for the 100 wt
% load. Thus, upon PreT-VGCNF addition the number of quinoid segments in PANI
seems to decrease as well. In addition, an IQ/IB of 0.71 is obtained for the pure PANI
prepared in the presence of SDS, which is very similar to that obtained for the NoT-SDS
composite (IQ/IB = 0.70), indicating that the presence of SDS and the increase in the PreTVGCNF load favor certain interactions with PANI that lead to a more reduced form of
PANI.
Some authors have observed this phenomenon when PANI is reduced by electron
donation from the oxidized CNT, favored by the site-selective π-π interactions between
them.2, 11,13 In this investigation a similar explanation is proposed, PANI can be reduced
by an electron donation reaction promoted by the closeness between the carboxylic
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groups in the oxidized VGCNF and the =N+– groups of PANI, and the site-selective
interactions between PANI and VGCNF,2,11 as shown in Figure 1.5. Furthermore, SDS
has been reported to act as a secondary dopant to PANI, as well as a good dispersive
agent for VGCNF,42,43,65 which may constrain the deformation motion in the Q ring, thus
decreasing the Q band intensity in the ATR-FTIR spectrum. 23,43
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Table 2.1

General list of ATR-FTIR band positions and proposed assignments for
PANI and PANI products in the region 1000–1600 cm-1

Wavenumber (cm-1)
Assignments
EB

ES

1580-1590

1555-1570

1490-1507

1470-1482

1375-1380

—

—

≈1338

1288-1305

1298-1307

C–N stretching of secondary aromatic amine4,59,68

1240-1248

C=C stretching/C–H bending modes of Q ring9,27,28,66
C=C stretching67/ C=N asymmetric stretching/C–H
bending modes of B ring4,9,66,68
C–C stretching mode of Q ring/C–N stretching in QBQ
units28,55,69,70
C–N stretching in the neighborhood of quinoid rings,
associated with formation of bipolarons3,20,46

1230-1244

—

C–N·+ in the polaron lattice of PANI4
C–N in B–NH–B–NH–B (BBB) unit9,22,70

≈1220

—

C–H in –plane bending of 1,4 aromatic ring71

≈1214

≈1239

C–N asymmetric stretching mode of Q ring27

1164-1167

—

—

1132-1148

≈1146
—

—
≈1107

—

≈1045

≈1041

—

C=N (N=Q=N) asymmetric stretching mode/C–H
bending mode of Q ring27,28,70
Q=NH+ or B–NH+–B/C–H bending mode of Q ring4,12
B–NH–B/C–H of B ring28,70
Asymmetric stretching of SO42- ion27,47,55
HSO4- 46, 47or SO3- group on sulfonated aromatic
ring28,65
C–H and N–H in-plane ring deformation55
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Table 2.2

General list of ATR-FTIR band positions and proposed assignments for
PANI and PANI products in the region 600–990 cm-1

Wavenumber (cm-1)
Assignments
EB

ES

≈980

—

Increase with CNT68

≈965

—

C–C out-of-plane ring-deformation55

≈955

≈951

≈900

—

—

≈882

827-831

≈810-823

C–H (1,4-disubstituded ring)/Q ring
deformation26,57,66,70

—

≈786-793

Head-to-tail coupling producing linear polymeric
chains65/C–H out-of-plane ring deformation55

755-770

722-740

C–N=C bending imine group/B and Q ring
deformation1,27

753

—

C–H out-of-plane bending, and out-of-plane ring
deformations of mono-substituted phenylene ring,70 or
1,2-disubstituted ring28

≈695

—

Out-of-plane monosubstituted ring bending28

—

≈619

C–H bending and Q ring deformation27
C–H out-of-plane ring deformation vibration55
HSO4- 28,55 in ES, or C–H in 1,2,4-trisubstituted B ring
(2-substituted phenazine ring)20

Asymmetric bending of HSO4-/SO42- 27,28

All spectra in Figures 2.3–2.7 display a shoulder at ≈1580 cm-1, associated with
the C=C and C–H stretching modes of the Q ring in EB form of PANI,9,27,28,66 next to the
band at ≈1550 cm-1 that corresponds to the C=C and C–H stretching modes of the Q ring
in the ES form. This shoulder does not completely disappear by acidic washings, as
shown in Figure 2.5, additionally, it is more pronounced when the materials are prepared
in the presence of SDS, or the VGCNF load is increased. This indicates that the shoulder
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arises from interactions involving PANI, SDS, and VGCNF, and not only because of the
proton-doping level in PANI.

Figure 2.3

ATR-FTIR spectra of PANI/VGCNF nanocomposites synthesized under
different conditions in the region of 600–1850 cm-1, using 0.96 mM SDS,
and a 3 h polymerization time.
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Figure 2.4

ATR-FTIR spectra of PANI/VGCNF nanocomposites prepared using
different PreT-VGCNF loads in the region of 600–1850 cm-1, using 0.96
mM SDS and a 3 h polymerization time.
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Figure 2.5

ATR-FTIR spectra of PANI/VGCNF nanocomposites obtained by different
washing/drying conditions in the region of 600–1850 cm-1, using 0.96 mM
SDS and a 3 h polymerization time.
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Figure 2.6

ATR-FTIR spectra of PANI/VGCNF nanocomposites synthesized with
different polymerization times in the region of 600–1850 cm-1, using 0.96
mM SDS.

Most of the spectra in Figures 2.3–2.7 of PANI/VGCNF composites show broad
bands, especially in the regions of ≈800–1180 cm-1, 1200–1240 cm-1, and ≈1300–1500
cm-1, and their positions are shifted to smaller wavenumbers compared to the literature
(Tables 2.1, and 2.2). This suggests that the atoms involved in the bond are affected by an
environmental effect such as a change in the charge distribution, steric hindrance, or
symmetry of the vibration due to proton-doping, the presence of SDS, or interactions
with PreT-VGCNF.23
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Figure 2.7

ATR-FTIR spectra of PANI/VGCNF nanocomposites for ageing evaluation
in the region of 600–1850 cm-1, using 0.96 mM SDS and a 3 h
polymerization time.

In the region ≈1300–1500 cm-1 the bands associated with the C=C, C=N, C–H,
and C–C bonds are broadened when PANI is synthesized in the presence of SDS (PANISDS spectrum in Figure 2.4) compared with pure PANI (PANI spectrum in Figure 2.4),
and clearly shifted to smaller wavenumbers. A similar situation occurs upon addition of
PreT-VGCNF (20–100 wt % spectra in Figure 2.4), and with more aged composites
(Figure 2.7). Materials synthesized with longer polymerization times produce spectra
with sharper bands that are, generally, shifted to larger wavenumbers, suggesting these
materials possess PANI with longer chains.70
Spectra in Figures 2.3, and 2.4 show a band centered at ≈1470 cm-1 associated
with C=C stretching67, C=N asymmetric stretching, and C–H bending modes of the B
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ring in the ES form of PANI, as well as a shoulder corresponding to the EB form of
PANI (≈1480 cm-1)4,9,66,68 (Table 2.1). The overlapping of other bands (≈1440, 1400,
1380, and 1330 cm-1) close to 1470 cm-1 is also observed (Figure 2.4) when the materials
were prepared in the presence of SDS, with an increasing wt % of PreT-VGCNF, or the
composites were aged, which feature the most evident broadening. SDS can act as a
secondary dopant to PANI chains, as well as remain as a thin layer on the surface of
PreT-VGCNF.42,43,65 The SDS contribution is associated with bands at ≈1379 and 1400–
1469 cm-1, ascribed to symmetrical and asymmetrical bending of –CH3,43,54 observed
even in PreT-VGCNF in Figure 2.4. This is consistent with the broadening discussed
above and can be confirmed in Figure 2.1, where a slightly more visible peak at ≈2917
cm-1 indicates a symmetrical stretching of –CH2– in SDS.43,54 When the polymerization
time is increased from 3 to 12 or 24 h, the band at ≈1470 cm-1 becomes sharper, and
shifts to larger wavenumbers (≈1480 cm-1). No shoulder is seen under these conditions
(Figure 2.6). The bands at ≈1440 and 1400 cm-1, that mainly cause the broadening, could
also arise from the presence of phenazine/phenazine-like units. 20, 24, 31, 44, 46 Phenazine
rings are found in small amounts in commercially available emeraldine powders, and it is
known that they form by an ortho-coupling followed by intramolecular cyclization during
the polymerization process, which produces branching instead of the linear PANI chains
form by para-coupling.20,70 Phenazine-type units have been considered as nucleates or
defects in the PANI structure, being incorporated into either ANI oligomers or PANI
chains. They have also been formed by cross-linking reactions from linear PANI chains,
usually in the aging process.19,20,28,44,66,70 In addition, it has been demonstrated that
intermediate polaron and bipolaron structures are stabilized by branches formed by
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phenazine-like units. 19,20 Therefore it is likely that a PANI structure contains some
amount of phenazine-type units, when prepared in the presence of SDS in a strong acidic
medium.19,20,44 Upon increasing the polymerization time from 3 to 12 or 24 h (Figure
2.6), the bands at ≈1440 and 1400 cm-1 increased considerably in transmittance (decrease
in absorbance). The small peak at ≈1330 cm-1, and the band at ≈1380 cm-1 are related to
the C–N stretching in the neighborhood of quinoid rings associated with bipolaronic
structure of PANI in the ES form,3,20,46 and the C–C stretching mode of the Q ring/C–N
stretching in QBQ units in the EB form of PANI, respectively.28,55,69,70 The band at ≈1380
cm-1, associated with the EB form of PANI, is clearly seen in the composite washed with
water and air dried (H2O/air spectrum in Figure 2.5), but almost imperceptible in
composites washed with either water and dried in the vacuum oven, or 1 M H2SO4
irrespectively of the drying process (H2O/vac, H2SO4/air, and H2SO4/vac spectra in
Figure 2.5). Conversely, the small peak at ≈1330 cm-1 becomes a large shoulder
overlapping with the other bands around ≈1424 cm-1. These results confirm that the bands
at ≈1330 cm-1 and ≈1380 cm-1 correspond to PANI in the ES (protonated) and EB
(deprotonated) forms respectively. It is important to note that no consistency is shown by
the H2O/air sample results, which displays the largest EB character instead the H2O/vac
composite, since the latter sample is supposed to be completely dried and without any
acid washing, decreasing the proton-doping level. However, contrary to expectation, the
largest EB character of the H2O/air material was confirmed by all the characterization
techniques in this chapter, including the color-based proposed method, and the
conductivity results in Chapter IV. Since both composites washed with water displayed
results different from the expected, it could be possible that a mislabeling between
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H2O/air and H2O/vac samples had occurred, if that was the case, the results will be
perfectly consistent.
The band at ≈1230 cm-1 (Figures 2.3–2.7) is reported to be due to C–N in the B–
NH–B–NH–B (BBB) unit of the EB form (1230-1244 cm-1),9,22,70 or ES (1239 cm-1),27
and the shoulder at ≈1213 cm-1 is reported to be due to C–N asymmetric stretching mode
of the Q ring in EB (1214 cm-1), or a phenazine-type ring vibration28 respectively, see
Table 2.1. When the PANI/VGCNF composites are washed with 1 M H2SO4 (H2SO4/air
and H2SO4/vac spectra in Figure 2.5), the transmittance of the band at ≈1230 cm-1 is
increased (a decrease in absorbance). This indicates that the band is reflecting the bond
vibration in the EB form of PANI. Upon acid addition, the shoulder at ≈1213 cm-1 not
only remains but seems to become more prominent, suggesting either the presence of
some phenazine/phenazine-like units, as discussed above, or effects due to interactions
between PANI, SDS, and VGCNF in the acidic media. PANI and PANI-SDS spectra in
Figure 2.4 provides evidence for the last statement, since in PANI synthesized in the
presence of SDS (PANI-SDS) the shoulder at ≈1213 cm-1 becomes more prominent
compared with that of pure PANI. When the PreT-VGCNF load increases in the
composite the band at ≈1230 cm-1 becomes broader. The same effect is observed in
composites prepared in the presence of SDS. A small shift accompanies the broadening in
both cases, being more evident in the latter. When polymerization times of 12 or 24 h are
used to prepare the composites, the transmittance of the band at ≈1230 cm-1 is slightly
increased (decrease in absorbance) and the shoulder remained compared to the
corresponding features in the composites produced using a 3 h polymerization (Figure
2.6).
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A comparison between spectra of the new and aged composites in Figure 2.7,
reveals that the new composite seems to display a higher proton-doping level, thus the
band at ≈1230–1240 cm-1 appears closer to 1240 cm-1, which is ascribed to the polaron
structure of protonated ES.4 While the aged composite suggests a lower degree of protondoping, thus PANI in the EB form, since the band appears closer to 1230 cm-1. In
addition, the band at ≈1213 cm-1 appears to be slightly more prominent in the aged
composites, probably suggesting some formation of phenazine-like units by crosslinking.19, 20, 24, 31, 47, 69
The bands in the region ≈800–1180 cm-1 are difficult to analyze and assign. As
mentioned in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, several bands can be observed in this range, and
different authors ascribe them to distinctive bonds. Some of the useful bands are
discussed next.
In general, spectra in Figures 2.3–2.7 displayed a clear band at ≈1170 cm-1
associated with C=N (N=Q=N) asymmetric stretching mode and C–H bending mode of
the Q ring in EB,27,28,70 and a shoulder-like band at ≈1120 cm-1 ascribed to Q=NH+, B–
NH+·–B, and C–H bending mode of the Q ring in the ES.4,12 The former band
disappeared completely when the composites were washed with either water and dried in
the vacuum oven, or 1 M H2SO4 irrespectively of the drying process (H2O/vac, H2SO4/air
and H2SO4/vac spectra in Figure 2.5), while the band at ≈1120 cm-1 becomes more
prominent and shifts towards smaller wavenumbers, overlapping with the band around
1077 cm-1. This illustrates the proton-doping effect on PANI chains. Additionally, the
H2O/air and H2O/vac results are opposite to the expected, as discussed previously in this
section.
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When the polymerization time increases from 3 to 12 or 24 h, the band shifts to
higher wavenumbers (≈1145 cm-1). Upon aging, the composite shows a small shift in this
band to smaller wavenumbers, along with a slight increase in some bands. These small
changes can be attributed to different humidity levels during measurements, which has
been reported by another author.28 Composite aging mainly affected the bonds involving
C=C, C=N, C–N, producing extensive broadening of the corresponding bands.
The presence of SDS seemed to favor band broadening, especially bands in the
region ≈800–1180 cm-1, due to S=O vibration (~1040 cm-1) and SO42- stretching (≈1108
cm-1) present in the SDS (probably acting as a secondary dopant).66 In addition, SDS can
have interactions with the N+ in PANI, and with the VGCNF.23,43,65
Figure 2.5 shows that the band located at ≈1110 cm-1 (asymmetric stretching of
SO42- ion)30, 45, 49 shifts to smaller values (1077 cm-1), due to a higher degree of protondoping. From the amount of shift, it is inferred that there is a considerable amount of
dopant in the PANI polymer, this is expected when 1.0 M acid is used for the washing
step.61 A second band located at ≈1031 cm-1, ascribed to the presence of the HSO4- 46, 47or
SO3- group on a sulfonated aromatic ring,28,65 is shifted to ≈975 cm-1, suggesting the
presence of HSO4- in PANI chains. The band at ≈980 cm-1 becomes more prominent with
the wt % of PreT-VGCNF (Figure 2.4), similar to what has been observed by another
author in PANI/CNT composites.68
The band at ≈861 cm-1 has been ascribed to both, HSO4- in ES,28,55and C–H in
1,2,4-trisubstituted B ring (2-substituted phenazine ring).20 The presence of some
phenazine/phenazine-like units has been suggested by the bands at ≈1440, 1400, and
1213 cm-1 as discussed above. When composites are washed with water (Figures 2.3, 2.4,
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H2O/air in 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7) the band appears at ≈870 cm-1, however, when the materials
are washed with 1 M H2SO4 the band shifts to ≈860 cm-1 (H2SO4/air and H2SO4/vac
spectra in Figure 2.5), indicating a pH dependence. This evidence, along with the shift in
the band at ≈1110 cm-1, suggests the presence of HSO4- as a dopant in ES chains as has
been reported for highly acidic media (>0.5 M).28,55
The bands located at ≈700–800 cm-1 are very difficult to interpret, since they
overlap and authors assign different vibrations (Tables 2.1 and 2.2). However, their
presence seems to imply the presence of either some oligomers, or defects and cyclic
centers in PANI chains, mainly of the phenazine type. In general, longer polymerization
times result in more defined bands (Figure 2.6). These more defined bands suggest that
PANI might now exist mainly in either predominantly the EB or the ES form, or the
PANI structure has a lower amount of defects and phenazine-like units, or both. From the
spectra, it can be inferred that the structure observed for a polymerization of 12 h is very
similar to that obtained for 24 h.
2.3.3

Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-vis) characterization
Table 2.3 presents the main UV-vis band positions and assignments for PANI and

PANI composites. From this, a summary of the number and position of bands associated
with the three oxidation states and two proton-doping levels of PANI is presented in
Table 2.4.
Figure 2.8 shows that pure PANI synthesized by the semi-dilute in situ
polymerization is in the EM oxidation state, specifically, in the EB form since only two
bands (335 and 630 nm) are displayed.35,56,66,72 When PANI is prepared in the presence of
SDS the band at 335 nm, corresponding to the π-π* transition in the B ring, shifts to 343
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nm, and a new peak below 300 nm appears. The shift indicates a more reduced structure,
since the new position for the π-π* transition is closer to that displayed by ES11,23 and
LB.35,72 The new peak could be due to an interaction between SDS and PANI, since it can
act as a proton-dopant to PANI, as mentioned in the ATR-FTIR discussion.23,44 In
addition, only a small contribution from SDS in aqueous acidic media is observed in that
region (SDS in Figure 2.8). IQ/IB (I630/I320) decreases for PANI in the presence of SDS,
suggesting a more reduced PANI structure, which is consistent with the ATR-FTIR
results.23,43
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Table 2.3

General list of UV-vis band positions and proposed assignments for PANI
and PANI products

Wavelength (nm)

Assignments

≈282–285

Characteristic of PB,34,35,73

≈288–309

π-π* transitions in ANI oligomers72

314

π-π* transitions in the B ring of EB74

≈320

π-π* transitions in the B ring of LB for LEB/MWCNT
composites8 and LB,29 and also of PB34,35,73

≈325–328

π-π* transitions in the B ring of EB35,56,66,72

≈330–340

π-π* transitions in the B ring of ES11,23

≈340–345

π-π* transitions in the B ring of LB35,72

≈348

ANI oligomers in the basic form70

415

Polaron-π* transitions in ES for ES/MWCNT8

420

Bipolaron species in ES,31 and nitrenium cation44

445

Localized polarons in ES32

≈540–560

620–634

Peierl´s gap characteristic of fully conjugated
PB29,34,35,73
n-π* transition in the Q ring of ES,23 or electron
transition from the B ring HOMO to the Q unit LUMO
in EB (an exciton band associated with the Q ring)
29,56,66,74,75

≈730

Bipolaron transition band in ES74

800–865

π-Polaron transitions in ES31 and in ES/MWCNT
composites8

700–1000

Delocalized polarons in highly conjugated ES,3,33,44,58
also referred to as the free carrier tail3,33
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Table 2.4

General list of UV-vis characteristic bands of different PANI structures
Wavelength (nm)

Number of bands

≈282–285, ≈320, ≈540–560

3

PB32,34,35,73

≈288–309, ≈348

2

ANI oligomers in the
basic form70,72

≈325–328, and 620–634

2

EB29,35,56,66,72,74,75

≈330–340, ≈400–445, 700–1000

3

ES8,11,23,31,32

≈340–345

1

LB35,72

Figure 2.8

PANI

UV-vis spectra of pure PANI, PANI synthesized in the presence of SDS,
and aqueous solution of SDS.

Baseline correction using DMSO.
Figure 2.9 shows that for all the different loads, in lesser degree for the 20 wt %,
the UV-vis spectra exhibited four main bands at around 326 nm, 345 nm, 440 nm, and
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636 nm. The band at ≈326 nm corresponds to an intrachain π-π* transition within B units,
while the one at ≈636 nm is ascribed to exciton transitions within the Q units. Excitons
are transitions of quasiparticles formed by Coulombic interactions between an electron in
the conduction band and its hole with opposite charge in the valence band. These B and
Q bands are characteristic of EM in the deprotonated form, EB.29,35,56,66,72,74,75 The band
at ≈345 nm is assigned to the π-π* transition in the B rings of ES, while the shoulder peak
at ≈440 nm is due to the polaron-π* transition in localized polarons of ES, or
bipolarons.8,11,23,31,32 A polaron is a quasiparticle resulting from placing a moving charge
(or electron) in an induced polarizable medium (or ions around it), it is also the name
given in chemistry to the radical cations existing in PANI, while the bipolarons are the
diradical dications.76,77 Figure 2.10 presents the differences between a bipolaron, a
localized polaron, and a polaron lattice. Usually, a very conducting ES form of PANI
shows a very broad band that extends from 700 to 1000 nm, corresponding to the polaron
lattice, this band is also known as the free carrier tail, or just tail.3,33,44,58 Sometimes, only
discrete peaks (≈730, ≈800–865 nm) appear, indicating the less conductive proton-doped
ES with localized polarons or bipolarons.8,31,74 A tail is only visible in Figure 2.11, with
the exception of H2O/air spectrum, which is consistent with what is observed by ATRFTIR. As pointed out before, a possibility exists that this sample and H2O/vac might have
been mislabeled. In Figure 2.9, only a discrete peak at ≈900 nm is visible instead of the
tail, while another discrete peak at ≈785 nm seems to be overlapped by the broad Q band.
These results are consistent with the findings from the ATR-FTIR analysis regarding the
EM oxidation state, and the mixed EB-ES proton-doping levels in the samples.
Furthermore, they also suggest that the ES form consists, primarily, of bipolarons or
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localized polarons, thus the samples are not very conductive. This last point is also in
agreement with the conductivity results in Chapter IV.
The extra band around 300 nm could be an indication of the interaction between
PANI and SDS resulting from the secondary doping of PANI by SDS,23,44 the interactions
between PreT-VGCNF and PANI,11, 63, 78 or the presence of ANI oligomers.70,72 These
contributions have been discussed previously in the ATR-FTIR analysis, and the UV-vis
results are consistent with them.
Figure 2.9 also shows that there is no clear correlation between the increase of
PreT-VGCNF load and a preferred form (ES or EB) of PANI in the PANI/VGCNF
composites.
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Figure 2.9

UV-vis spectra of PANI/VGCNF nanocomposites prepared using different
PreT-VGCNF loads base on ANI content.

Baseline correction using air.
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Figure 2.10

PANI in the ES form: (a) dication bipolaron, (b) dication-diradical polaron,
and (c) polaron lattice.

The structures are based on those presented by other authors,15,64 and anions are omitted
for clarity.
PANI composites prepared with different washing/drying conditions (Figure 2.11)
exhibit, in addition to the EB bands and the possible contribution from SDS or ANI
oligomers, a free carrier tail from delocalized polarons in ES. An exception is the H2O/air
composite, which shows a behavior closer to that of EB and only a small contribution
from the localized polarons, when it should have shown some degree of proton-doping
since based on the yield analysis (Section 2.3.1) this sample showed an excess of water,
this situation has been pointed out before. A similar result is seen for this sample in the
ATR-FTIR spectra. In addition, the effect of H2SO4 washing is more evident than the
effect of drying, since no bipolaron (≈730 nm) or localized polaron (≈865 nm) bands are
seen for the corresponding samples, irrespectively of the drying condition.
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Figure 2.11

UV-vis spectra of PANI/VGCNF nanocomposites obtained by different
washing/drying conditions.

Baseline correction using air.
The UV-vis spectra for composites synthesized with different polymerization
times (Figure 2.12) display a mixed proton-doping level EB-ES, with a major
contribution of the EB form, and only a small contribution from localized polarons in ES.
The band at ≈440 nm, indicating the ES form with localized polarons, appears to increase
in intensity, and to become sharper with an increase in polymerization time. This is
consistent with what is observed in the ATR-FTIR analysis; however, previously this was
explained by PANI existing in only one form, or that it presented fewer defects or
oligomers within its structure. Since the UV-vis spectra reveals that the PANI coating in
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these composites still exhibits mixed EB and ES structures, evidence supporting a PANI
structure with fewer defects or oligomers is favored.

Figure 2.12

UV-vis spectra of PANI/VGCNF nanocomposites synthesized with
different polymerization times.

Baseline correction using air.
Figure 2.13 shows that upon aging, the localized polaron ES structure is almost
lost (≈440 nm). At the same time, the B bands for EB and ES (≈336 nm, and 350 nm)
decrease, and a small shoulder at ≈558 nm (Peierl´s gap for PNB) appears suggesting that
several segments of PANI chains are in a more oxidized oxidation state. This is
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consistent with the broadening of the bands observed in the corresponding ATR-FTIR
spectrum.

Figure 2.13

UV-vis spectra of PANI/VGCNF nanocomposites for aging evaluation

Baseline correction using air.
2.3.4

Colorimetric characterization
This proposed characterization method is based on the color evaluation of digital

images from the different materials synthesized under various synthesis conditions. In
order to obtain the best approach, the digital images were acquired using a camera and a
scanner, and from these images the color components of the RGB and CIELab color
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spaces were extracted in two different ways. For each of these options, additional
parameters were also tested, as will be seen below.
Figure 2.14 shows the color reference QPcard 201 used to color correct all digital
images obtained with the camera and the scanner. The optimum setting for the camera’s
white balance option was tested by taking images in the fluorescent or tungsten white
balance mode and compared before and after the color correction with the QP color
software, see Figure 2.15. Since fluorescent lamps were used for illumination, the
corrected fluorescent white balance was found to produce results closest to the visual and
the UV-vis spectrometer results (Figures 2.16, and 2.17), therefore the fluorescent white
balance was selected. Using RGB values extracted from the corrected images, two pure
color patches are displayed in Figure 2.16. The PANI sample washed with water, Figure
2.16a, shows an aquamarine (RGB = 55, 102, 115) compared to the olive green (RGB =
127, 125, 88) color of the PANI sample washed with 0.1 M H+. These colors indicate that
the material shown in Figure 2.16a is a mixture of EB and EM (blue and green colors)
that seems closest to the EB form, whereas the material in Figure 1.16b exhibited a
greener/yellow combination suggesting that PANI was in a mixed state but closer to the
ES form, and having more phenazine-like units/defects or oligomers present. The UV-vis
spectra, Figure 2.17, suggests a mixture of states for these samples, particularly indicating
the predominance of the ES form of PANI in the sample washed with 0.1 M H+, since a
more intense band at ≈445 nm and the presence of the band at ≈885 nm, contrasted with
the sample washed with water, where the ≈445 nm band is less intense and the ≈885 nm
band is missing. Both results confirm the findings from the color patches, however, based
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on the UV-vis spectra both samples might have contained some phenazine-like units or
oligomers.
Figures 2.18a and 2.18b display the digital images produced with either ¼ s or ½
s exposure times, in shutter priority mode with a fluorescent white balance. In both cases
the EV value was F/16. After image manipulation, the optimum camera settings were:
fluorescent white balance, exposure time of ¼ s in the shutter priority mode, and, after
color correction, a white clipping of 115. The digital images showing each of these
selections are in Figure 2.18.

Figure 2.14

QPcard 201 used in the color correction process.

Figure 2.15

Camera digital images of PANI comparing fluorescent and tungsten white
balance before and after color correction with QPcard201.
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Figure 2.16

Color patches generated from the color components of PANI images,
where samples were washed with (a) water (RGB = 55,102,115), and (b)
0.1 M H+ (RGB = 127, 125, 88).

Figure 2.17

UV-vis spectra of PANI washed with (a) water, and (b) 0.1 M H+.
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From the digital images, like in Figure 2.18d, color components were extracted
with either the marquee or eyedropper tool. The color components were acquired in both
CIELab and RGB color spaces. This procedure for white clipping and color component
extraction was also followed for images collected with the scanner, with the advantage of
not having to take individual pictures or selecting different options in the camera. Figure
2.19 depicts the images collected with the scanner for four PANI composites before and
after white clipping. As seen, the black/gray color from the VGCNF overwhelmed the
color from PANI. This problem prevents visual assessment of PANI properties, and has
been reported before.22 Even for pure PANI (Figure 2.18), visual characterization is
difficult due to its dark color.

Figure 2.18

Camera digital images of PANI comparing different exposures in the
shutter priority mode, and the following stages in image manipulation for
the exposure of ¼ s (EV was F/16 in all cases).
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Figure 2.19

Scanner digital images of PANI composites (a) before and (b) after white
clipping.

After the initial approach to correlate the color components extracted from the
digital images of PANI and PANI composites, with the PANI properties, a more rigorous
analysis was done by using X-Y scatter plots. Different scatter plots were obtained to find
the possible correlations among the different color components corresponding to various
synthesis conditions. In addition, scattered plots for finding possible correlations between
a color component and the experimental condition affecting PANI structure were also
generated. After analyzing these plots the best methods were selected, as will be
described, and in some cases further analysis was carried out.
Figures 2.20 and 2.21, plotting the blue and red values versus green values, show
similar trends, but no good correlation, upon increasing the acid concentration used for
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the washing step, with a slightly better distinction between individual pairs of values
when the marquee sampling tool was employed. When the color components in the
CIELab color space were plotted, no clear trend was observed (Figure 2.22).

Figure 2.20

X-Y scatter plots of color components extracted from the camera digital
images of PANI, after washing with water and different acid
concentrations, using the marquee sampling tool in the RGB space.
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Figure 2.21

X-Y scatter plots of color components extracted from the camera digital
images of PANI, after washing with water and different acid
concentrations, using the eyedropper sampling tool in the RGB space.

Figure 2.22

X-Y scatter plots of color components extracted from the camera digital
images of PANI, after washing with water and different acid
concentrations, using the eyedropper sampling tool in the CIELab space.
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When the scanner was used, the response of the photodiodes was investigated by
placing the QPcard in different positions (top, center, bottom, right, and left) and layouts
(horizontal, and vertical) throughout the available surface. The red and green patches of
the QPcard were used to extract the RGB color component values for the different
position/layout combinations. From all these values the averages and standard deviations
(in parenthesis) for each color component are 210.76 (3.66), 1.79 (1.59), and 31.45 (2.70)
for the red patch, and 83.19 (2.61), 107.59 (2.64), and 46.33 (1.80) for the green patch.
Since, there is an important variation in the green component of the red patch (second
pair of values), which suggests a position/layout dependence in the response of the
photodiodes involved, the samples were placed only in the same position (top and center)
and with the same layout (horizontal) as the QPcard was, where the average and standard
deviation of the green component for the red patch were significantly improved, 1.50 and
0.60 respectively. The standard deviation of the other color components was also
reduced. In this way, the color correction performed on the images can be more accurate.
In contrast to the camera data, the data from scanner digital images of PANI
washed with different acid concentrations (Figures 2.23a and 2.23b) display good
correlations with either use of the eyedropper or the marquee sampling tool. This means,
that when the green component varies, due to the different acid concentration used, the
blue and the red color values observe a proportional change too. The magnitude of that
dependence is given by the slope value in the linear regression equation corresponding to
each color component data with the intercept being the offset of the particular color
component from the zero value, equations are shown above or below their respective
lines in Figures 2.23a and 2.23b. Furthermore, the marquee sampling tool allows a better
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discrimination between samples and better represents the color distribution. Since
washing with the highest acid concentration (1.0 M) gave a more conducting PANI ES,
as seen in the corresponding UV-vis spectrum (Figure 2.24), a greener component was
expected compared to 0.1 M acid, although for these two acid concentrations the color
components values are very close to each other, almost undistinguishable. However, the
expected trend is observed only when the marquee sampling tool was employed.
CIELab color space values extracted from the scanner digital images gave no
good correlation, similar to the graph obtained using the values from the camera digital
images, so no graph is shown.
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Figure 2.23

X-Y scatter plots of color components extracted from the scanner digital
images of PANI, with washings of different acid concentrations, using the
(a) eyedropper, and (b) marquee sampling tools in the RGB space.
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Figure 2.24

UV-vis spectra of PANI samples washed with different acid
concentrations.

Since there is a linear correlation between the three different color components in
the RGB space, a similar behavior upon different acid concentrations is expected from all
the color components. When values of the green component are plotted versus the pH of
the acid used in the washing step a sigmoid curve is obtained (Figure 2.25a), similar in
appearance to the theoretical titration plot using the Henderson-Hasselbach equation.
PANI pH dependency has been investigated by titration of PANI hydrochloride with an
aqueous solution of NaOH,74,79 or by using UV-vis absorbance,80 Raman intensity,33
formal potentials from cyclic voltammetry,81 conductivity,11 or by a molecular modeling
method built with MonteCarlo methodology.82 In general, the titration method is
successfully explained by the pH-pKa Henderson-Hasselbach equation, however, some of
the other methods used different equations to fit their data. In this dissertation, the
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Henderson-Hasselbach equation was not able to fit the data, similar to what was reported
for a Uv-vis method. 80 Therefore, another model was found by modifying the general
sigmoid equation to yield
a

𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 = − (1+𝑒 −d∙𝑝𝐻+b ) + C

2.1

where a, b, c, and d are model constants equal to 55.8145±5.6394, 7.4310±2.5408,
82.8047±3.3991, and 2.8100±0.9041 respectively.
The constants were obtained using the experimental data from Figure 2.25a and
Equation 2.1 with a nonlinear regression method, known as Levenberg-Marquardt (LM)
algorithm, which is an iterative solution method that converges very rapidly. A 95 % of
confidence interval (CI) was used in the calculations carried out in Polymath 5.1
(Willimantic, C.T.). To verify the precision of Equation 2.1, different values of pH
ranging from 0-7 were input and the corresponding green component values were
calculated, Figure 2.25b shows this sigmoid curve. The simulated curve crosses all the
experimental points with a R2 value equal to 0.9999538. A dashed line in Figure 2.25b
marks the inflexion point at a pH ≈2.50, which is similar to the pKa assigned in the
literature to the –NH2+– sites.11,26,79,80,82 A second pKa around 5.5 (–NH+ = sites) has also
been reported, however it is not observed in this work, probably because more
experimental points in that pH range were needed. In spite of this, the model presented in
Equation 2.1 can be further modified to fit the two sets of data (two consecutive sigmoid
curves). In addition, this proposed model can be used to obtain unknown pH values by
inputting green component values. When the RGB component values, obtained from
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camera digital images, were plotted versus pH no clear trend is seen (Figure 2.25c).
These results confirm that the scanner digital images allow a more faithful outcome.

Figure 2.25

X-Y scatter plots of (a) green component, (b) calculated data and
experimental values from scanner, and (c) RGB values from camera digital
images of PANI versus pH of the acid used in the washing step.

The color components extracted from the same digital images as above gave also
no good correlation in the CIELab color space, but better trends than for the
corresponding data obtained with the camera.
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Figures 2.26 and 2.27 present the X-Y scatter plots of RGB and CIELab color
components obtained for PANI-coated VGCNF samples. These samples were prepared
with different polymerization times. The CIELab color space does not show as good
correlations among color components as the RGB color space does, 0.97 or less
compared to 0.99 respectively. However, both permit a clear distinction between samples
synthesized with various polymerization times (Figures 2.26a and 2.27). Furthermore,
both color spaces produced similar color components for replicas of the same type of
sample, e.g. 3 h polymerization time. All the replicas are identified by triangle markers
with slightly different color or size for clarity. Figure 2.26b shows no good linear
correlation in the scatter plot of the green component versus the different polymerization
times, however it permits clear distinction between the samples produced with different
polymerization times. In addition, it show a similar result for both replicas corresponding
to a 3 h polymerization. These results are consistent with the UV-vis spectra in Figure
2.12.

Figure 2.26

X-Y scatter plots of (a) color components versus green component, and (b)
green component versus different polymerization times from the scanner
digital images using the eyedropper sampling tool in the RGB space.
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Figure 2.27

X-Y scatter plots of color components extracted from the scanner digital
images of PANI prepared with different polymerization times, using the
eyedropper sampling tool in the CIELab space.

In the RGB color space, both the eyedropper and marquee sampling tools produce
very good correlations between the color components.
Results in the RGB color space for new and aged PANI-coated VGCNF prepared
with different PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratios are shown in Figures 2.28 and 2.29.
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Figure 2.28

X-Y scatter plots of color components extracted from the scanner digital
images of (a) new, and (b) aged PANI composites, prepared with different
wt % loads, using the marquee sampling tool in the RGB space.

Figure 2.29

X-Y scatter plots of RGB color components vs VGCNF wt % extracted
from the scanner digital images of (a) new, (b) aged composites, using the
marquee sampling tool. (c) Green component vs VGCNF wt %.
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Good differentiation was achieved in both new and aged materials (Figures 2.29a
and 2.29b). Although good correlations were observed among color components (Figure
2.28), it seemed that no linear trend was evident upon increasing PreT-VGCNF/ANI
ratio. A possible explanation is that PANI in the PANI-coated VGCNF exhibited some
differences in the ES-EB character. Thus, their color was modified yielding the swap of
color components for some PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratios. The UV-vis spectra for the
corresponding PANI composites (Figure 2.9) shows these differences in the EB-ES
character, for instance spectra of 0.4 and 1.0 wt % shows more clearly their lesser EB
character compared to the other composites. In addition, although not much difference
can be seen between data points that correspond to the same wt % but different aging
time using the green component only, Figure 2.29c, still a distinction between fresh and
aged is possible with the three color components, since the red and blue components
show larger variation compared to green. Figure 2.13 displays the UV-vis spectra of fresh
and aged composites. In this case, future work is needed involving more samples with
replicates. Further investigation is needed to find a more useful data treatment to observe
significant differences between the fresh and aged PANI-coated VGCNFs prepared with
the same VGCNF/ANI.
Figure 2.30 shows a clear distinction between samples with different
washing/drying conditions. However, the expectation was a similarity in the samples that
share the same condition. For example, the two samples washed with acid (1 M) display
the same pH value. In these two examples the difference in the green component is very
clear. In lesser degree a similar behavior is observed for the water-washed samples. There
is no clear trend when the drying condition is compared among the different samples. For
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instance, air-dried and acid-washed samples show a smaller green component value
compared to the vacuum-dried sample under the washing condition. The air-dried and
water-washed sample display a larger green value contrasted with the vacuum-dried
sample under the same washing condition. If the mislabel had occurred and the two water
samples were exchanged, a trend would have been observed for the drying condition as
well. Therefore, the air-dried sample would exhibit les smaller green values compared to
the vacuum-dried samples.

Figure 2.30

X-Y scatter plots of green component extracted from the scanner digital
images of composites vs the pH of the washing step with different drying
combinations, using the marquee sampling tool.

Finally, Figures 2.31a and 2.31b show bar charts for the variations of RGB and
CIELab color components, respectively, for different type of samples. The RGB
components were sorted out by the green component, while the Lab components were
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sorted out by the lightness component. They are sorted out from smallest to largest in
each case. Both allow discernment amongst various types of samples.
This analysis of color components shows that similar trends are observed by
materials with the same components. However, each condition gave a unique color set.
For instance, all the different samples with VGCNF as major component appear at the top
of both the charts, while all the samples with PANI as the major component appear at the
bottom. This is an advantage, since it can differentiate between different types, and also
between slight changes in composition that alter the color of the final material. This
color-based method has not been optimized yet, but shows potential to compete with the
more established methods. More work will be needed to completely achieve the full
potential of this new methodology. This colorimetric method will allow the identification
of PANI-based materials without the time and effort of the experimental spectroscopic
measurements. Additionally, very small portions of material can be used to perform the
analysis.
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Figure 2.31

2.4

Variations of (a) RGB and (b) CIELab color components for different types
of samples.

Conclusions
The ATR-FTIR spectra in the 2450 – 3600 cm-1 region of indicates the presence

of hydrogen bonding for all samples, with contributions from interchain hydrogen
bonding between imine and amine sites. This indicates PANI chains are present with
more EB character (deprotonated emeraldine base). This was confirmed by specific bands
of EB in the region 600 – 1850 cm-1, and the UV-vis results.
The ATR-FTIR IQ/IB of the PANI-coated VGCNFs decreased with the addition of
PreT-VGCNF, due to PANI reduction by electron donation from oxidized or pretreated
carbon nanofibers. The IQ/IB significantly dropped when the SDS was present, but only
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slightly diminished with either the pretreatment of VGCNF or the combination of these
two conditions (PreT-SDS).
PANI-coated VGCNFs repared with PreT-VGCNF in the presence of SDS,
presented mainly EB units, with a minor contribution of the bipolaron or localized
polaron ES units, and some phenazine-like units or defects in the PANI structure.
Overlapping and broadening were observed in some of the key bands due to the SDS
interaction with both PANI chains and VGCNF, the presence of oligomers, or the
existence of a mixed EB-ES proton-doping level. In some cases, this does allow a
conclusive interpretation. The increase in PreT-VGCNF load, the presence of SDS, and
the proton-doping level contributed greatly to shifts displayed in the band positions and
to the difference in intensities. Polymerization times of at least 12 h produced PANIbases with more defined bands, suggesting that PANI existed, essentially, in only one
state and form, or with lower amount of defects and phenazine-like units, or both. The
aging process showed an effect mainly in of C=C, C=N, and C–N bonds, producing
extensive broadening of the corresponding bands. Moisture could have enhanced this
effect.
UV-vis spectra of PANI-coated VGCNFs using different PreT-VGCNF/ANI
ratios, displayed a mixed proton-doping level for the EM oxidation state, where PANI
existed in EB and ES forms. The presence of SDS during the synthesis of PANI produced
a mixed EB-ES proton-doping level that was more reduced (more ES) compared to pure
PANI (more EB). The extra band below or around 300 nm could be an indication of the
interaction between PANI and SDS resulting from secondary SDS doping of PANI, the
interactions between PreT-VGCNF and PANI, or the presence of ANI oligomers. These
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contributions have been discussed previously in the ATR-FTIR analysis and are
consistent with them.
Uv-vis results for evaluation of the washing/drying conditions were in accord
with what was observed and discussed in the corresponding ATR-FTIR
spectra.Specifically doping with H2SO4 generated a more conductive PANI coating in the
composite. The effect of drying conditions effect for water-washed samples was not
conclusive since the air-dried sample seemed to display more EB character compared to
the vacuum-dried sample. This result is also observed in the ATR-FTIR spectra.
UV-vis spectra of PANI prepared with longer polymerization times were also
consistent with the corresponding ATR-FTIR spectra. However, they revealed that at
longer polymerization times, the PANI product still existed as the mixed proton-doping
EB-ES level. This suggested that a difference observed for materials obtained by a 3 h
polymerization was due to fewer defects or aniline oligomers present in the PANI
structure.
Aged material shows different UV-vis and ATR-FTIR spectra compared to the
freshly prepared material. This indicates that more oxidized segments in the PANI
structure.
The alternate colorimetric characterization method was based on the computer
analysis of camera and scanner digital images. The color was able to differentiate
between PANI samples of various types. In general, the scanner digital images show
better correlations between different color components. This correlation is better when
the RGB color space uses the marquee sampling tool. The different analyses were mostly
consistent with results previously obtained by UV-vis spectroscopy. In addition, this
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method allowed the determination of a pH of 2.5 as the inflection point for green
component versus pH of the acid wash. The pKa of the amine group in PANI has been
reported by many authors. Finally, although both color spaces distinguish amongst
different types of samples, RGB color components differentiated more clearly than
CIELab color components. Still, this is a new method that could be developed further to
produce complete consistency. Further work will be needed to fully exploit the
advantages of this method and overcome its limitations.
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CHAPTER III
MICROSCOPIC CHARACTERIZATION OF PANI-COATED VGCNFs

3.1

Introduction
As a continuation of the PANI-coating spectroscopic and colorimetric

characterization, a microscopic characterization was performed to assess the effect of the
different synthesis conditions on the uniformity and thickness of the PANI film. This
characterization allowed a statistical analysis of the PANI-coating thickness in the
composite when different synthesis conditions were used. Moreover, some information
about the adherence of the PANI-coating on the PreT-VGCNF was obtained.
The thickness of the PANI coating, along with other parameters, impacts on the
behavior and mechanisms by which these coated nanofibers perform their role in a given
application.1-4 For example, thin (10–20 nm) and uniform PANI coatings on CNFs were
preferred over thicker films (>20 nm) in supercapacitor applications.3 In general, the
thicker the PANI film the larger the specific capacitance.5 Nevertheless, in PANI-coated
CNFs, PANI coatings thicker than 20 nm decreased the specific capacitance of the
electrode, due to the high intrinsic resistance of PANI compared to that of CNFs.
Therefore, a thicker coating limits the storage and release of electric energy during
charge/discharge cycles, reducing the capacitor efficiency.3,5,6 In the sensor field,
detection systems involving a PANI coating on some other material, which could be CNT
or CNFs, were hindered by the PANI thickness as well, since it affected the double layer
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capacitance of the electrode, and also the diffusion of ions or species to be detected.7-10
When PANI/MWCNT materials are involved in detection of acetaminophen, the
synergistic electrocatalytic effect obtained from each of the components decreased, as did
the electron transfer between the solution and the electrode, as the coverage of PANI on
MWCNT increased.11
The effect of PANI-coating thickness is of particular importance in corrosion
applications. Regarding corrosion prevention, it has been reported that PANI coating
thicknesses of 28–31 μm showed a barrier effect on O2 and H2O diffusion in the material
used as a corrosion inhibitor.12 Usually, the material with the more tortuous paths for O2
and H2O to diffuse through will show better anticorrosion properties by preventing these
molecules to reach the substrate, thus retarding the corrosion process.12,13 This effect was
also influenced by the film properties. A film of pure PANI on the surface of a metal will
not protect it to the same extent as a film of PANI composite with conductive fillers, if
both have the same thickness, since the porosity will be an additional factor on the
diffusion of the corrosive species.12-15
PANI thickness, either as a coating or as an additive to corrosion preventative
paints, is known to affect several electrical components (electron-transfer resistance,
double-layer capacitance, ohmic resistance, coating capacitance, pore resistance of the
coating, and others in complex systems in an electrical circuit model that tries to propose
a corrosion mechanism for a particular case.15-18
Trelevanthe PANI-coating thickness, during the intelligent release of anions as an
anticorrosion strategy, is relevant in order to induce passivation in the metal to be
protected and to prevent delamination.19 Delamination is the disbonding of the coating
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from the underlying metal, leading to corrosion. In corrosion protection, PANI is
expected to be reduced while the metal is oxidized. During this step, cation incorporation
and anion expulsion can take place. Then, a fast cation and slow anion transport situation
might, or might not, develop. 19,20 Mostly, this is connected with the ion mobility, which
mainly depends on the ion size, polymerization conditions, the thickness of the PANI
coating, and the ions present in the media. Since thinner PANI films (<400 nm) transport
ions almost exclusively across the interface, they failed to provide the high cationic
transport that was required to sustain the oxygen reduction reaction during corrosion in
order to induce passivation in the metal. In this case, if no delamination occurs by
damage of the surface or defects that provide the amount of cations needed to passivate
the surface, only corrosion occurs at the interface metal/coating and the result is
additional delamination.19 In thicker films (400 nm–1.1 μm) the ionic transport across
the interface is not predominant, since it mainly happens over the bulk of the polymer, so
no prior delamination is needed to provide the high cationic transport to induce
passivation in the metal. This is a clear indication, that the thickness of the PANI-coating
affects the corrosion mechanism involved in delamination.19-21
One of the most relevant parameters affecting the PANI-coating thickness is the
monomer/substrate ratio during polymerization.3 In this study, the VGCNF load was
varied while the amount of ANI remained fixed. The same approach has also been
followed by other research groups.4,22,23 Other synthesis conditions affecting the PANIcoating thickness are the temperature and the monomer concentration (ANI). ANI
concentrations of 0.01–0.5 M produced sheet-like or fibrous PANI structures, with
uniform sizes.24-26 The higher the temperature (e.g. rt) the more favored the thinner
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coatings are. Temperature impacts on PANI morphology, for instance rt favors the
formation of fibrous structures, due to effects on the rate of ANI oxidation, and the
solubility of ANI and the reaction intermediates.24,27
In this chapter, the morphological and topographical characterization by
microscopic methods for various PANI composites will be presented and discussed.
Moreover, TEM image manipulation to perform a statistical analysis of the PANI-coating
thickness for each synthesis condition will be shown, and the detailed analysis discussed.
Since the PANI-coating thickness plays an important role in anticorrosion protection, a
number of different synthesis conditions were investigated to study their effect on the
PANI thickness. The aim of this work was to identify synthetic parameters (detailed in
Chapter II) that allow control over the PANI-coating thickness in the PANI-coated
VGCNFs. This will allow preparation of PANI/VGCNF materials with a desired PANIcoating thickness around the VGCNF, and with PANI in different oxidation states and
proton-doping levels could be prepared easily for the evaluation of their anticorrosive
properties. Other factors that might impact on the VGCNF coverage by PANI, and the
uniformity and adherence of PANI film were also evaluated, such as the dispersion of
VGCNF by different concentrations of SDS surfactant, and aging of the composite.
3.2

Experimental
All PANI and PANI-composite samples were prepared as described in Chapter II.

3.2.1

Atomic force microscopy
A very small amount of each type of PANI/VGCNFs composite was mounted on

the top of a metallic disk with a very thin layer of high purity Ag paint (SPi supplies,
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West Chester, PA). After drying the samples were sprayed with compressed air to
eliminate any loose material from the sample to be analyzed. All AFM maps where
collected on an AXS Dimension Icon AFM (Veeco, Madison, WI), with a calibrated SiN
tip (spring constant of 0.5629 N/m, tip radius of 10 nm, and Poisson’s ratio of 0.4) using
the ScanAsyst mode.
3.2.2

Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM)
A small amount of each PANI-coated VGCNFs composite was fixed on the top of

a metallic stub using double-sided carbon tape. To avoid imaging artifacts, due to
inhomogeneous accumulation of charge throughout the surface of samples, a 5 nm-thick
Pt film was deposited on the top of each nanocomposite by an EMS 150T ES sputter
coater (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA). Micrographs of each type of
samples at different magnifications were collected with a FE-SEM Model JSM-6500F
(JEOL Inc., Peabody, MA). The most representative were presented here.
3.2.3

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
A small portion of sample was added to ethanol and sonicated for 3–5 min to

form a suspension. A drop of this suspension was cast on a copper grid (Formvar carbon
support film on copper specimen grid, mesh #200) (Electron Microscopy Sciences,
Hatfield, PA). The excess ethanol was removed with filter paper, and the remaining
solvent was left to evaporate for 1 min. Micrographs were taken with a TEM Model
JEM-100CXII (JEOL Inc., Peabody, MA). A minimum of three different frames per
sample, and at least two replicates of the same type of sample, were collected in order to
perform a more systematic analysis of the PANI-coating thickness on the VGCNFs.
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Image analysis software ImageJ (Softonic International S.L., San Francisco, CA)
and MyStat (Systat Software, Chicago, IL) were used to determine and statistically
analyze the coating thicknesses of the different PANI/VGCNF systems and their
distributions from the TEM micrographs. The adherence was qualitatively and indirectly
inferred from the thickness analysis, taking into account that 3-5 min of sonication were
needed during sample preparation, thus, PANI-coating not showing good adherence
would detached from the fiber and noticed by microscopic analysis.
3.3
3.3.1

Results and discussion
Atomic force microscopic (AFM) characterization
PANI-coated VGCNFs prepared with different SDS concentrations (0.08 M, 0.32

M, and 0.96 M) were investigated by AFM, in order to select the SDS concentration that
decreased oxidized VGCNF stacking the most. This allowed a more homogeneous PANI
coating distribution on the oxidized VGCNFs.
Figure 3.1 shows that at larger [SDS] stacking of oxidized VGCNFs decreased
(Figure 3.1c), and the amount of individual fibers evenly coated with PANI also
increased. The diameter of the PANI-coated individual nanofibers (φcV) was obtained at
each of the SDS concentrations, and the average was reported for each case.
Based on the oxidized VGCNF data sheet from Pyrograf products, individual
oxidized VGCNFs (PR-24-XT-LHT) have an average diameter ≈100 nm. The average
diameter for individual nanofibers obtained from the AFM analysis was 110 nm, which is
in accord with the product specification. When the oxidized VGCNFs were chemically
pretreated, the average diameter determined by AFM increased to 170 nm. These
uncoated fiber diameters are referred to as φUncV, which are used in all the calculations. In
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addition, values of PANI-coating thickness were gauged for the different [SDS] cases
following Equation 3.1.
𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =

(φcV −φUncV )
2

3.1

PANI-coating thicknesses of 0–9 nm ([SDS] = 0.08 M), 35–42 nm ([SDS] = 0.32
M), and 68–70 nm ([SDS] = 0.96 M) were obtained. A narrower PANI-coating thickness
range and a thicker PANI coating is seen at the highest [SDS]. This suggests a more
uniform distribution of the VGCNFs and a more homogeneous PANI coating on the
nanofibers. In this case, the composites were equivalent to the ones labeled as PreT-SDS
composites in Chapter II, and their thickness was confirmed by TEM, as discussed below.
Figure 3.1 shows that [SDS] of 0.08 M is not enough for debulking the clumps of
VGCNFs into individual nanofibers exhibiting segregation of phases between areas with
PANI accumulation and areas with stacked nanofibers (bright yellow).

Figure 3.1

2D-AFM images of PANI-coated VGCNFs synthesized with (a) [SDS] =
0.08 M, (b) 0.32 M, and (c) 0.96 M.

Diameters (φ) of PANI-coated individual VGCNFs are shown in each case.
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The effect of [SDS] on VGCNFs stacking is more evident in the 3D-AFM images
(Figure 3.2), where the yellow color also corresponds to the nano fibers. A higher [SDS]
(0.96 M) shows a better distribution of the VGCNFs.
Moreover, the height maps in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show higher degree of stacking
at lower [SDS], with a large range in height (-912.3 to 821.5 nm). Conversely, less
stacking is seen at higher [SDS], with a narrower height range (-361.8 to 330.3 nm).

Figure 3.2

3.3.2

3D-AFM images of PANI-coated VGCNFs synthesized with [SDS] = 0.08
M (a), 0.32 M (b), and 0.96 M (c).

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM)
Figure 3.3 displays the TEM images of PANI-coated VGCNFs, synthesized using

different treatments on VGCNFs, either in the absence or presence of a fixed [SDS].
More irregular and thicker PANI films form in syntheses with SDS and un-pretreated
VGCNFs (NoT-SDS composite), see Figure 3.3c, followed by composites prepared with
pretreated VGCNFs. However, in the absence of SDS (PreT composite), see Figure 3.3b,
SDS may act as a secondary dopant for PANI and also as a template for it to grow. 28-30
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Additionally, SDS may interact electrostatically with the positive charged N from PANI,
and also with VGCNFs.29-31 When SDS is present, the VGCNFs disperse better. This
offers more individual fibers for PANI to coat and also helps PANI to assemble. This
probably explains the thicker coating. However, if the [SDS] is still not high enough to
either disperse VGCNFs completely or to assemble PANI uniformly, irregular films can
be produced. The VGCNFs pretreatment offers a surface with ANI monomers, which has
been reported to favor the polymerization of PANI to coat fibers.32 PreT-VGCNF and
SDS appear to have a synergistic effect on the coating process, since the pretreatment
provided ANI monomers at the surface of the nanofibers, and SDS could interact
electrostatically with ANI monomers, as well as with the oxidized VGCNFs, and PANI,
promoting a more organized PANI growth around the nanofibers. A clear difference
between the thicker PANI coating in NoT-SDS system and the more even PANI coating
in the PreT-SDS system is observed in Figures 3.3e, and 3.3f. Because of the beneficial
effect of these two conditions, they were both used to synthesize all PreT-SDS
composites. A deeper analysis will be discussed in the statistical analysis of the PANIcoating thicknesses.
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Figure 3.3

(a-d) TEM, and (e, f) SEM images of PANI-coated VGCNFs: (a) NoT, (b)
PreT, (c) NoT- SDS, and (d) PreT-SDS. SEM images: (e) NoT-SDS, and
(f) PreT-SDS.

Figure 3.4 shows that different VGCNFs loads have a clear effect on the PANI
coating thickness. Composites synthesized with smaller loads (20 wt %) presented thicker
PANI coatings (Figure 3.4a), whereas larger loads (100 wt %) exhibited thinner PANI
coatings (Figure 3.4c). In Figure 3.4a the white arrow indicates the VGCNF surrounded
by the PANI coating. In Figures 3.4d and 3.4e, the SEM images for loads of 20 wt % and
100 wt % shows an unambiguous difference in PANI-coating thicknesses. A more even
distribution of the PANI coating is displayed in all the cases.
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Figure 3.4

TEM images of PANI-coated VGCNFs prepared with VGCNF/ANI ratios
of: (a) 0.2, (b) 0.6, and (c) 1.0; and SEM images for the corresponding
systems of (d) 0.2, and (e) 1.0.

When PANI-coated VGCNFs were prepared using the same conditions as before,
but washed with 1.0 M H2SO4 (Figure 3.5 b) instead of water (Figures 3.5a and 3.5c), the
PANI coating gave the most uniform in thicknesses, followed by the H2O/vac PANI
coating. H2O/air PANI films were the least uniform (Figure 3.5c). H2SO4 washing might
have decreased the amount of intrachain hydrogen bonding, which usually favors folded
PANI chains and a more granular-like morphology, therefore, forming a smoother PANI
coating.33 When the composite was air-dried, probably more water molecules remained in
certain zones within the PANI chains, acting as secondary dopants. This created segments
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with different intra and interchain interactions, thus, appearing more irregular.34 Similar
results were also seen in the ATR-FTIR spectra.

Figure 3.5

TEM images of PANI-coated VGCNFs prepared with washing/drying
combinations of H2O/Vac (a), H+/Vac (b), and H2O/Air (c).

An increase in the polymerization time, from 3 h to 12 or 24 h, showed no clear
distinction on the PANI coating morphology (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6

TEM images of PANI-coated VGCNFs prepared with polymerization times
of (a) 3 h, (b) 12 h, and (c) 24 h.
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3.3.3

Statistical analysis of the PANI-coating thickness in different PANI/VGCNF
composites
For each type of sample, such as 20 wt % load composite, a number of TEM

images containing a variable number of nanofibers were obtained. At least two
composites synthesized by the same procedure were used to generate a number of frames,
in order to obtained several thickness measurements for that type of sample. Unbroken
nanofibers within the image were preferred for this analysis, where the PANI coating was
clearly distinguished from the nanofibers, especially for the overall TEM analysis of
coated VGCNFs.
The PANI-coating thickness was obtained from TEM images manipulated with
ImageJ software, as shown in Figure 3.7. The actual thickness was extracted from the
image by the difference of pairs of points associated with the beginning (close to fiber
surface) and the end of the PANI film, e.g. points 64 and 29 on the top left in Figure 3.7b.
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Figure 3.7

(a) TEM image manipulated with ImageJ software, and (b) an expanded
view of the pair of points used for the thickness calculation.

Table 3.1 shows that samples prepared with PreT-VGCNF in the presence of SDS
have the lowest percentage of uncoated fibers (3 %), whereas those synthesized in the
presence of SDS but using untreated VGCNFs have the highest percentage of uncoated
fibers (17 %). This confirms the synergistic effect of both conditions. As mentioned
earlier, this is the reason for preparing all the other PANI-coated VGCNFs using these
two conditions for studying the effect of the other synthesis conditions.
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Table 3.1

TEM analysis of PANI-coated VGCNFs for different fiber pretreatments
and SDS concentrations.

VGCNF/ANI
ratio of 0.2
Total No. VGCNFs
No. bare VGCNFs
Uncoated %

NoT

PreT

33
4
12

66
9
14

NoT-SDS PreT-SDS
103
17
17

37
1
3

For each particular sample treatment identified in the previous analysis, a deeper
analysis was performed. The PANI-coating thickness was obtained. The more relevant
results for this analysis are shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2

TEM analysis of PANI-coating thickness for different fiber pretreatments
and SDS concentrations.

VGCNF/ANI ratio of 0.2 NoT
PreT
NoT-SDS PreT-SDS
Total N*
224
574
649
425
Mean thickness (nm)
33.1±2.4
30.5±1.2
33.0±2.1
39.4±1.8
Minimum thickness (nm)
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.2
Maximum thickness (nm)
85.7
108.5
146.4
119.5
Standard deviation
18.6
15.3
26.7
18.5
Coverage (%)
92
97
95
100
*N is the total number of thickness measurements for all coated VGCNFs in each type of
composite.
Data in Table 3.2 show that the PANI-coating mean thickness, shown with the 95
% confidence interval, is statistically largest for PreT-VGCNFs in the presence of SDS
(PreT-SDS). There is no significant difference among the mean thicknesses of the other
three systems. The combination of the pretreatment and SDS favored PANI-coatings with
better adhesion, since it was the only type of sample not presenting a minimum thickness
value of zero. Therefore, it displayed a 100 % coverage of all coated fibers, with only 3
% of the fibers being uncoated (Table 3.1). Either of these two conditions alone increased
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the % coverage compared to the NoT system, however, the effect of the pretreatment was
more favorable since PANI film displays better adhesion when contrasted with NoT-SDS
system. The latter condition yielded overall thicker films with poor adhesion. Not only
did it show the highest percentage of uncoated fibers (17 %), but also it presented the
second lowest coverage (95 %) of coated fibers.
The same type of analysis was repeated for new and aged samples prepared with
different PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratios (Tables 3.3, and 3.4).
Table 3.3

TEM analysis of new and aged PANI-coated VGCNFs prepared with
different PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratios.

VGCNF/ANI
ratios
State
Total No.
VGCNFs
No. Bare
VGCNFs
Uncoated %

Table 3.4

0.2

0.4

New Aged

0.6

0.8

1.0

New

Aged

New

Aged

New

Aged

New

Aged

19

4

13

28

26

13

19

3

12

18

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

17

0

TEM analysis of PANI-coating thickness for new and aged systems
prepared with different PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratios.

VGCNF/ANI ratios
State
Total N*

New
107

Mean
thickness (nm)

20

Aged
112

New
102

69.6
±4.4

34.8
±2.4

Minimum thickness
(nm)

27.2

Maximum thickness
(nm)

40

Aged
402

New
199

31.1
±3.1

15.6
±0.6

8.8

11.1

149.2

70.6

85.7

Standard dev.

22.8

13.1

Coverage (%)

100

100

60

Aged
412

New
289

24.0
±1.7

14.0
±0.6

0.6

4.5

72.0

15.4
100

80

100

Aged
286

New
184

Aged
526

21.6
±1.0

12.1
±0.8

13.4
±1.2

7.2
±0.3

3.1

6.4

1.0

0.0

0.0

77.1

69.6

54.0

52.7

50.8

31.4

6.8

12.0

6.0

8.8

6.5

8.7

3.4

100

100

99

100

98

88

78

*N is the total number of thickness measurements for all coated VGCNFs in each type of
composite.
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From Table 3.3 it is observed that only systems prepared with a VGCNF/ANI
ratio of 1.0 exhibited a significant percentage (17 %) of overall uncoated fibers. The
mean thickness of the newly coated nanofibers, with a VGCNF/ANI ratio of 0.2 was ≈70
nm, see Table 3.4. This mean thickness value was consistent with the average PANIcoating thickness obtained by the AFM analysis for the same type of system.
The variation of PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratios affected the PANI-coating thickness, as
seen in Table 3.4. This effect also depends on the system state, whether new or aged. In
general, when the samples are aged for three months the PANI-coating thickness
decreased almost by half of the original thickness (newly prepared samples). This
suggests that degradation of the polymer. Maybe a combination of moisture and oxygen
from air influenced the interactions that held the polymer together and adhered to the
PreT-VGCNF. Thus, PANI turned into a more rigid backbone that detached easily from
the nanofibers when they were vigorously moved, as occurred when preparing the TEM
samples. In TEM sample preparation, the systems were subjected to sonication for some
minutes depending on the type of sample. In addition, cross-linking reactions can take
place during PANI degradation. These cross-linking reaction scan cause the shrinkage in
thickness. Either explanation suggests the extensive broadening of the ATR-FTIR bands
for the aged samples.
When the VGCNF/ANI ratio increases, the coverage decreases. For a new
material prepared with a VGCNF/ANI ratio of 1.0, the coverage decreases to 88 %,
whereas for the aged material it decreases to 78 %. Since a PANI-coating thickness of
≈30 nm was desired for the final PANI-coated VGCNF additives, a PreT-VGCNF/ANI
ratio of 0.4 was selected for all the synthesis in Chapter V.
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The same analysis was repeated for PANI-coated VGCNF samples prepared using
different washing/drying conditions and polymerization times. Table 3.5 indicates that
acidic washing promoted the detachment of PANI coating, this could be due to the acidic
washing leaching out the SDS, which might be acting as a secondary dopant, this
produced more porous PANI coatings with poorer mechanical properties.28
Table 3.5

TEM analysis of PANI-coated VGCNFs for different washing/drying
conditions, and polymerization times.

Washing/Drying
Polymerization time
(3 h polymerization)
H2O/Vac
+
H /vac H2O/air H2O/vac
12 h
24 h
Total No. VGCNFs 16
10
4
4
14
No. Bare VGCNFs
7
0
0
0
0
Uncoated (%)
44
0
0
0
0
VGCNF/ANI
ratio of 0.2

Table 3.6 shows that acidic washings produced more porous PANI coatings, with
poorer mechanical properties. In spite of this, its minimum PANI-coating thickness was
the highest compared to samples prepared with H2O washing. Overall, acid-washed
samples presented the lowest coverage of coated fibers. Air-dried samples could
accumulate water molecules within the PANI chains, which acted as secondary dopants.34
This created segments with different intra and interchain interactions that might show
different adherence to the PreT-VGCNF.
H2O/air system seems to exhibit thinner PANI films with lesser % coverage.
PANI coatings of samples synthesized for 12 h are clearly the thickest. Among the
different polymerization times, 3 h and 12 h seemed to form more even PANI-coatings
with smaller standard deviation. This suggests that at 24 h thicker films were formed
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(maximum thickness of ≈125 nm), which make them easier to detach from the fibers,
showing a smaller mean thickness value.
Table 3.6

TEM analysis of PANI-coating thickness for different washing/drying
conditions, and polymerization times.

VGCNF/ANI
ratio of 0.2

Total N*
Mean Thickness (nm)

Washing/Drying
(3 h polymerization)
H+/vac H2O/air H2O/vac
125
332
112
33.6±2.7 29.9±2.0 34.8±2.4

Polymerization time
H2O/vac
12 h
24 h
57
266
44.1±2.9 33.2±2.0

Minimum thickness (nm)

16.6

1.9

8.8

23.0

4.7

Maximum thickness (nm)

107.9

87.2

70.6

67.1

124.8

Standard deviation
15.5
18.7
13.1
11.1
16.7
Coverage (%)
100
97
100
100
99
*N is the total number of thickness measurements for all coated VGCNFs in each type of
composite.
3.4

Conclusions
AFM analysis suggested more VGCNFs stacking at lower [SDS]. Because of this,

poorly dispersed nanofibers with a non-uniform PANI coating were produced. Thus, this
samples showed a larger range in height (-912.3 to 821.5 nm). Conversely, less stacking
was seen at higher [SDS], with a narrower height range (-361.8 to 330.3 nm). The PANIcoating thickness calculated from the AFM analysis for the systems prepared with
different [SDS]s had the following values: 0–9 nm ([SDS] = 0.08 M), 35–42 nm ([SDS]
= 0.32 M), and 68–70 nm ([SDS] = 0.96 M). For the latter sample, the PANI-coating
thickness was confirmed by the thickness obtained from the TEM analysis.
TEM and SEM images showed that only PANI-coated VGCNFs synthesized with
PreT-VGCNF in the presence of SDS favored a more even PANI coating. Different PreTVGCNF/ANI ratios (w/w) displayed a clear effect on the PANI-coating thickness, and
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produced in all cases more uniform PANI coatings. The H2SO4-washed sample displayed
smoother PANI films, in contrast to H2O-washed/air-dried systems, showing a more
irregular morphology. Different polymerization times showed no clear influence on the
PANI morphology.
TEM analysis showed that either a pretreatment or presence of SDS alone has an
effect on the PANI-coating thickness. The pretreatment produced slightly thinner and
more adherent films than with SDS alone. However, the combination of fiber
pretreatment and SDS enhanced the film adherence and uniformity. The PANI-coating
thickness varied with the PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratio, for both fresh and aged samples.
PANI-coating thicknesses for aged systems were roughly half of the original values
(fresh samples). As the polymerization time increases, the PANI coating gets thicker,
reaching a point (24 h) where it detached easily from the fiber. Overall, the H+/vac
combination seemed to form a smoother but less adherent film.
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CHAPTER IV
ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

4.1

Introduction
The three different oxidation states of PANI are associated with particular electric

conductivities, e.g. the EM oxidation state behaves as an electronic conductor, while LE
and PN act as electronic insulators. Two proton-doping levels, salt and base, can be
induced for each oxidation state, however, only the EM state changes its electronic
performance from a metallic-like conductor in the ES form to an insulator in the EB
form.1-3
In general, the electrical conductivity in PANI depends on the amount of protondoping and type of anion to produce more segments in the ES forms.4 The conductivity in
PANI is influenced by the concentration and mobility of polaron and bipolaron charge
carriers within the structure. Furthermore, the charge transfer processes is involved in
both the degree of delocalization along each chain (intra charge transfer), and also
between neighboring chains (inter charge transfer). These two types of charge transfer
allow PANI to create electric paths among the different conducting domains present in
the material.1,5,6
VGCNFs can be employed as fillers in conducting polymer materials. In VGCNFbased materials there are two main mechanisms of conduction, tunneling (if the fibers are
<10 nm away from each other), and direct contact. VGCNF surface area, or its
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morphology, or both impact on VGCNF surface treatment, which affects the degree of
dispersion, distribution, wetting, and final aspect ratios of the VGCNF in the synthesized
material.7,8
PANI and its hybrids may be used for applications involving electronic transport
in energy storage materials,9,10 supercapacitors,10-13 coatings for electromagnetic
shielding,14,15,7 electrochemical sensors,16,17,18 and in corrosion prevention.19,20,21 The
more conducting ES PANI is frequently used, and conductivity must be determined in the
final material. In this study, the base material is PANI-coated VGCNFs, with PANI in the
emeraldine (EM) state. Hence, conductivity experiments will help to identify changes in
the electric behavior of the materials synthesized under different conditions. Conductivity
also allows the confirmation of the proton-doping effect in the final materials.
The four-point probe method is often used to determine the conductivity of
composites involving PANI, VGCNF, or both.22-28 In this method, either an in-line
(collinear) array or a square array of four equally-spaced probes are brought to contact
with a disc or pellet of the material to be tested, and the potential developed between two
probes will be measured by forcing direct current to flow between the remaining two
probes (Figure 4.1). The conductance can be obtained from the applied current and the
measured voltage. Depending on the thickness and diameter of the sample, and the space
separating the probes ,different correction factors are used to calculate the actual
conductivity.27,29-32
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Figure 4.1

Schematic illustration of the four-point probe measurement in a (a)
collinear array, and (b) square array.

A variation of this measurement is the van der Pauw method,33-35 which is based
on the square array of the four-point probes, where a more detailed potential difference
collection is made. The potential difference between two probes is measured eight times.
Taking each electrode pair in turn, a current is applied between these electrodes, the
developed voltage is measured across the pair. The current polarity is reversed and the
measurement repeated. Thus eight voltage measurements are made. Figure 4.2 shows a
schematic representation of the van der Pauw measurement. In this way, a total of eight
measurements are obtained. This procedure allows accounting for the inhomogeneities of
the material, and slight differences in current distribution between the probes can be
minimized.36
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Figure 4.2

Schematic representation of the van der Pauw arrangement

For the same pair of probes current flow from (a) 3 to 4 in Set 1, and (b) 4 to 1 in Set 2.
Initial measurements of PANI-coated VGCNFs used the van der Pauw method to
evaluate the conductivity. However, the results were not always consistent. Different
approaches were implemented following the general four-point probe method. Collinear
and square arrays were tried; however, there were still inconsistencies between the
different methods even with the appropriate correction factors. One source of error was
noted due to the use of sharply pointed probe contacts, see Figures 4.3a and 4.3b). These
pierced the material and introduced discontinuities. Replacing the sharp tips with rounded
probes was not a successful approach, example of these probes is shown in Figures 4.3c
and 4.3d. The results were not comparable with the previous results, this time due to
larger values of either the size of the tip or the spacing between probes compared to the
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thickness of the sample, or the total size of the sample compared to the size of the square
array. These situations failed to meet one or more of the assumptions made by the
original method. Therefore, the values were not always reproducible, or comparable with
those obtained from different variations of the four-point probe method.
Therefore, a four-point probe method was abandoned for the reasons above and a
two-point method adopted. This method is also used for obtaining the conductivity of
PANI/CNT hybrids.37 Two probes are used to apply a current, and the resulting potential
difference is measured, with the current flowing through the thickness of the whole crosssectional area of the material (Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.3

Digital photos of sharp tips in (a) collinear array and (b) square array, and
of round tips in the (c) collinear array and (d) square array.
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Due to the resilience of the material, the conductivity is expected to increase when
the applied force increases. With a larger applied force the sample disk is compressed,
lowering the contact resistance between sample particles. Hence, measurements were
always made at a specific force, which minimized variations between measurements.22,23

Figure 4.4

Simplified schematic of the cell assembly (CA) used in the two-point probe
method.

In this work, this method is referred to as cell assembly method (CA), and is
considered the standard method for conductivity measurements. However, it presented
two practical difficulties. First, a larger amount of sample needed to carry out the
measurement. Secondly, the dried material had to be placed uniformly inside the insulator
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barrel without the addition of binders (which lower the conductivity) to form a
continuous film of the sample with an even thickness. See Figure 4.5 for a detailed view
of the CA. This situation was also complicated by electrostatic repulsion interactions
developed between the different types of samples and the insulator.
For these reasons, it was of interest to develop an alternate method to assess the
conductivity, requiring very small amounts of material (0.3 mg compared to 1.5 or 2.0
mg), and providing an easy way to place the sample between the probes. Two designs of
a two-pin probe system (TPPS) were developed and tested. Their results contrasted with
those from standard two-probe CA method.
4.2
4.2.1

Experimental
Standard two- point probe method or cell assembly (CA) and the
instrumentation used in the conductivity measurement
A Model 620A potentiostat (CH Instrument, Austin,Texas) equipped with a

home-built galvanostatic attachment and the two piston-shaped stainless-steel electrodes
were used to collect I-V curves of the different samples. A schematic of the cell assembly
(CA) is shown in Figure 4.5. Depending on the PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratios, 1.5–2.0 mg
was used for the measurement. A force of ≈356N (80 lbf) was applied to the circular
cross-sectional area with a vise. Force was measured with a FC-22 or FC-23 compression
load cell (100 lbf or 500 lbf maximum, respectively; Measurement Specialties, Inc.,
Hampton, VA). The thickness of each sample was measured with a dial caliper by the
difference between the empty and loaded CA. The measurements were done while
applying a pressure of ≈20 MPa (2.9×103 psi). At least three different measurements
were averaged to obtain the reported thickness.
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Figure 4.5

Schematic of the two-probe cell assembly used for the conductivity
measurements.

The resistance was obtained from the linear slope of I-V curves according to
Ohms law. The conductivity was calculated using the following equation
𝑡

𝜎 = 𝑅𝐴
where σ is the electrical conductivity (S cm-1), R is the resistance (Ω), A is the crosssectional area of the disk (sample) (cm2), and t is the thickness of the sample (cm).
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4.1

4.2.2

Round-cup two-point probe system (RC-TPPS)
The RC-TPPS was configured as two-point probe or CA, with round upper and

conical-cup lower spring-loaded BeCu pins (S-100-J-3.5-G and SH-100-A-4-G,
respectively; Interconnect Devices, Inc., Kansas City, KS). Figure 4.6 depicts the tipsample-cup assembly. About 0.3 mg of sample was placed in the cup and a manual
positioner was used to bring the two probes together at the desired level of force.
The conductivity was calculated using equation 4.1 However, due to the
geometries of the probes, the thickness and the cross-sectional area were not obtained by
a direct measurement. The cross-sectional area (A) for the RC-TPPS was assumed to be
equal to the hemispherical-like portion of the tip that penetrated inside the sample. To
calculate A the diameter of the tip (D), the diameter of the tip at the penetration depth
(Dp), and the penetration depth (p) of the probe were needed. In general, for the RC-TPPS
cross-section view see Figures 4.6 and 4.7a. In these figures two thicknesses are
considered: t1 on the left and t2 on the right sides respectively, depending on the relative
position of the tip inside the cup. Sample thicknesses t1 and t2 were considered as the
closest perpendicular distance from either side of the wall of the cone-like cup to the
surface of the tip (Figures 4.6, and 4.7). If the tip was completely vertical, then, the
thickness was uniform all around the tip and t1 = t2.
The diameter was measured with a calibrated optical microscope (Olympus,
Center Valley, PA) with a total magnification of 50×, and a digital camera (Pixera, Santa
Clara, CA). The whole assembly was cast in EPO Kwik epoxy resin (Buehler Ltd., Lake
Bluff, IL) to obtain the thickness and penetration depth. After curing for 24 h, a cross
section view was obtained by careful grinding with #240 grit SiC paper until the
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measured diameter of the tip was equal to the tip’s actual diameter. So, the thickness of
the sample was obtained by measuring the minimum perpendicular distance between the
inner side of the cup and the surface of the tip, orange arrows in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6

An optical micrograph of a cross-section cut of a tip-PANI-cup assembly.

The minimum sample thickness is 0.06 mm and the tip penetration is 0.35 mm.
The penetration depth was attained in the same way, see yellow arrow in Figure
4.6. The cross-sectional area (A), enclosed by the green lines in Figure 4.7b, was
calculated by subtraction of the surface area of the smallest spherical cap (Asc) from the
surface area of the largest spherical cap (Ac). Both spherical caps were calculated using
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the Equation 4.2. However, when the smallest spherical cap is calculated, the height used
is p’ instead of p. To complete the calculation for Ac the values for the penetration depth
(p), the radius of the tip at penetration height (r), and the radius of the tip (R) were
obtained by measuring them through the optical microscope (Figure 4.7a). A is actually
the spherical segment that has the minimum distance to the inner wall of the cup probe,
since current tends to flow through the shortest distance.
𝐴c = 𝜋(𝑟 2 + 𝑝2 )

4.2

The final calculation to obtain the conductivity was also achieved using Equation
4.1.

Figure 4.7

Schematic diagram of the tip-sample-cup showing (a) the parameters of
interest, and (b) A, Ac, and Asc.
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4.2.3

Flat-Flat two-pin probe system (FF-TPPS)
In this method, the two-pin probes were spring-loaded flat-head BeCu test probes

(SH-100-F-4-G S/C; Interconnect Devices, Inc., Kansas City, KS). The flat surfaces
simplified the calculation of the cross-sectional area, and the measurement of the sample
thickness. It required a similar amount of sample as RC-TPPS (0.1–0.3 mg), and
simplified sample placement between the probe electrodes.

Figure 4.8

(a) Photographs of the FF-TPPS assembly, and (b) an enlarged view of the
flat-head probes.

In the flat-flat two-pin probe system (FF-TPPS) the cross-sectional area was the
area of a disc, with a diameter equal to the diameter of the flat probes (1.52 mm). The
thickness was measured in a similar fashion to that described for the CA, by difference
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between the assembly with the sample and without the sample. The conductivity was
again calculated by Equation 4.1, but using the minimum thickness as t.
4.3
4.3.1

Results and discussion
Standard two-point probe method or cell assembly (CA)
The conductivity was calculated for PANI-based materials and analyzed for

different synthesis conditions. A summary of these results is shown in Table 4.1. The
cross-section area used for these calculations was 0.1783 cm2. PANI composites washed
with 1 M H2SO4 display higher conductivity compared to those washed with water,
indicating the protonation of the imine sites and more PANI segments in the ES form.
Also, although the H2O/vac samples were less conductive than acid-washed samples,
they were almost one order of magnitude more conductive than the other water-washed
samples. These results are consistent with results from the spectroscopic characterization
(Chapter II). However, they suggest that the water-washed composites might be
mislabeled as it was suggested in Chapter II. It is worth noting that it would be make
more sense to have the air-dried sample, with more water in the material, displaying
higher conductivity, since water can act also as a secondary dopant for PANI. This would
increase the proton mobility and the conductivity.
Furthermore, upon an increase in PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratios, the conductivity of
the PANI-coated VGCNFs increased, suggesting that the contact resistance between
carbon nanofibers decreased as the amount of nanofibers increased and the PANI film
thickness decreased. The conductivity for the PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratio of 1.0 (0.195 S
cm-1) was consistent with the reported value (0.23 S cm-1) for a PANI/CNT composite,
assessed by the four-point probe method with samples compressed at ≈20 MPa.24
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Figure 4.9 presents the trend observed by the conductivity upon increase of PreTVGCNF/ANI ratios. Since the conductivity was increasing upon each increase in PreTVGCNF/ANI ratio, without reaching a stable value or even decreasing, a percolation
mechanism of conduction seemed to be the major contribution for this type of material.7
When different polymerization times were compared, a polymerization time of 3
h resulted in a higher conductivity than when the samples were polymerized for longer
times. This difference in conductivities suggests that not only a different degree of
proton-doping between samples affected the conductivity, but also that there are other
structural differences producing better electron delocalization in the hybrid fibers
polymerized at shorter times. Moreover, this clear difference was observed in the
spectroscopic characterization (Chapter II). These values of conductivity obtained for the
composites at 12 and 24 h are similar to that reported by another group working with
PANI in the presence of SDS, where the pellets were compressed at ≈20 MPa (0.0053 S
cm-1).38
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Table 4.1

Summary of conductivity results for the different PANI/VGCNF composites
measured by the standard CA method.
Sample

Average σ

(S cm-1) ×102

Standard deviation

H+/Air

30.3

0.168

H2O/Air

2.75

6.93×10-3

H+/Vac

39.2

0.180

H2O/Vac

25.7

0.120

20 wt %, 3h

2.06

3.45×10-3

12 h

0.58

8.82×10-4

24 h

0.54

---

40 wt %

8.35

3.04×10-2

60 wt %

12.4

8.23×10-2

80 wt %

15.2

0.118

100 wt %

19.5

0.112

Unox-VGCNF

47.0

4.98×10-2

Ox-VGCNF

26.7

2.67×10-2

PreT-VGCNF

22.8

4.13×10-2

For comparison, the conductivity value for unoxidized VGCNF samples (not used
for composite preparation in this dissertation), oxidized VGCNF, and PreT-VGCNF were
also obtained. It is clear that the most conductive material is the unoxidized VGCNF
(0.47 S cm-1), followed by the oxidized VGCNF (0.267 S cm-1), the least conductive is
the PreT-VGCNF (0.228 S cm-1). When the VGCNF is oxidized, the conductivity
decreased almost by half. This result was expected, since the VGCNF oxidation disrupted
the electron delocalization network by inserting primarily –COO-, –CO–, and –OHgroups, thus limiting the conductivity. Also it may have reduced electron hopping from
fiber to fiber where contacts occur.39 Furthermore, after chemical pretreatment, the
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conductivity of VGCNF decreased as well, suggesting that the ANI monomers, dimers or
oligomers formed on VGCNF surface during pretreatment are not as conductive as
VGCNF. These ANI species limit in some degree the electron delocalization of the
VGCNF web, thus decreasing its conductivity.

Figure 4.9

Graph showing the effect of PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratios on the conductivity
of the samples.

Different research groups carried out resistivity measurements by applying
various forces to variable cross-sectional areas of the disk or sample pellets, and
performed the measurement at a single pressure. This restricted the conductivity
comparison to values obtained under the same pressure, or disks of similar thicknesses.
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4.3.2

Round-cup two-pin probe system (RC-TPPS)
RC-TPPS and CA methods were performed using CuO as a sample. CuO is a

semiconductor, with a conductivity dependence on the preparation method, 0.01–10-4 S
cm-1 for the thermal method, and 10-4–10-6 S cm-1 for electro-deposition.40 The
conductivity characterization of the two RC-TPPS and CA methods, by varying the
applied pressure, is presented in Table 4.2. It is shown that A in CA is not influenced by
the change in pressure. However, the thickness is. In contrast, A values become smaller in
the RC-TPPS when pressure is increased. As the pressure increases, the conductivity
increases in both cases. Figures 4.10a and 4.10b shows X-Y scatter plots of the
conductivity versus applied pressure for the CA, and RC-TPPS methods, respectively.
The CA method displays a better correlation compared to the RC-TPPS method.
However, both methods give a good linear correlation. The RC-TPPS method displays a
steeper slope, indicating a strong effect of the pressure on the conductivity compared to
the CA method. The pressure in the RC-TPPS method was applied by means of a manual
positioner, and did not allow fine control of the pressure. Basically, only three different
positions within a very small range of pressures were possible: an initial pressure of
0.910 MPa, an intermediate pressure of 1.007 MPa, and a final pressure of 1.186 MPa
before damaging the tips. Therefore, the minimum limiting pressure that permits
measurement of conductivity cannot be determined, since at the point where the applied
pressure is zero, the tips are completely separated from each other. In addition, the
maximum limiting pressure is just slightly higher than where the tips are pressing hard
against each other (1.186 MPa). Beyond that point, the two probes cannot endure more
pressure without bending. These situations might be the responsible for the negative
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intercept. In spite of these facts, if the value of pressure (1.3 MPa), corresponding to the
first point in the CA method, is introduced in the linear equation of the RC-TPPS method,
a conductivity value of 2.98×10-5 S cm-1 is obtained. This result is just slightly higher
than the actual conductivity (2.80×10-5 S cm-1), obtained directly from the CA method.
This confirms that although the RC-TPPC is not completely optimized shows good
potential as an alternative to the CA method.
Two different CuO samples of ≈0.3 mg were used to obtain the reproducibility of
the RC-TPPS method. The conductivities were obtained applying (≈1.2 MPa). These two
different samples are called Set 1 and Set 2 in Table 4.3. From each sample a different
portion of the material was taken every time, and the measurement performed. It is
observed that Set 1 and Set 2 gave conductivities differing in one order of magnitude.
The relative standard deviation of Set 1 is smaller than that of Set 2. This might be due to
the upper tip not always being vertically aligned (completely straight), affecting the
minimum thickness, and the radius at the penetration depth, thus the conductivity.
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Table 4.2

CuO conductivity measurements by the RC-TPPS and CA methods.
Force (N) Area (cm2)

Pressure
(MPa)

R (Ohm)

Conductivity
(S cm-1)

RC-TPPS
0.60

5.044×10-3

1.19

1.75×106

2.38×10-5

0.82

8.088×10-3

1.01

1.26×105

1.28×10-5

1.1

1.174×10-2

0.91

2.04×105

2.25×10-6

CA

Figure 4.10

22

1.783×10-1

1.25

9.67×103

2.80×10-5

44

1.783×10-1

2.50

6.79×103

3.60×10-5

67

1.783×10-1

3.72

5.18×103

4.54×10-5

89

1.783×10-1

5.12

3.34×103

5.52×10-5

178

1.783×10-1

10.2

2.39×103

9.25×10-5

356

1.783×10-1

20.0

1.33×103

1.50×10-4

X-Y scatter plots of conductivity vs pressure for (a) CA, and (b) RC-TPPS
methods.
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Table 4.3

Reproducibility of the conductivity measurement by RC-TPPS using CuO
as sample, under a pressure of ≈1.2 MPa.
Set 1

Set 2

2.38×10
2.91×10-5
3.60×10-5
4.18×10-5
4.13×10-5
2.14×10-5
3.67×10-5
-5

2.57×10-4
9.03×10-5
1.30×10-4
3.40×10-4

2.50×10-5
Average

3.19×10-5

2.04×10-4

Standard
deviation

8.08×10-6

1.15×10-4

Three main drawbacks are identified for this setup: the complicated geometry,
impacting on the cross-sectional area, the difficulty to achieve perfect tip-cup probes
alignment, and the thickness measurement.
Dr. Shantia Yarahmadian, from the Department of Mathematics at MSU, used a
theoretical approach to derive an expression for the minimum thickness (t) of the sample,
using the parameters obtained by the optical microscope (Figures 4.6, and 4.7) in the
following equation
−ℎ2 𝑅−𝑟 2 𝑅+[(ℎ+𝑅−𝑝)𝑟∙√𝑟 2 +ℎ2 ]

𝑡=|

𝑟 2 +ℎ2

|

Several measurements of these parameters were repeated with the optical
microscope, and compared to the calculated minimum thickness obtained by Equation
4.3. Only when the upper probe was completely vertical, t1 = t2, do these values
correspond to t from Equation 4.3.
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4.3

The thickness values, measured and calculated from Equation 4.3, were
confirmed by the electrical potential and current density-surface-contour and slice plots
obtained by COMSOL Multiphysics (Burlington, MA), finite element simulation
software (see Figure 4.11).
Figure 4.11a displays the regions in the sample with higher current density (scale
on the left shows the current density normal to the plane). These regions appear in
yellow, and correspond to the closest distance from the inner wall of the cone to the
surface of the tip. This is consistent with the fact that current flows only through the
confined path shown in yellow, shown more clearly in Figure 4.11b. From a slice plot of
the Z-Y plane coordinate system, t1 and t2 can be calculated from the difference of two
pairs of points (z1, y1 and z2, y2), corresponding to the beginning and end of the arrow for
minimum thickness, t1 or t2, (Figure 4.11b).
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Figure 4.11

COMSOL (a) surface contour plot of the electric potential (V) distribution
on the surface of the tip, and the current density normal (A/cm2)
distribution throughout the sample; and (b) slice plot of the latter
distribution in A/cm2.

The conductivity is recalculated by an iterative process to correct the thickness
and obtain the correct area using an expansion of Equation 4.1, shown below.
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𝜎=

𝐼𝑡
𝑉𝐴

4.4

In Equation 4.4, I is the current (A), V is the potential difference across the tip-cup
electrodes (V), A is the cross-section area (cm2), and t is the minimum thickness (cm). If I
is divided by the cross-section area is called current density (J, A cm-2).
The RC-TPPS method only required very small amounts of sample. In addition, it
is very simple to place the sample between the probes. This step is easier in the RC-TPPS
compared to CA. However, the vertical alignment and the complexity of the probe’s
geometry introduced errors in the calculations. These errors required, a simulation and a
laborious calculation/recalculation process to obtain the final corrections. Figure 4.11
shows the COMSOL simulation plots of a CuO sample subjected to ≈1.2 MPa using the
RC-TPPS method. A new average conductivity value of 1.08×10-4 S cm-1 was calculated
after all the corrections were applied. This value is now comparable with the one
obtained by the CA subjected to ~20 MPa (1.50×10-4 S cm-1).
4.3.3

Flat-Flat two-pin probe system (FF-TPPS)
Samples prepared with a PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratio of 0.8 displayed individual

conductivities of 0.071 and 0.087 S cm-1 measured by the CA method at ≈20 MPa. The
average conductivity for these samples is 0.08 S cm-1. In contrast, an average value of
0.878 S cm-1 was determined for the same samples by the FF-TPPS method at ≈2.5 MPa.
The individual values were 0.945, and 0.81 S cm-1. If the FF-TPPS value is divided by
10, yields 0.088 S·cm-1, which is in very good agreement with the value from CA. The
CA and RC-TPPS agree but are 10× smaller than FF-TPPS. In addition, this factor of 10
is inconsistently observed with the corrected values from the RC-TPPS method. Due to
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the complexity of its probe’s geometry, there is no clear conversion between these values
and those obtained by the CA method. With the simplification of the geometry of the
cross-sectional area in the FF-TPPS method, this factor of 10 is also observed.
The conductivity of the aged H2O/vac sample was 0.049 S cm-1 when calculated
by the CA method compared with a value of 0.028 S cm-1 for the new sample (Table 4.1).
A value of 0.433 S·cm-1 was calculated by the FF-TPPS method. In general, this result
does not agree with the CA results; however, dividing that value by 10 gives 0.043 S
cm-1, which agrees with the CA method. In addition, a conductivity of 0.025 S cm-1 was
obtained for the sample with a PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratio of 0.2 when calculated with the
CA method. As, above, dividing the measured conductivity of 0.209 S cm-1 (calculated
by the FF-TPPS method) by a factor of10 gives 0.0209 S·cm-1, which is close to the value
obtained by CA, shown in Table 4.1. Thus, the FF-TPPS method shows consistency with
the CA method if the conductivity values are divided by 10. Occasionally, the FF-TPPS
showed values a little different than the CA method, even after applying the factor of 10.
This was due to errors from the inaccurate thickness measurement and the misalignment
of the two flat probes when the corresponding force was applied. When these parameters
have been carefully controlled a good agreement between the methods was observed.
This method seems to be very promising in assessing the conductivity, with no
complications for placing the sample in position, and very small requirements of sample
per test. However, more tests are needed to understand the factor of 10 effect, and to
optimize and validate the method.
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4.4

Conclusion
The conductivities obtained from the standard two-point probe method or cell

assembly showed consistency with values for similar samples and conditions reported by
other authors. Acid-washed PANI-coated VGCNF samples were more conductive than
water-washed samples. Samples synthesized using shorter polymerization times seemed
more conductive compared to those synthesized with longer polymerization times.
Unoxidized VGCNFs, not used for preparation of samples in this dissertation, were
compared to oxidized VGCNFs and PreT-VGCNFs. The most conductive nanofiber was
the unoxidized VGCNF (0.47 S cm-1), followed by the oxidized VGCNF (0.267 S cm-1),
and PreT-VGCNF (0.228 S cm-1). A X-Y scatter plot showed that conductivity of PANIcoated VGCNFs linearly increased with the increase in the PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratios. In
this plot a good correlation was observed. This suggests that the percolation mechanism
of conduction was the major contribution compared with the tunneling mechanism. The
different conductivity values, obtained by the CA method, for distinct type of samples
were consistent with the spectroscopic and colorimetric results. The main drawbacks of
the CA method were the relatively large amount of sample needed for testing, and the
difficulty to place the sample in position for the measurement.
CuO sample results showed a dependency of the conductivity with the applied
pressure using both CA and RC-TPPS methods. Linear correlations were obtained with
both methods. CA method gave a better correlation compared to RC-TPPS method.
When a CA value was substituted in the linear equation of RC-TPPS, the calculated
result 2.98×10-5 S cm-1 was similar to the original value by CA (2.80×10-5 S cm-1).
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The FF-TPPS method allowed an easy placement of the sample in position for the
measurement. It also required only a small amount of sample for testing. However, a
factor of 10 needs to be used for this method to show good consistency with results
obtained by the CA method. Occasionally, even after applying the factor of 10, there
conductivities were not in complete agreement with those calculated by the CA method.
These errors came from the inaccurate thickness measurement and the misalignment of
the two flat probes when the corresponding force was applied. When these parameters
have been carefully controlled a good agreement between the methods was observed. The
FF-TPPS method seemed very promising in measuring the conductivity, however, more
tests were needed to have a better understanding of the factor of 10 effect and to optimize
and validate the method.
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CHAPTER V
CORROSION INHIBITION EVALUATION OF ALKYD PAINT COATINGS
REINFORCED WITH PANI, VGCNFs, AND PANI-COATED VGCNFs
ON COLD-ROLLED STEEL

5.1

Introduction
As soon as it was shown that redox properties of PANI-electrodeposited films

promoted the formation and enhanced the stability of protective-metallic oxides in
stainless steel,1,2 an increasing number of papers have been devoted to study the
anticorrosion properties of either electrodeposited PANI films1-8 or paint coatings
incorporating PANI6,9-31 on metallic substrates. The latter is the preferred and more
versatile method. Since potentials needed for electrodeposition of PANI on some metals,
like Zn, preferentially oxidize the metal. Furthermore, films electrodeposited with PANI
often do not display good adherence to metallic surfaces compared to coatings
incorporating with PANI.1-3,6,7,32 In addition, PANI contribution to the corrosion
inhibitory properties of composite blends have been studied in paints of different nature,
including alkyd, epoxy, and acrylic coatings.6,9,16,29 Moreover, it has been reported that
alkyd paints incorporating 0.3–3 % of PANI have displayed enhanced anticorrosion
properties under marine-simulated atmospheres.9,16 In general, investigations related to
the anticorrosion properties of PANI films or coatings incorporating PANI have been
directed to metallic substrates such as aluminum,5,8,13,33 zinc,3 magnesium,31 and iron and
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their respective alloys. Corrosion inhibition of Fe and its alloys, 4, 7, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19, 35-39
mainly has focused on steel. Steel is one of the most important materials commonly used
in construction, manufacturing, and automotive industries, as well as being a major
component or part for tools, accessories, and weapons.20 The Fe-C alloy known as coldrolled steel is a good base for color coated products, precision tubes and sections, and
different types of components and parts. 34 The main goal of this work is to evaluate the
corrosion inhibitory properties of different paint coatings incorporating PANI, VGCNFs,
and PANI-coated VGCNF on cold-rolled steel.
A previous study, conducted by this research group, showed that as the wt % of
VGCNF in the paint increased, the corrosion protective properties of the VGCNFincorporated paint improved as well. A minimum of one wt % VGCNF in paint improved
the anticorrosion properties of the coating.1 In the same work, it was also observed that
the thinner the VGCNF-incorporated paint coating, the faster its degradation by action of
corrodents (such as chloride ions, water, and oxygen). From this information, and
published literature about PANI acting as a corrosion inhibitor,27 the proposed hypothesis
is that PANI and VGCNF will present a synergistic effect in the corrosion protection
properties of alkyd paints. Paint coatings incorporating PANI do not always have a clear
anticorrosion behavior.27 However, reported results suggested that the emeraldine base
(EB), and the leucoemeraldine base (LEB) might be better corrosion inhibitors compared
to the conductive emeraldine salt (ES). It was suggested that the protection was achieved
by anodizing the metal, which decreases the corrosion rate. In addition to these desired
redox conversions between the metal and PANI forms, an effect due to a higher pH
associated with the EB form seemed to favor the formation of more protective oxides on
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the metal, increasing its lifespan.9,13,16,18,35 For these reasons, the PANI-coated VGCNFs
synthesized in this study were used in paints in the EB and LEB forms and not in the ES
form.9,35
As mentioned in Chapter I, various electrochemical techniques such as OCP,
cyclic voltammetry (CV), potentiodynamic polarization, and EIS measurements have
been used to evaluate degradation and anticorrosion properties of polymer or other
coatings. 28 The majority of research groups have employed OCP and EIS
measurements.1,2,6,18,32,36-46 In this Chapter, visual inspection, OCP, and EIS
measurements are used to assess the anticorrosion properties of the different reinforced
coatings and the electrochemical behavior of the cold-rolled steel substrates.
Coating degradation studies may require a relatively long experimental testing
period before conclusions can be made, since EIS data acquisition and the coating
degradation process are both slow. It is desirable to shorten the experimental process as
much as feasible. A 3% NaCl electrolyte solution was used1,47 to accelerate the coating
degradation process and corrosion of the steel coupons and to simulate a marine
environment. Evaluation was carried out on the corrosion inhibitory properties of the
different alkyd paint coatings with 1 phr of various PANI/VGCNF reinforcing materials
with dry coating thicknesses of 20-30 μm on cold-rolled steel coupons. The cold-rolled
steel coupons will also be referred to as substrates, specimens, or samples. The coating
thickness and amount of reinforcing material were chosen, based on previous studies, to
achieve clear experimental results in about one month.1
Chapter V details the preparation of alkyd paint coatings (≈30 μm in thickness)
with either EB/VGCNF or LEB/VGCNF additives at 1 phr, and the electrochemical
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evaluation of the anticorrosive properties of these alkyd paint coatings incorporating
PANI/VGCNF hybrids. Cold-rolled steel was coated with alkyd paint coating
incorporating PANI-coated VGCNF additives at 1 phr, and exposed to 3 wt % NaCl
electrolyte solution. OCP and EIS measurements were collected during the exposure
time.
A special attention is given to obtaining different properties that describe the
electrochemical behavior of a coating immersed in an aggressive medium. The EIS
equivalent circuit fitting process was employed. Properties of the coating, the metal, and
the metal/coating interface will be explained in detail in Section 1.2.3. This section
discusses the fitting process for the two equivalent circuits used. Two important
parameters characterizing the coating degradation are the water uptake and area of
delamination. These two parameters are calculated, presented, and contrasted for the
different paint composites prepared. The electrochemical evaluation is complemented by
a detailed visual inspection of the cold-rolled substrates coated with different alkyd paints
incorporating PANI-coated VGCNFs.
5.1.1

Chemicals and reagents
A commercial oil-based paint (White Gloss V7592, Rust-Oleum, Vernon Hills,

IL) was acquired locally. This paint is an alkyd topcoat with the following composition
(wt %): Stoddard solvents (<30.0), titanium dioxide (>20.0), mineral spirits (>15.0),
ethylbenzene (>1.0), and amorphous silica (>1.0). Additionally, it also contains
aluminum oxide and xylene.48 It is known that alkyd enamel paint is a fatty-acidmodified polyester hard-drying paint.
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Other chemicals were reagent grade. Cold-rolled steel squares (≈5.4 cm × ≈5.4
cm × 1.4 mm) were purchased from Stainless Supply (Monroe, NC).
5.1.2

Preparation and corrosion inhibition evaluation of alkyd paint coatings
incorporating PANI-coated VGCNF reinforcements
PANI-coated VGCNF reinforcements with PANI in the emeraldine salt (ES) form

were chemically synthesized following the general procedure described in Chapter II
(Section 2.2.2), using a PreT-VGCNF/ANI ratio (w/w) of 0.4. To produce VGCNF with
PANI-coatings in the emeraldine base (EB) or leucoemeraldine base (LEB) forms. The
general procedure in Chapter II (Section 2.2.2) was followed. After the last washing with
DIW (two previous sets of washings, a total of three sets of washings), the PANI-coated
VGCNFs, with PANI in the ES form, were transferred to a capped 100 mL beaker, filled
with 80 mL of 0.5 M NH4OH (previously degassed with N2 for 3 min), and left to react
for 20 min with continuous stirring. Once the PANI-coating was converted to the EB
form, the powder was filtered, washed three times with 10 mL of DIW, three times with
10 mL of 1:1 v/v acetone/DIW, and 10 mL of DIW. Then, the EB/VGCNF hybrids were
left to dry in the Büchner filter for 20 min, followed by dynamic vacuum at 60 ˚C for 24
h. The dried EB-coated VGCNFs were stored in a desiccator until further use.
To obtain the LEB-coated VGCNFs, the same procedure used to prepare
EB/VGCNF reinforcements was followed. After the 20 min deprotonation step, with 0.5
M NH4OH, a fresh oxygen-free-saturated solution of L-ascorbic acid was added to reduce
EB. 49 The EB/VGCNFs hybrids were left stirring for two minutes. The LEB-coated
VGCNFs were filtered, washed seven times with 10 mL of DIW, three times with 10 mL
of 1:1 v/v acetone/DIW, and 10 mL of DIW to remove unreacted L-ascorbic acid and its
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oxidation products. This material was left to dry in the Büchner filter for 20 min, and,
after purging the vacuum oven chamber with N2, left under dynamic vacuum at 60 ˚C for
24 h. The resulting free-flowing powder was stored inside a desiccator prior to
incorporation into paint.
The nanomaterials were characterized by ATR-FTIR and UV-vis to confirm that
PANI was present in the EB- and LEB-based reinforcements, respectively.
5.1.3

Preparation of coated cold-rolled steel coupons
Alkyd paint coatings containing 1 phr of different reinforcements (EB-SDS, LEB-

SDS, PreT-VGCNF, EB/VGCNF, and LEB/VGCNF) were prepared in order to evaluate
their use as corrosion inhibitory additives for alkyd paints. Each powder reinforcement
was quickly ground, using a porcelain mortar and pestle, weighed, and placed in a capped
vial. The amount of alkyd paint was different for each reinforcement and depended on the
number of cold-rolled steel coupons to coat. The paint was dispensed in 2 mL aliquots.
To ensure a more homogenous incorporation of the reinforcement to the paint, the
reinforcement and paint were manually mixed with a metallic rod for one min. Once the
paint addition step was completed, the mixture was magnetically stirred for 24 h.
Cold-rolled steel squares were degreased with acetone, polished using #220 and
#320 grit sanding sponges (3M Sandblaster, St. Paul, MN), and cleaned with acetone to
remove polishing debris. This surface preparation will provide a more uniform and
adherent surface for the paint to coat. It is known that abrasive polishing increases the
number of defects of the bare metal (scratches, pits, pores, etc.), which leads to an
increase in the adherence of coatings by enhancing the bonding with the metallic
substrate. 50
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A spin coater (Model WS-400-6NPP-Lite, Laurell Technologies Corporation,
North Wales, PA) was used to uniformly apply alkyd paint coatings with 1 phr of each of
the different PANI-based reinforcements to the cold-rolled steel substrates. A 10 mL
syringe was loaded with a paint formulation, and position over the center and 13 cm
above the substrate with the aid of a stand and a clamp. One mL of paint was first
dispensed on the unrotating coupon followed by 1 mL dispense during a rotation cycle of
700 rpm for seven seconds. A second cycle followed for 30 s at 1200 rpm. This spin
coating method produced coatings with thicknesses of 20–30 μm. Coated substrates were
allowed to dry for seven days at room temperature in a dust-free environment.1 Coated
substrates were prepared in sets of three.
The coating thickness was measured with a digital caliper (Mitutoyo, Aurora, IL)
by two methods. In method 1, a flake of coating was carefully detached from the coated
metal and its thickness measured. In method 2, the thickness of the metallic coupon was
measured before and after being coated, and the thickness of the coating was calculated
from that difference. The coating thickness obtained for each sample was an average of at
least two measurements.
5.1.4

Electrodes and instrumentation
The experimental setup used for all electrochemical measurements includes an 8-

channel potentiostat Solartron Analytical Model 1470 E Cell Test System from Solartron
(AMETEK Advanced Measurement Technology, Farnborough, Hampshire, U.K.) and a
frequency response analyzer (FRA) Model SI 1250 from Solartron (AMETEK Advanced
Measurement Technology, Farnborough, Hampshire, U.K.). This potentiostat allowed
simultaneous and automated control of electrochemical measurements for eight samples.
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This considerably reduced the total allotted time for data collection. The experimental
setup is shown in Figure 5.1.
OCP and EIS measurements for all reinforced paint-coated cold-rolled steel
coupons were performed in an undivided three-electrode electrochemical cell using the
experimental setup described above and illustrated in Figure 5.1. The electrochemical
cells were made by adhering cylindrical poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) pipes (≈3 cm in
diameter × ≈4 cm in height) to the surface of coated cold-rolled steel coupons with clear
silicone sealant (Item # 908570 from Loctite, Rocky Hill, CT). This sealant was used
because other types did not adhere and caused the paint to discolor. The silicon sealant
utilized in all electrochemical cells was left to cure for two days, as recommended by the
manufacturer. The cold-rolled steel coupons were the working electrodes (WE). Grade 1
graphite rods, 3 mm in diameter × ≈8 cm in length (Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA), were
used as auxiliary electrodes (AE). The OCP of every sample tested was measured vs a
home-made Ag/AgCl reference electrode (RE). A detailed procedure for making
Ag/AgCl reference electrodes can be found in Appendix A.1 To know the actual potential
of these reference electrodes, they were daily measured vs a standard saturated calomel
electrode (SCE) (Accumet, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). The SCE electrode has a
potential of +0.241 V vs NHE.
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Figure 5.1

Schematic drawing of OCP and EIS experimental setup.

An enlarged view of one of the samples is shown for detail in the connections.
All variables as defined in the text.
5.1.5

Open circuit potential (OCP) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) measurements, and electrical equivalent circuit analysis
Two different tests were used to investigate the anticorrosion properties of the

alkyd paint coatings incorporating the different additives. In the first test, the intact
coated specimens were exposed to stagnant 3% NaCl electrolyte solution, and the OCP
and EIS measurements were collected during one month (≈688 h). Every week, the old
3% NaCl electrolyte solution was discarded, and the cell was refilled with newly
prepared solution. This allowed for a weekly visual inspection of all coated cold-rolled
steel samples. In the second test, coated samples were intentionally damaged by scribing
with a scalpel an X-mark at the center of the coated area, enclosed by the cylindrical PVC
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pipe. See Figure 5.2 for a schematic illustration. For clarity, no reference or auxiliary
electrodes, or other electrical connections are depicted.

Figure 5.2

Top view of the schematic drawing for an intentionally-damaged coated
coupon

For clarity, no additional connections are included.
At the end of the first test, the coated samples that did not show signs of corrosion
were scribed with an X and put in contact again with freshly prepared 3% NaCl.
Additionally, new coated samples of the same formulations were also scribed with an X
and exposed to fresh 3% NaCl. This was done, to compare the behavior of deteriorated
coatings to the behavior of new coatings exposed to the same aggressive environment. In
this test, the OCP and EIS measurements were collected for one week (168 h) or until
failure.
A script was written for Multistat® 1.4c Electrochemistry Software (Scribner
Associates Inc. Southern Pines, NC) to automate the data collection. The initial
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measurement cycle employed 3% NaCl electrolyte added only to the first electrochemical
cell (WE 1), and the OCP measurements were recorded for ≈15 min. After this initial
period to wet the coating (coating induction time), an EIS measurement (taking about 15
min) was made for the first sample. Electrolyte was then added to the second sample to
begin OCP measurements and to wet that sample. At the end of the EIS data collection
for the first sample, the EIS data recording for sample two was begun. In like fashion,
this process was repeated for the rest of the samples, until all eight samples proceeded
through all the steps of the first cycle. This procedure was followed so that each sample
experienced the same initial wetting time prior to the first EIS measurement.
Once EIS collection was finished for all samples, a new data recording cycle was
begun. Thus, approximately every three hours an EIS measurement was recorded for the
same sample, while the OCP was continuously sampled throughout all the steps and
cycles of the experimental routine. The detailed script is further clarified in Appendix A.2
The script sequence is depicted in Figure 5.3
OCP and EIS data analysis and model fitting were done in CorrView 3.2b and
ZView 3.2b, respectively (Scribner Associates Inc. Southern Pines, NC).
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Figure 5.3

5.2

Illustration of the script sequence followed by the samples during a cycle of
OCP and EIS measurements.

Results and discussion
The distinct morphologies of PANI in each oxidation state could be mainly

identified by the relative intensities of the bands corresponding to the quinoid ring (Q)
(≈1480 cm-1) and benzenoid ring (B) (≈1570 cm-1) stretching modes, as detailed in
Chapter II.51,52 The presence of EB or LEB forms of PANI in the PANI-coated VGCNFs
was confirmed by ATR-FTIR spectra, by transforming the spectra to absorbance units
and calculating the ratio IQ/IB from the corresponding intensities, as described in Chapter
II.
Figure 5.4, shows ATR-FTIR spectra of EB-coated VGCNFs and LEB-coated
VGCNFs prior to its mixing with alkyd paint. The IQ/IB for the EB/VGCNF
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reinforcement was 0.79, while IQ/IB for the LEB/VGCNF was 0.26, which clearly
indicates the more reduced nature of the LEB/VGCNF additive. The synergistic effect of
PANI-coated VGCNF hybrids was compared versus those reinforcements prepared with
only EB or LEB and without the VGCNF in the presence of SDS were produced. These
materials were designated as EB-SDS and LEB-SDS reinforcements. They were used in
this experiment, and characterized in a similar way as described above. However their
spectra were not shown. In this case, the IQ/IB for EB-SDS (1.06) and LEB-SDS (0.05)
confirms LEB-SDS is reduced.44,53-56 Intermediate IQ/IB values near one indicate the
emeraldine state,57 as observed for EB/VGCNF and EB-SDS additives. There is also a
small amount of emeraldine in the LEB/VGCNF sample, due to the fact that a small
portion of LEB is oxidized back to emeraldine. Nevertheless, this situation could enhance
anticorrosion properties based on the redox reactions occurring between LEB/emeraldine
and the iron in the cold-rolled steel, which promote the formation of a more protective
iron oxide.12,18
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Figure 5.4

5.2.1

ATR-FTIR spectra of EB/VGCNF and LEB/VGCNF composites.

Visual inspection and open circuit potential (OCP) measurements of coated
cold-rolled steel coupons
The coating thickness of all the coated samples was ≈30 μm. In the case where

reinforcement was added, the presence of fine particulate matter (PANI-based materials)
distributed throughout the coating on the metal surface, the coating thickness increased
up to 30–40 μm. The coating thickness was considered comparable between all the
samples, since the average coating thickness in all samples was ≈30 μm. Digital photos of
different initial appearance for all the samples evaluated show the existence of some
lumps of reinforcement in certain areas of the substrate surface. The lumps were more
abundant and larger in size in PreT-VGCNF, EB/VGCNF, and LEB/VGCNF. The
clusters are marked with a white circle in Figures 5.5a, 5.5b, and 5.5c, respectively.
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These clusters are barely seen with the naked eye in alkyd paint coatings with EB-SDS
and LEB-SDS, since they seemed to disperse better in the alkyd paint matrix.
A previous study of such clusters in coated mild steel found that the lumps did not
affect the electrochemical behavior of the coating if completely coated by the paint.1 In
that study, the coating was alkyd paint incorporating VGCNFs.
Figure 5.6, the visual inspection at the end of the first test shows that, in spite of
displaying big clusters barely coated by the alkyd paint, no corrosion had yet damaged
the alkyd coatings with the EB/VGCNF, PreT-VGCNF, and LEB/VGCNF
reinforcements. However, coatings using EB-SDS and LEB-SDS reinforcements
exhibited very tiny corrosion spots. For this reason, only specimens with coatings using
EB/VGCNF, LEB/VGCNF, and PreT-VGCNF were scribed with an X mark and used for
the second test. The pure alkyd paint was also used for comparison.
At the end of the second test (coupons with the scribed coatings exposed to 3%
NaCl for a week), visible orange rust from iron corrosion products was observed on the
coating’s surface of the coated coupons, see Figure 5.7. Two things are important in this
test, the amount of corrosion products and the appearance of the mark. Figures 5.7b and
5.7e show that the pure alkyd paint coating is severely damaged, displaying more
abundant and bigger blisters, a considerable amount of corrosion products on the surface,
and more pronounce detachment from the cold-rolled steel surface, especially near the
edges of the X mark. Conversely, all the coatings using some form of PANI or VGCNF
as reinforcement exhibit smaller size and number of blisters (if any), lesser amount of
corrosion products, and more adherence to the cold-rolled steel surface.
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At the end of the two electrochemical tests, it was observed that different
reinforcements impacted distinctively on the coating adherence to the metallic substrate.
For example, the results for newly prepared or previously tested alkyd paint coatings
incorporating 1 phr of LEB/VGCNF additive are shown in Figures 5.6f and 5.7f, and
Figures 5.6c and 5.7c, respectively. These coatings disbonded from the cold-rolled steel
surface, allowing the 3% NaCl electrolyte solution to completely permeate underneath
the coating. This situation oxidized the metal further, favoring the coating to swell more
due to the corrosion product accumulation, which favored the leakage of the electrolyte
solution outside the electrochemical cell. In contrast, coatings incorporating EB/VGCNF
reinforcements (newly prepared in Figures 5.6d and 5.7d, and previously tested in
Figures 5.6a and 5.7a) show a very good adherence to the steel coupons, as a result, no
leaking was observed during the test. Even though Figure 5.7a shows a considerable
amount of rust on the top of the coating surface, the coating with EB/VGCNF additive
did not look severely destroyed or detached around the X mark. In addition, the
appearance of rust with no further coating deterioration is consistent with the proposed
initial anodizing process of steel, which passivates the metal.12,18,35
All these observations are also confirmed by the OCP behavior of the coated
samples. OCP-immersion time curves are depicted in Figure 5.8. The OCP is a simple
and non-destructive electrochemical measurement that provides easily interpreted results.
OCP measurements provide a clear indication on the state of the metal substrate, and on
the coating, in the case of coated specimens. OCP is the potential of the sample versus the
reference electrode, without the application of any external current. The uncoated coldrolled steel immersed in 3% NaCl exhibits an initial OCP of -0.657 V. A negative OCP is
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an indication of an “active” substrate, thus the metal oxidizes easily. The OCP of the
aggressively corroding cold-rolled steel shifts to even more negative potentials (-0.702
V). Conversely, a positive OCP is an indication of a “noble” metal or a protective system.
Figure 5.8 clearly shows that the alkyd paint-coated steel is the first coated steel
sample to exhibit a negative OCP. Its OCP goes from ≈0.250 V to almost -0.400 V,
remaining negative for over 20 h. After this period, the OCP becomes positive again. A
possible explanation for this OCP trend involves an initial active corrosion process on the
cold-rolled steel substrate, until enough corrosion products have formed on the metal
surface, thus, it is no longer directly exposed to the aggressive media. This barrier effect
shifts the potential to more positive values. At this corrosion stage, the orange corrosion
products are not necessarily visible to the bare eye. Then, the OCP remains at the more
positive value until the oxide layer or the coating is destroyed. In addition, Figure 5.8
displays a similar behavior for the coated steel samples using alkyd paint with LEB-SDS,
EB-SDS, or LEB/VGCNF reinforcements. For coated samples using those three
additives, the initial-positive steel-OCP values become negative for the first time at
exposure times of around 40, 660, and 100 h, respectively. Indeed, coatings with EB-SDS
and LEB-SDS reinforcements presented very small yellow-orange corrosion spots (not
visible in Figures 5.6g and 5.6i), showing the consistency with their OCP trends.
Although the alkyd paint coating incorporating EB-SDS additive failed before the end of
the first test, it kept a positive OCP almost for the whole month. This coating failed at
≈660 h. Alkyd paint coatings incorporating LEB/VGCNF and LEB-SDS reinforcements
follow different OCP trends after initially experiencing negative potentials. In
LEB/VGCNF samples, the OCP returns to a positive value and starts to shift slowly to
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negative OCPs, yet still remaining positive. In spite of the observed OCP trend, this
coated coupon does not present visible corrosion spots (Figure 5.6c), which is consistent
with the positive OCP. In the LEB-SDS sample, the OCP returns to a positive value, later
decreases to negative values and stays there for 80 h, shifts to positive values again, and
fluctuates between positive and negative values during the rest of the test. The fluctuation
in OCP values might involve redox processes that keep shifting the oxidation state of
PANI, so no stable form of PANI is obtained. This explanations is in accord with the fact
that LEB can be oxidized to emeraldine form by the oxygen that has diffused through the
coating. Once the emeraldine is formed, it oxidizes the Fe in the steel coupon, favoring
the formation of the more protective iron (III) oxide (Fe2O3) (steel anodizing process). In
this reaction PANI reduces itself back to LEB; and the process is repeated again, as long
as oxygen keeps reaching the metal/coating interface.12,18
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Figure 5.5

Digital photos showing the initial physical appearance of coated cold-rolled
steel coupons, prior first-test immersion in 3% NaCl.
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Figure 5.6

Digital photos of the initial physical appearance of coated cold-rolled steel
coupons prior second test: (a – c, and g – i) previously tested, and (d – f)
newly prepared samples.
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Figure 5.7

Digital photos of the final physical appearance of coated cold-rolled steel
coupons: (a – c, and g) previously tested, and (d – f) newly prepared
samples after immersion in 3% NaCl for additional 168 h.
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In addition, OCP-immersion time curves for coated steel coupons using
EB/VGCNF, PreT-VGCNF, EB-SDS reinforcements, show initial OCP values between
0.200 and 0.300 V. Then, the potential shifts to 0.120 V. After this point, the OCP
climbed back to more positive values. For coated steel coupons with EB/VGCNF and
PreT-VGCNF reinforcements, the OCP is stabilized at this point and stayed the same
throughout the rest of the test. The OCP decrease was attributed to the steel anodizing
process. However, if after a period of stable OCP a sudden negative shift occurs (e.g.
samples using coatings with EB-SDS or even LEB/VGCNF reinforcements), it suggests
that the number and size of pores in the coating is increasing (coating degradation).
Therefore, the diffusion and penetration of corrosive ions into the coating occurs more
readily, accelerating corrosion and shifting OCP to more negative values.22 From these
results, it is evident that the EB form of PANI provides protection for longer exposure
times compared to LEB-based coatings.
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Figure 5.8

5.2.2

OCP-immersion time curves for coated cold-rolled steel coupons using
different reinforcements exposed to 3% NaCl electrolyte solution.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements and fitting
process for coated cold-rolled steel samples (first test)
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is one of the most common and

useful electrochemical measurements to study coating degradation and metallic corrosion
behavior.37, 60 EIS is a linear technique, thus the results can be easily interpreted in terms
of the linear system theory. Also, much information can be extracted from a single
experiment; therefore, it has an extremely high experimental efficiency. Most important,
this technique is nondestructive. Hence, EIS allows subsequent experiments or visual
characterization. Finally, with the appropriate mathematical manipulation it can
differentiate between close equivalent models, helping in the elucidation of corrosion or
degradation mechanisms.36,58-61
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The different alkyd paint formulations containing PANI reinforcements were
evaluated on their effectiveness as corrosion inhibitors for cold-rolled steel coupons in
3% NaCl electrolyte solution by performing EIS measurements during two different
accelerated tests. In the first test, intact coated samples were investigated for over a
month period.
The model used to fit the experimental response of the steel coupons coated with
alkyd paint is shown in Figure 5.9. Figure 5.10 displays the general model used to fit the
experimental data from alkyd paint coatings incorporating PANI-based materials. The
goodness of fit obtained for the different samples fitted to the corresponding models
showed χ2 values smaller than 0.005, and their respective sum of squares smaller than
0.41. In addition, a number of different models, suggested for coated samples by other
authors,31,62-65 were tested with a very poor goodness of fit (χ2 larger than 1). Thus, based
on previous work,1 a failure to achieve good fits with other models, and the small values
for χ2 and sum of squares obtained with the models shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10, these
two models appear to be good representations of the actual systems.

Figure 5.9

Electrical equivalent circuit used to fit experimental data from the alkyd
paint coated cold-rolled steel samples exposed to 3% NaCl.
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Figure 5.10

General electrical equivalent circuit used to fit experimental data from the
different formulations of PANI-incorporated coatings on cold-rolled steel
samples, immersed in 3% NaCl.

The equivalent circuits shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show Ccoat in parallel with
CPEf and Rcoat, and in series with Rs. Ccoat describes the capacitive reactance of the
coating, and is related to the degree of coating protection. Additionally, at higher
frequencies, the real component (Z’) of the impedance (X axis of the Nyquist plot, see
Figure 1.12 for the ideal case) is related to the solution or Ohmic resistance (Rs), and the
coating resistance, Rcoat, which gives the barrier effect. The Rcoat, also referred to as pore
resistance due to the resistance of the electrolyte filling the pores of the coating. This
resistance is usually a reflection of coating degradation caused by the entrance of
electrolyte into the coating, and with it ions and corrodents. At lower frequencies, the
capacitive behavior reflects the behavior of the double-layer capacitance, Cdl. Also, Cdl
accounts for the processes resulting from the direct contact of the electrolyte with the
metal surface underneath the coating. For this reason, Cdl is related to the area where the
coating has disbonded from the metal surface, also known as delamination of the coating.
Hence, this parameter is useful for calculating the area of coating delamination. This will
be explained in detail in Section 5.2.4.3. Sometimes, a capacitive reactance does not
behave as a pure capacitor, due to the non-ideal nature of the degradation process or
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inhomogeneous distribution of current. A constant phase element (CPE) is preferred to a
capacitor in such cases. The impedance contribution of the CPE is defined in terms of Z
and C in the following equation
1

𝑍 = 𝐶 (𝑗𝜔)−𝑛

5.1

where the exponent n describes the degree of ideal behavior. When n = 1 it behaves as a
pure capacitor, if n is less than 1 then it behaves as a CPE.66
There is also a resistance component called polarization resistance or corrosion
resistance, Rcor or Rp at the lower frequencies. This resistance characterizes the charge
transfer process and corresponds to the metal reaction in direct contact with the
electrolyte.
W1 is the Warburg diffusional impedance associated to mass transfer limitation of
species participating in the corrosion process. Rf, CPEf, are the resistance and constant
phase element of the fiber or film, thus, they only appear in the electrical equivalent
circuit used to fit experimental data from different formulation of coatings incorporating
PANI (Figure 5.10).
Figures 5.11a and 5.11b show EIS data for steel coupons coated with alkyd paint.
The scattered points in Figure 5.11a at very low frequencies (near the low limit of 0.01
Hz) are due to the very high impedance of the alkyd paint coating. Despite the use of a
Faraday cage when performing all the OCP and EIS measurements, this precaution was
not enough to prevent the noise interference at lower frequencies (f ≤ 6 Hz depending on
the nature of the coatings). In cases where the noise became excessive and prevented
fitting the model to the data, the data set was truncated to remove the noisy low
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frequency data. Fig. 5.12 shows the same data and its corresponding fit as shown in
Figure 5.11 after trimming the noisy data.
Figures 5.12 through 5.17 display the EIS data for each of the coated steel
coupons using different reinforcements. Five plots are presented in each figure. Each plot
corresponds to immersion times that exhibited a significant change in the electrochemical
behavior.
The solid lines in these plots represent the fit of experimental data using the
appropriate model. The equivalent circuit in Figure 5.9 was used to fit experimental data
of alkyd paint coatings, while the model in Figure 5.10 was tried for all the other
formulations of coatings. Depending on the coating, C was substituted for CPE, or certain
parameters from the original circuit reached values very close to either zero or infinity
and were neglected. This suggested that distinct corrosion processes were taking place,
and helped to compare between the distinct anticorrosion behaviors displayed by the
different coated samples. These facts will be stressed when discussing particular samples.
The Nyquist plots for all coated samples are shown in Figures 5.12a to 5.17a.
Steel coupons coated with alkyd paint (Figure 5.12a), and alkyd paint containing
EB/VGCNF or LEB-SDS reinforcements (Figures 5.15a and 5.17a, respectively) display
an arc-like response. This reveals that their corrosion mechanisms are mainly controlled
by the charge transfer resistance and processes associated with it. Conversely, alkyd paint
coatings using PreT-VGCNF, EB/VGCNF, and EB-SDS reinforcements (Figures 5.13a,
5.14a, and 5.16a) exhibit either a distorted arc or a Warburg diffusion tail at low
frequencies. This indicates that the corrosion mechanisms have a mixed control, with a
larger diffusion control contribution.
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The above observations suggest that different formulations protect the metal
through distinct mechanisms. However, those reinforced samples with the same PANI
oxidation state seemed to display similar mechanisms. See Figures 5.14 and 5.16, and
Figures 5.15 and 5.17 for comparisons between EB/VGCNF and EB-SDS, and
LEB/VGCNF and LEB-SDS, respectively.
An inversion between individual spectra at consecutive immersion times is
observed for some types of coating. In general, the EIS trends tend to either successively
increase or decrease depending on the processes taking place. Usually an inversion in the
consecutive trends indicates a significant change in the electrochemical behavior. This
might be due to processes involving coating degradation and metal (iron) dissolution.
Figure 5.12 shows a reversal in the trend of spectra at successive immersion times
of alkyd-paint-coated coupons. This reversal occurs twice. The first one happens at a very
early stage, between immersion times of 0.2 h and 21 h, whereas the second one occurs
near the final test stages, between immersion times of 293 h and 688 h. This confirms
what was suggested in the EOC discussion. Initially, the coated steel coupon undergoes
corrosion, forming enough corrosion products to block the open pores or sites of
permeation and re-establishing the protection. Finally, more pores were formed due to
coating degradation, and favored the corrosion again.
Samples with coatings using LEB/VGCNF (Figure 5.15a), and LEB-SDS (Figure
5.17) as additives display a reversal in the EIS trend with longer immersion times, similar
to the previously discussed behavior of the steel coupon coated with the alkyd paint.
Apparently, alkyd paint using LEB-SDS additive gives a poor protection (Figure 5.17). A
very significant change occurs during the initial immersion times between 0.2 h and 43 h
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for this sample. This suggests accelerated iron dissolution with some mass transfer
contribution, indicated by the tail-like trend of the Nyquist plot (red open circles in
Figure 5.17). This behavior is followed by a reversal between immersion times 43 h and
77 h. Finally, a decrease in size of the capacitive arc-like curve occurs, which confirms
coating degradation and accelerated corrosion behavior is no longer limited by diffusion.
After the experimental data corresponding to an immersion time of 43 h, the Warburg
impedance contribution is neglected from the circuit. This is reflected in the behavior of
the equivalent circuit that fitted the experimental data,.
Using the LEB/VGCNF additive (Figure 5.15a), the reversal in trends takes place
close to the intermediate stage (immersion times between 341 h and 583 h). Afterwards
the trend is reversed. Instead of decreasing, the distorted semicircles keep increasing in
size. This suggested that the barrier formed by corrosion products is increasing in
thickness or blocking more pores in the film, therefore appearing as a more protective
coating.28 The changes just described are reflected in the corresponding electrical
equivalent circuit that was fit to the experimental data (Figure 5.10). All the spectra have
a contribution from the Warburg impedance element, indicating that there is some mass
transfer limitation for the process to occur. This supports the idea that the pores or
penetration sites in the coating have been blocked. As more of them become blocked, the
size of the following arcs in the Nyquist plots increase (Figure 5.15.a).67
In the other group of coated coupons, the samples with coatings reinforced with
PreT-VGCNF display a unique behavior (Figure 5.13a), different even from the EBbased reinforcements. The distinct nature of its behavior was also reflected in the
equivalent model that fit the experimental data. The Ccoat element, behaving as a pure
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capacitor in all the other cases, needed to be converted into a constant phase element
(CPE). The CPE element usually indicates a higher roughness in surface and non-ideal
capacitive behavior due to inhomogeneity in the current distribution throughout the
sample.40,42,68 This might be the result of the big PreT-VGCNF lumps randomly
distributed throughout the coating’s surface (shown in Figure 5.5). Furthermore, it is the
only coating presenting two time constants from the beginning of the test. These two time
constants are related to two different processes taking place in the system. The diffusion
tail suggests some mass transfer control in the corrosion process. In addition, it displays a
reversal in the curves for intermediate immersion times between 169 h and 437 h.
This time, the reversal is accompanied by a clear change in behavior at higher
frequencies (f between 105 – 102 Hz) in the Bode plot (green crosses in Figure 5.13b,
phase plot). In the Bode - phase plot Figure 5.13b, the flat region before the decrease,
seen at earlier immersion times (higher frequencies), shows two semi-flat regions. This
change may indicate a decrease in the coating anticorrosion property. Probably, the
VGCNFs swell due to water adsorption. However, it still withstands without failing until
the end of the first test. Its protection even endures the second test, as it is observed by
visual inspection (Figures 5.6h and 5.7g).
In this group of samples, steel coupons with coatings incorporating EB/VGCNF,
and EB-SDS additives, exhibit processes governed by diffusion. This behavior was also
observed for coatings using PreT-VGCNF additives. The coated sample with alkyd paint
using EB/VGCNF reinforcement appears to behave better than the others. It only displays
an inversion of trends for successive immersion times at the last stage of the experiment,
between 437 h and 688 h. In contrast, samples with coatings incorporating EB-SDS
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additive showed an inversion at the initial stage, between 0.3 h and 3 h. This difference
confirms the results from the OCP measurements and visual inspection.
Coatings using LEB/VGCNF additive seem to be continuously involved in redox
processes with iron from the steel coupon, oxygen, and chloride ions diffusing through
the electrolyte. Also, this suggests a more porous film, which favors the almost free
diffusion of corrodents.28,36,67 Conversely, the sample with the coating using EB/VGCNF
reinforcement seems to favor the oxidation of iron to produce the compact and protective
layer of iron (III) oxide. This protective layer passivates the iron surface, and thus
decreases the corrosion process.12,18 No visual swelling or leaking was observed for this
sample, compared to the other coatings, after the second accelerated test.28 From these
observations, the coating using EB/VGCNF reinforcement appears to be considerably
less porous than the coating using LEB/VGCNF reinforcement and to have a better
adherence to the steel surface, as previously discussed.
The total impedance is a good parameter to follow the coating degradation.1,36
The absolute total impedance magnitude (|𝑍|) is usually the maximum impedance in the
lower frequency range. More often, |𝑍| is obtained at the lowest frequency from the
impedance modulus Bode plots (middle plots, Figures 5.11b to 5.17b). In this study, the
total impedance measured at 0.01 Hz is obtained from the left end of the impedance
modulus Bode plots. Figure 5.18 shows the variation of the absolute total impedance,
measured at 0.01 Hz, with immersion time for all the coated samples with alkyd paint
using different reinforcements.
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Figure 5.11

(a) Nyquist and (b) Bode plots for cold-rolled steel coupons coated with
pure alkyd paint at different immersion times in 3% NaCl.
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Figure 5.12

(a) Nyquist and (b) Bode plots for cold-rolled steel coupons coated with
pure alkyd paint at different immersion times in 3% NaCl, and the
corresponding modeled data lines.
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Figure 5.13

(a) Nyquist and (b) Bode plots for cold-rolled steel coupons coated with
alkyd paint incorporating 1 wt % PreT-VGCNF additive at different
immersion times and the corresponding modeled data lines.
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Figure 5.14

(a) Nyquist and (b) Bode plots for cold-rolled steel coupons coated with
alkyd paint incorporating 1 wt % EB/VGCNF additive at different
immersion times and the corresponding modeled data lines.
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Figure 5.15

Nyquist (a) and Bode (b) plots for cold-rolled steel coupons coated with
alkyd paint incorporating 1 wt % LEB/VGCNF additive at different
immersion times and the corresponding modeled data lines.
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Figure 5.16

Nyquist (a) and Bode (b) plots for cold-rolled steel coupons coated with
alkyd paint incorporating 1 wt % EB-SDS additive at different immersion
times and the corresponding modeled data lines.
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Figure 5.17

Nyquist (a) and Bode (b) plots for cold-rolled steel coupons coated with
alkyd paint coating incorporating 1 wt % LEB-SDS additive at different
immersion times and the corresponding modeled data lines.
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Figure 5.18

Variation of the absolute total impedance (|𝑍|), measured at 0.01 Hz, with
immersion time for various formulations of alkyd paint coatings with
different additives.

In general, the higher the initial |𝑍| value is, the more protective the coating is.
For a coating to be considered protective, it should display an initial |𝑍| value of at least
1.0×106 (Ω).1 In this study, all the initial values for the absolute total impedance were
between 1.0×106 (Ω) and 1.0×107 (Ω). Therefore, all were considered protective
coatings. As the immersion time increases, a protective coating should exhibit a slower
rate of decrease in their |𝑍| values. This appears to be the case for coatings containing
EB/VGCNF and PreT-VGCNF additives (blue triangles and red squares in Figure 5.18,
respectively). In Figure 5.18 the sample using EB/VGCNF additive shows a more
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protective behavior. Although other coatings exhibit larger initial values of |𝑍|, their |𝑍|
values initially increase. Subsequently, |𝑍| decreases either immediately or after a delay.
This is an indication of polymer degradation and pore blockage, but it may look like the
coating is more protective.36,37,39,41,67 This is in accord with all the previous discussions.
5.2.3

Analysis of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and electrical
equivalent circuit for coated samples
From Bode plots (Figures 5.12b to 5.17b) and model fitting, other set of useful

parameters could be obtained. The most important are discussed next.
5.2.3.1

Coating Capacitance (Ccoat)
The coating capacitance (Ccoat) is given by the following relationship
𝐶coat =

𝜀𝜀 𝑜 𝐴

5.2

𝑑

where ε is the dielectric constant of the coating, ε° is the permittivity of vacuum
(8.86×10-14 F/cm), A is the area of the coating, and d is the thickness of the coating. In
general, coatings have dielectric constants of 3–4, compared to the dielectric constant of
water with a value of 80. As water penetrates the coating, its dielectric constant increases,
thus, Ccoat should increase with the immersion time. For this reason, Ccoat values are
useful as a measure of water permeation through the coating.1,36
Furthermore, Ccoat can be used to calculate the % water uptake by the BrasherKingsbury equation1,69

% water uptake =
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𝐶
log( coat)
𝐶o

log 80

5.3

where Ccoat is the coating capacitance, Co is the coating capacitance at t = 0, and 80 is the
dielectric constant of water. Figure 5.19a presents the variation of Ccoat with the
immersion time. Figure 5.19b depicts the variation of the % water uptake with the
immersion time, calculated by Equation 5.3.

Figure 5.19

Variation of (a) coating capacitance and (b) % water uptake with the
immersion time for various formulations of alkyd paint coatings with
different additives.

Figure 5.19a shows that apparently the PreT-VGCNF reinforcement imparts a
higher degree of porosity to the coating or higher ability to absorb water, since the fibers
can swell upon water permeation through the coating. In general, Ccoat of the coating with
PreT-VGCNF reinforcement decreases, though it displays the highest values for Ccoat
throughout the test, followed by coatings using the EB/VGCNF reinforcement. PreTVGCNF manifests its unique behavior by displaying a reverse trend in the Ccoat as the
immersion time increases. This sample’s Ccoat increases with exposure time. Some
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authors have attributed this behavior to the non-uniform adsorption or distribution of
water in the coating, and to internal stresses induced by water uptake and swelling
leading to a change in the dielectric constant of the coating.36 In addition, this might be
due to the exposed fibers producing a high Ccoat because of the double-layer capacitance
of the carbon material.70 For this reason the calculation of the % water uptake yielded
negative numbers, and was excluded from the plot in Figure 5.19b.
Although the alkyd paint coating using EB/VGCNF additive shows higher Ccoat
values, it exhibits a less steep initial increment (slower process of water uptake). Thus,
this coating becomes more stable after a shorter immersion time. Once the Ccoat becomes
almost constant, the capacitance of small pathways (pores) is much less than the parallel
capacitance of the remainder of the coating. Therefore, the contribution of the
small-pathways capacitance to the total capacitance is small, even though the pathways
and pores controlled the behavior of the coating.36 This behavior is also illustrated by the
% water uptake. The other coatings display faster water adsorption rates. Coatings using
the LEB-SDS additive even exhibit swelling at the beginning of the test, which is
followed by a fast water uptake. In general, the % water uptake values (Figure 5.19b) are
very high, and in some cases exceed 100 % (not shown in Figure 5.19b). This may be due
to the fact that thin films are not as stable as thicker more protective coatings. In addition,
the presence of the additive clusters affect the coating porosity, as was discussed earlier.1
5.2.3.2

Coating resistance (Rcoat)
Usually, Rcoat is considered the pore resistance of the coating as a result of

electrolyte solution penetration. In polymer coatings pores might be real or virtual. The
virtual pores referred to coating zones where the polymer exhibits lower degrees of
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crosslinking, thus, favoring the mass transport through it.1,28,36,67,71 As the immersion time
increases, Rcoat is expected to decrease, since as the coating degrades more pores or larger
pores will allow faster diffusion processes.
The pure alkyd paint coating and the coating containing PreT-VGCNF
reinforcement display the lowest Rcoat values in Figure 5.20. In general, coatings with
EB/VGCNF additive show an initial increase in Rcoat, followed by a decrease and another
increase. This is probably due to corrosion products blocking the pores within the
coating. As time increases, the coating degrades and eventually more pores appear, thus,
the resistance decreases. Coatings with EB/VGCNF additive seem that the newly formed
pores are being blocked as they formed, or the steel substrate repassivates, raising the
Rcoat again. However, this coating appear to have a more protective coating compared to
pure alkyd paint coating and alkyd paint coating using PreT-VGCNF as reinforcement.
5.2.3.3

Double-layer capacitance (Cdl), corrosion resistance (Rcor), and %
delaminated area (% Ad)
The double-layer capacitance (Cdl) and corrosion (charge transfer or polarization)

resistance (Rcor) are associated to processes involving the metallic substrate or the
metal/electrolyte interface underneath the coating, as mentioned before. Frequently, Cdl is
around one order of magnitude higher than Ccoat. This was the case for the majority of
coated samples in this study.
Since Cdl and Rcor arise from the reactions at the metal/electrolyte interface, either
one or the other can be used as a measure of the coating disbonded area.1,28,36,37,72 The
delamination area (Ad) can be calculated by the following equation36
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𝐴d =

𝐶dl
𝑅o
⁄𝐶 o = cor⁄𝑅
cor
dl

5.4

o
o
where 𝐶dl
and 𝑅cor
are the uncoated metal area-specific double-layer capacitance and

charge-transfer resistance, respectively. The uncoated cold-rolled steel immersed in 3%
o
o
NaCl gave a 𝐶dl
of 1.519×10-4 F/cm2 and 𝑅cor
of 2.666×103 Ω cm2. The area of the cold-

rolled coupons exposed to 3% NaCl is 7.07 cm2.

Figure 5.20

Variation of the coating resistance with the immersion time for various
formulations of alkyd paint coatings with different additives.

In addition, the % Ad was calculated by the expression36,70
𝐴d⁄
𝐴) × 100

%𝐴d = (

where A is the steel coupon total surface area, which corresponds to 29.16 cm2.
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5.5

Sometimes, Cdl has been used more as a measure of electroactive area rather than
of delaminated area when passivating pigments are mixed with coatings. To avoid
ambiguity in the interpretation, only Rcor values were used to calculate the % of
delaminated area (Ad).
Moreover, the corrosion rate of the metal underneath the coating could be
estimated by the Stern-Geary equation1,73,74
𝑖cor = 𝑅

𝐾

cor

5.6

where K is a predetermined constant and Rcor can be obtained from the real axis of the
Nyquist plot at very low frequencies. Although K was not determined in this work, the
Rcor behavior provided information about the variation of the icor
Figure 5.21 shows that initial Cdl values for almost all the coatings are around
1.0×10-10 F/cm2, which indicates the protective nature of the coatings.1,36 The coating
using the PreT-VGCNF additive is the exception, and presents an initial value of around
1.0×10-8 F/cm2. The coating using the EB/VGCNF additive and the pure alkyd paint
coating display similar trends in the Cdl values (Figure 5.21a). However, Figure 5.21b
shows a higher % Ad for the coating with EB/VGCNF additive, compared to the lowest %
Ad for the pure alkyd paint coating. This could be consistent with other points discussed
before, since the protection mechanism of the coating using EB/VGCNF additive is
through metal oxidation and formation of corrosion products on the metallic surface. This
means formation of corrosion products beneath the coating and a larger delaminated area.
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Figure 5.21

5.2.3.4

Variation of the (a) double-layer capacitance and (b) % delaminated area
with the immersion time for various formulations of alkyd paint coatings
with different additives.

Fiber/film capacitance (Cf) and fiber/film resistance (Rf)
Fiber or film capacitance (Cf) and fiber or film resistance (Rf) are two parameters

included only in the equivalent circuit used for coatings with additives. They provide
insight into the role of the reinforcement (PreT-VGCNF, or PANI/VGCNF film, or
PANI-SDS film) within the matrix of the alkyd paint. Figures 5.22a and 5.22b show the
behavior of the Cf and Rf, respectively. These two parameters follow the same principles
of the Ccoat, and Rcoat. The smaller the Cf and the slower its increase, the more protective
the fiber or composite used as reinforcement. Conversely, the smaller the Rf and the faster
its increase, the more porous the fiber or the additive. The results show that the
EB/VGCNF reinforcement offers the best protection of the set tested, followed by the
PreT-VGCNF reinforcement. The EB/VGCNF reinforcement displays the smallest Cf
while its Rf seems very stable, and it does not show a reversal in the trend compared to
PreT-VGCNF, where the Rf increases first, and then decreases. When the nature of the
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reinforcement is less protective more corrosion products are produced and accumulated
in some micro or nano paths through the fiber, thus increasing the Rf values.
Nevertheless, the “protection” does not endure and the Rf decreases. The coatings using
LEB/VGCNF and LEB-SDS reinforcements do not follow these trends. This suggests
that those coatings do not provide much protection, and the substrates are already
undergoing corrosion.

Figure 5.22

5.2.4

Variations of the fiber/film capacitance (a) and fiber/film resistance (b)
with immersion time for the different formulations of incorporated-paint
coatings.

Open circuit potential (OCP) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) measurements for intentionally damaged coated samples immersed in
3% NaCl for one week (second test)
At the end of the first accelerated test, the best behaved coated samples (samples

without signs of corrosion) were intentionally damaged by scribing an X mark all across
the available surface enclosed by the PVC pipe. The scribed coupons were then immersed
in 3% NaCl for one week. For comparison, newly prepared coated samples were
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subjected to the same procedure. The OCP results in Figure 5.23 reveal that the initial
OCP is more negative for the newly prepared alkyd paint-coated steel coupon indicating
an accelerated corrosion process forming corrosion products. These corrosion products
act as a barrier against oxidizers, and thus, shift the OCP to a less negative value (as seen
at ≈20 h). However, the OCP eventually decreases and remains more or less constant
around the corrosion OCP for uncoated cold-rolled steel. The alkyd paint-coated steel
coupon from the first experiment completely failed after ≈50 h. Something similar
happened to the alkyd paint-coated steel coupon containing the LEB/VGCNF additive.
Cold-rolled steel coupons coated with alkyd paint using EB/VGCNF as reinforcement,
both from new and previous tests, show a more stable behavior throughout the test. The
only difference between the new and old samples is the more negative initial OCP value
of the latter. Alkyd paint-coated steel coupons using PreT-VGCNF as reinforcement
display a similar trend as for the alkyd paint coating with EB/VGCNF additive. At the
beginning of the second test, the coupon coated with the newly prepared alkyd paint
using LEB/VGCNF reinforcement behaved the best, since its initial OCP is the least
negative of all, and remains around this value for 45 h. This OCP (-0.418 V) is more
positive than the OCP of the sample using the EB/VGCNF reinforcement (-0.480). After
45 h the corrosion rate is accelerated, causing a decrease in the OCP to more negative
values, compared to those of the newly prepared alkyd paint coating. The OCP analysis
suggests that the sample using the EB/VGCNF reinforcement produced a more protective
and adhering coating, followed by the PreT-VGCNF reinforcement.
In all cases, the EIS spectra (Figures 5.24 and 5.25) show distorted semicircles in
the Nyquist plots, some of them with negative inductive loops. These features indicate
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accelerated corrosion. Usually, it is very difficult to fit a model to experimental data of
accelerated corrosion processes. This is even more difficult with complex coating
systems. For these reasons no model was fitted to EIS data corresponding to the second
accelerated test.

Figure 5.23

OCP-immersion time curves for intentionally damaged coated cold-rolled
steel coupons using different reinforcements.

Figure 5.24 depicted the initial (crosses) and final (solid diamonds) spectra of the
old coated coupons (previously tested in the first test). At the beginning of the
experiment, the alkyd paint-coated steel coupon displays a larger distorted semicircle in
the Nyquist plot, suggesting a more protective coating. However, this coating completely
fails in less than 50 h of immersion, showing swelling and leaking. This suggests that the
larger feature on the Nyquist plot (black crosses in Figure 5.24a) is due to the barrier
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effect from the corrosion products. These corrosion products are not very protective and
quickly fail under the aggressive experimental condition. Therefore, the sample shows an
inward lower loop in the Nyquist plot. Samples coated with alkyd paint using the
LEB/VGCNF additive exhibits an initial negative loop (blue crosses in Figure 5.24a),
which indicates accelerated corrosion of the metal. This is also confirmed by the positive
angle in the phase diagram at both higher and lower frequencies (blue crosses in the
Figure 5.24b). Alkyd paint coatings using PreT-VGCNF and EB/VGCNF additives
present similar behavior to that observed for the coating with LEB/VGCNF as
reinforcement. They present a positive loop in the Nyquist plot (green and red crosses in
Figure 5.24a), indicating somewhat slower corrosion kinetics than presented by the
coated sample using LEB/VGCNF reinforcement. In addition, these two samples show
more negative phase angles at higher frequencies, even at lower frequencies compared to
coated sample using LEB/VGCNF reinforcement. A similar trend in the phase angle plot
is displayed by the sample using the EB/VGCNF reinforcement (solid red diamonds in
Figure 5.24b). This indicates a more protective barrier compared to that of the coating
with LEB/VGCNF additive. All the EIS spectra show three distinct time constants. They
are clearly observed in the phase Bode plot (Figure 5.24b). The appearance of more than
two time constants in a single spectrum reflects the complex nature of the accelerated
corrosion degradation.
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Figure 5.24

(a) Nyquist and (b) Bode plots for old coated cold-rolled steel coupons at
different immersion times for intentionally damaged samples. Crosses =
initial spectra, and diamonds = final spectra.

Figure 5.25 depicted the behavior of the newly prepared coated systems. The
alkyd-paint-coated steel sample shows the negative loop in the Nyquist plot (black
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squares in Figure 5.25a), thus indicating accelerated corrosion. This behavior is
confirmed by a positive phase angle in the phase Bode plot (black line in the Figure
5.25b). At the beginning of the test, coated samples containing the LEB/VGCNF
reinforcement appear to protect better than coatings with the other two additives. At the
end of the test, however, the sample with this additive is the only one showing more
negative phase angles and fewer time constants in Bode plots. Although this suggests that
the coating incorporating LEB/VGCNF reinforcement is more protective than coatings
with the other two reinforcements, this coating shows the most negative OCP. In
addition, electrolyte leakage outside the electrochemical cell at the end of the test was
observed with this coating.
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Figure 5.25

(a) Nyquist and (b) Bode plots for newly coated cold-rolled steel coupons
at different immersion times for intentionally damaged samples. Markers =
initial spectra, and solid lines= final spectra.
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5.3

Conclusions
The ATR-FTIR spectra were successfully used to confirm the EB and LEB PANI

states in their respective formulations employing EB/VGCNF, LEB/VGCNF, EB-SDS,
and LEB-SDS additives, prior to coating the steel coupons.
Visual inspection of the different accelerated tests and OCP measurements
showed that samples coated with alkyd paint containing the EB/VGCNF additive
behaved better in protecting the cold-rolled steel coupons. This was followed by PreTVGCNF and LEB/VGCNF additives. In spite of exhibiting proofs of initial corrosion or
degradation, the pure alkyd paint showed overall good protection, since it endured the
aggressive media for a month, to the end of the first accelerated test.
EIS measurements and data analysis revealed that overall the EB/VGCNF
reinforcement offer better protection compared to coatings with the other additives,
although it might show high porosity. In addition, although the EB form of PANI was
present in both EB/VGCNF and EB-SDS reinforcements, the former exhibited better
anticorrosion behavior. The good anticorrosion behavior of the alkyd paint coating
containing EB/VGCNF as the additive confirms the synergistic effect of PANI and
VGCNF over only EB in the EB-SDS reinforcement. In contrast, the pure alkyd paint
coating appeared to fail close to the beginning of the test. This could be due to defects in
the coating. However, once the corrosion products blocked the failure, it seemed to be
less porous and displayed good corrosion protection. The alkyd coating reinforced with
LEB/VGCNF seemed to favor oxidation of the metal to produce an oxide barrier.
However, it showed high porosity and after 100 h of immersion in 3 % NaCl, the % Ad
increased abruptly in spite of showing a very low initial % Ad. The alkyd coating using
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the PreT-VGCNF additive exhibited a unique behavior. However, its performance was
not as good as the coating incorporating the EB/VGCNF additive, and it never reached
the point of failure during the first test. In addition, EB-, and LEB-based paint coatings
showed a completely different behavior, with different types of control governing the
coating degradation and steel corrosion. In this respect, the alkyd paint coating showed
the same type of control as LEB-reinforced coatings, whereas coatings with PreTVGCNF additive presented similar control to that presented by the EB-reinforced
coatings.
Overall, the best anticorrosion behavior was exhibited by the alkyd paint
incorporating EB/VGCNF additive, followed by PreT-VGCNF and LEB/VGCNF
additives. The pure alkyd paint coating showed a more protective behavior compared to
coatings incorporating the LEB/VGCNF reinforcement, especially regarding its
adherence to the cold-rolled steel surface.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS

6.1

Summary of this work
This investigation had three main goals:
1) Synthesis and characterization of PANI/VGCNF composites of variable PANI
coating thickness.
2) Production of EB/VGCNF- and LEB/VGCNF-incorporated alkyd paint coatings
with a thickness of ≈30 nm;
3) Evaluation of the corrosion inhibitory properties of 1 wt % PANI/VGCNFincorporated alkyd paint coatings on cold-rolled steel substrates immersed in the
marine-like aggressive media of 3 wt % NaCl.
In order to achieve the first objective, the effect of several synthesis conditions on

the PANI coating thickness were investigated, and the spectroscopic, microscopic, and
electronic characterization of PANI/VGCNF nanocomposites produced were performed.
In general, ATR-FTIR and Uv-vis results were consistently showing, with the
exception of acid-washed samples which displayed mainly ES character, that PANI
coating exists in a mixture of EB and ES forms in the different PANI/VGCNF materials
synthesized. PANI-coated VGCNFs prepared with PreT-VGCNF in the presence of SDS,
presented mainly EB units, with a minor contribution of the bipolaron or localized
polaron ES units, and some phenazine-like units or defects in the PANI structure. In
224

addition, the increase in PreT-VGCNF load, the presence of SDS, and the proton-doping
level contributed greatly to shifts displayed in the positions, as well as to the difference in
intensities, and band broadening. Furthermore, at shorter polymerization times, the
materials produced seemed to present more phenazine-like defects, or aniline oligomers,
or both. Aged materials exhibited differences compared with the freshly prepared
materials, indicating the more oxidized segments in the PANI structure.
From the standard two-point probe method or cell assembly, the conductivities
obtained showed consistency with values for similar samples and conditions reported by
other authors. Acid-washed composites were more conductive than water-washed
samples, and composites synthesized using shorter polymerization times seemed more
conductive compared to those synthesized with longer polymerization times. Unoxidized
VGCNF, which was not used for preparation of samples in this dissertation, was
compared to oxidized VGCNF and PreT-VGCNF. The most conductive nanofiber was
the unoxidized VGCNF (0.47 S cm-1), followed by the oxidized VGCNF (0.267 S cm-1),
and PreT-VGCNF (0.228 S cm-1). A X-Y scatter plot showed that conductivity of PANIcoated VGCNFs linearly increased upon increasing in the VGCNF load. In this plot a
good correlation was observed, suggesting that the percolation mechanism of conduction
was the major contribution compared with the tunneling mechanism. The different trends
obtained by the CA method for distinct type of samples were consistent with the
spectroscopic and colorimetric results. The main drawbacks of this method are the
relatively large amount of sample needed per test, and the difficulty to place the sample
in position for the measurement.
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6.2

Effect of different synthesis conditions on the PANI-coating thickness
AFM analysis suggests that less VGCNF stacking is seen at higher [SDS], with a

narrower height range (-361.8 to 330.3 nm). The PANI-coating thickness calculated from
the AFM analysis for the PANI/VGCNF materials prepared with different [SDS]s
increased from 0–9 nm ([SDS] = 0.08 M), to 68–70 nm ([SDS] = 0.96 M, suggesting less
stacking, better dispersion, and more uniform coating. At highest [SDS], the PANI
thickness was confirmed by thicknesses obtained from the TEM analysis.
TEM analysis showed that either a pretreatment or presence of SDS alone has an
effect on the PANI-coating thickness, with pretreatment producing slightly thinner and
more adherent films than with just SDS present. However, the combination of fiber
pretreatment and SDS enhanced the film adherence and uniformity.
From the TEM and SEM images, it was observed that only PANI/VGCNF
materials synthesized with PreT-VGCNF in the presence of SDS favored a more even
PANI coating. Different PreT-VGCNF loads displayed a clear effect on the PANIcoating thickness, and produced in all cases more uniform PANI coatings. Thicknesses of
aged materials were roughly half of the original values (new composites). The H2SO4washed composites displayed smoother PANI films, in contrast to H2O-washed/air-dried
composites that exhibited a more irregular morphology. Although, different
polymerization times showed no clear influence on PANI morphology, they had an effect
on the thickness. Since thickness increased with the increase of polymerization time, up
to an intermediate time (12 h). Then, it showed a decrease with further increase in
polymerization time (24 h), mainly due to the formation of an easier to detach thicker
PANI film.
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6.3

Remarks on the two alternate characterization methods introduced in this
dissertation
In this work, two different alternate characterization methods have been

introduced. The first method developed was a computer color-based method to achieve
characterization of PANI-based samples by extracting color components in two color
spaces from either computer or scanner digital images.
The second characterization method developed was to measure the conductivity
of the PANI-based samples, and included two approaches the RC-TPPS and the FFTPPS. The advantages shown by this method over the more traditional approach CA
included: the easiness to place the sample in position, and the small amount of sample
required for the test.
6.3.1

Colorimetric characterization
The alternate colorimetric characterization based on computer analysis of digital

images obtained by a digital camera and a scanner was able to differentiate between
PANI samples of various types. In general, the digital images collected with the scanner
show better correlations between different color components, especially for the RGB
color space when the marquee sampling tool was used. The different analyses were
mostly consistent with results previously obtained by UV-vis spectroscopy. In addition,
this method allowed obtaining a pH of 2.5 as the inflection point for green component
versus pH of the acid wash, similar to the pKa of the amine group in PANI reported by
many authors. Finally, although both color spaces distinguish amongst different types of
samples, RGB color components differentiated more clearly than CIELab color
components.
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6.3.2

RC-TPPS and FF-TPPS approaches
RC-TPPS is the first approach using a round tip and a cone-like cup as the two-

point probe system. RC-TPPS results obtained from a standard CuO sample (known
conductivity) showed a dependency of the conductivity with the applied pressure, as
observed for the CA method. CA method gave a better correlation compared that of RCTPPS method. When a CA value was substituted in the linear equation of RC-TPPS, the
calculated conductivity was 2.98×10-5 S cm-1, which was similar to the original value
obtained by CA method (2.80×10-5 S cm-1). This previous result shows the potential of
the new method. However, it presented time consuming complications such as a
challenging vertical alignment, a complex cell geometry, which affected the calculation
of the cross-sectional area needed for the conductivity calculation, and a simulation and
laborious calculation/recalculation process to obtain the final corrections. For these
reasons, a second approach was proposed, flat-flat two-point probe system (FF-TPPS).
The FF-TPPS method allowed an easy placement of the sample in position for the
measurement. It also required only a small amount of sample per test. In addition, if a
factor of 10 is used, this method showed good consistency with results obtained by the
CA method. Occasionally, even after applying the factor of 10, there were some
inconsistent values. These errors came from the inaccurate thickness measurement and
the misalignment of the two flat probes when the corresponding force was applied. When
these parameters have been carefully controlled a good agreement between the methods
was observed.
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6.4

OCP and EIS evaluation of the corrosion inhibitory properties of alkyd paints
incorporating PANI-based additives
EIS measurements and data analysis revealed that overall the EB/VGCNF

reinforcement offer better protection, although it might show high porosity, the whole
alkyd coating with EB/VGCNF additive was the most protective. In addition, although
the EB form of PANI in both EB/VGCNF and EB-SDS reinforcements exhibited better
anticorrosion behavior than LEB-based reinforcements. The best anticorrosion behavior
of the alkyd paint coating using EB/VGCNF as additive, confirms the synergistic effect
of PANI and VGCNF over just the EB-SDS reinforcement. In contrast, the pure alkyd
paint coating appeared to fail almost at the beginning of the test, maybe due to defects in
the coating. However, once the corrosion products blocked the failure, it seemed to be
less porous and displayed an apparent good corrosion protection. The alkyd coating using
LEB/VGCNF as reinforcement seemed to favor oxidation of the metal to produce a
barrier of its oxides. However, it showed high porosity and after 100 h of immersion in 3
% NaCl, the % Ad increased abruptly in spite of showing very low initial % Ad. The alkyd
coating using PreT-VGCNF additive, exhibited a unique behavior, even though its
performance seemed not as good as with the EB/VGCNF additive, it never reached the
point of failure during the first test. In addition, EB-, and LEB-based paint coatings
showed a completely different behavior, with different types of control governing the
coating degradation and steel corrosion. In this respect, the alkyd paint coating showed
the same type of control as LEB-reinforced coatings, whereas coatings with PreTVGCNF additive presented similar control to that presented by the EB-reinforced
coatings.
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Overall, the best anticorrosion behavior was exhibited by the alkyd paint
incorporating EB/VGCNF additive, followed by PreT-VGCNF and LEB/VGCNF
additives. At some instances, the pure alkyd paint coating showed a more protective
behavior compared to coatings incorporating the LEB/VGCNF reinforcement. This may
be so due to a little better adherence to the cold-rolled surface.
6.5

Future work
The color-based characterization method is still in the initial stage, and could be

developed further to produce complete consistency between the diverse types of results
for similar samples. Future work will be needed to fully exploit the advantages and
overcome the limitations of this method.
The FF-TPPS method for measuring the conductivity seemed very promising in
assessing the conductivity, however, more tests are needed to have a better understanding
of the factor-of-ten effect, which is required for good agreement between results from
different methods, and to optimize and validate the method.
Future work is also needed in the general synthesis method, in order to obtain the
optimum [SDS] needed during the synthesis.
In addition, evaluation of the anticorrosion properties of the additives prepared
using polymerization times of 12 and 24 h, and thicker PANI coatings on the fibers to
compare with results obtain in this dissertation. This will provide a better understanding
of the corrosion mechanism involved when the steel is coated with alkyd paint
incorporating 1 wt % of new PANI-based additives.
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APPENDIX A
ELECTROCHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS
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A.1

Detailed procedure for making Ag/AgCl reference electrodes
A molecular sieve 1/8” pellet was placed and fixed at one end of a 5 cm glass

tubing (φ out ≈4 mm or smaller) using a PTFE/FEP dual shrink tubing (Zeus, Orangeburg,
SC) by heating with the torch while turning the assembly until the shrink tubing went
from opaque white to transparent. It was left to cool for 15 min, then, washed with
deionized H2O two times, and filled with 3 M NaCl. Afterwards, the assemblage was
placed inside a vial with 10 – 15 mL of 3 M NaC.
A 4 cm long Ag wire (99.99 %, φ ≈0.6 mm) was fixed and soldered into a gold
pin tip. The soldered area was protected with two consecutive shrink tubing to prevent it
from getting wet by the electrolyte. The connection between Ag wire and gold tip was
confirmed by a voltmeter. Then, Ag wire was polished with a dry SiC paper 1200 grid,
sonicated in acetone for few seconds to remove debris from polishing, rinsed with DIW,
immersed in 1:1 HNO3 / DIW until first bubbles were visible and Ag wire looked very
bright, rinsed with DIW again, and placed in a 25 mL vial with 20 mL of 1 M KCl as
electrolyte for the formation and deposition of AgCl.
For the formation and deposition of AgCl to the Ag wire, the Ag wire was
connected to the anodic (positive) terminal of a 225 Current Source, and a 1 mm diameter
Pt wire (Goodfellow, Cambridge Science Park, U.K.) was connected to the cathodic
(negative) terminal. Thereupon, 100 µA was applied for 1 or 2 h, until the Ag wire turned
black or red/brown. Soon after, the AgCl-deposited Ag wire was introduced into the glass
tube with 3 M NaCl. The end of the glass tube with the Ag wire was sealed with Teflon
tape. After a day immersed in 3 M NaCl electrolyte solution, the actual potential of such
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reference electrode was measured versus a standard saturated Calomel electrode (SCE)
from Accumet (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) (+0.241 V vs NHE).
A.2

Script used in the Multistat application to run the different OCP and EIS
measurements performed to investigate the anticorrosion properties of intact
coated and intentionally-damaged coated samples
The Multistat script is written in the form of steps, and it is used by the software

to coordinate the potentiostat and FRA units in order to execute all the commands related
to different measurements included in the script for all the channels connected and
selected. The different steps constituting the routine used in this investigation are enlisted
next.
1.

15 min of OCP data collection in delta E mode, with a maximum value of
points/s = 5, a minimum value of points/s = 0.1, and a value of mV/point = 1

2.

Beginning of loop: 56 cycles

3.

Impedance queue, hold at open circuit (OC)

4.

Impedance data recording at constant E, 0 V applied vs OC, frequency sweep
mode, Log 55000 – 0.01 Hz

5.

165 min of OCP data collection

6.

Ending of loop: 56 cycles

7.

2 h of OCP

8.

Terminate routine

All the steps within the experimental routine were applied to all samples, either
intact coated or intentionally-damaged coated coupons, connected in the same batch (8
samples per batch). Since, the FRA unit was only available to perform the EIS data
collection of one sample at the time, between consecutive samples; an intended 15 min
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delay was set. In this way, the wetting induction time of the coating, before the EIS
measurement takes place, remains the same for each sample.
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